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A STUDY OF SINGULARITIES ON
RATIONAL CURVES VIA SYZYGIES
David Cox, Andrew R. Kustin1, Claudia Polini2, and Bernd Ulrich3
Abstract. Consider a rational projective curve C of degree d over an algebraically closed field k.
There are n homogeneous forms g1, . . . , gn of degree d in B = k[x, y] which parameterize C in a
birational, base point free, manner. We study the singularities of C by studying a Hilbert-Burch
matrix ϕ for the row vector [g1, . . . , gn]. In the “General Lemma” we use the generalized row
ideals of ϕ to identify the singular points on C, their multiplicities, the number of branches at
each singular point, and the multiplicity of each branch.
Let p be a singular point on the parameterized planar curve C which corresponds to a general-
ized zero of ϕ. In the “Triple Lemma” we give a matrix ϕ′ whose maximal minors parameterize
the closure, in P2, of the blow-up at p of C in a neighborhood of p. We apply the General Lemma
to ϕ′ in order to learn about the singularities of C in the first neighborhood of p. If C has even
degree d = 2c and the multiplicity of C at p is equal to c, then we apply the Triple Lemma again
to learn about the singularities of C in the second neighborhood of p.
Consider rational plane curves C of even degree d = 2c. We classify curves according to
the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C. There are 7 possible
configurations of such singularities. We classify the Hilbert-Burch matrix which corresponds to
each configuration. The study of multiplicity c singularities on, or infinitely near, a fixed rational
plane curve C of degree 2c is equivalent to the study of the scheme of generalized zeros of the fixed
balanced Hilbert-Burch matrix ϕ for a parameterization of C. Let
BalHd =
{
ϕ
∣∣∣∣ϕ is a 3× 2 matrix; each entry in ϕ is a homogeneousform of degree c from B; and ht I2(ϕ) = 2
}
.
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The group G = GL3(k) × GL2(k) acts on BalHd by way of (χ, ξ) · ϕ = χϕξ
−1. We decompose
BalHd into a disjoint union of 11 orbits. Each orbit has the form G ·M , where M is the closed
irreducible subspace of affine space defined by the maximal order minors of a generic matrix.
We introduce the parameter space Ad. Each element g of Ad is an ordered triple of d-forms
from B, and each g ∈ Ad induces a rational map Ψg : P
1 //❴❴❴ P2 . We define
Td = {g ∈ Ad |Ψg is birational onto its image without base points} and
Bd =
{
g ∈ Td
∣∣∣∣ every entry in the corresponding homogeneous Hilbert-Burchmatrix has degree d/2
}
.
In practice we are only interested in the subset Td of Ad. Every element of Ad which is not in Td
corresponds to an unsuitable parameterization of a curve. We prove that if there is a multiplicity c
singularity on or infinitely near a point p on a curve C of degree d = 2c, then the parameterization
of C is an element of Bd. We prove that Bd ⊆ Td are open subsets of Ad. We identify an open
cover ∪B
(i)
d of Bd and for each B
(i)
d in this open cover, we identify a generic Hilbert-Burch matrix
which specializes to give a Hilbert-Burch matrix for g for each g ∈ B
(i)
d . As an application of this
result, we identify a universal projective resolution for the graded Betti numbers
0→ B(−3c)2 → B(−2c)3 → B.
We decompose the space Bd of balanced triples into strata. Each stratum consists of those
triples g in Bd for which the corresponding curve Cg exhibits one particular configuration of
multiplicity c singularities.
We use the Jacobian matrix associated to the parameterization to identify the non-smooth
branches of the curve as well as the multiplicity of each branch. The starting point for this line
of reasoning is the result that if D is an algebra which is essentially of finite type over the ring
C, then the ramification locus of D over C is equal to the support of the module of Ka¨hler
differentials ΩD/C . The General Lemma is a local result. Once one knows the singularities {pi}
on a parameterized curve C, then the General Lemma shows how to read the multiplicity and
number of branches at each point pi from the Hilbert-Burch matrix of the parameterization. The
result about the Jacobian matrix is a global result. It describes, in terms of the parameterization,
all of the points p on C and all of the branches of C at p for which the multiplicity is at least two.
In contrast to General Lemma one may apply the Jacobian matrix technique before one knows
the singularities on C.
We use conductor techniques to study the singularity degree δ. Let g = (g1, g2, g3) be an
element of Td and Cg be the corresponding parameterized plane curve. We produce a polynomial
cg whose factorization into linear factors gives the value of the invariant δ at each singular point of
Cg . The polynomial cg is obtained in a polynomial manner from the coefficients of the entries of a
Hilbert-Burch matrix for g. We use these ideas to produce closed sets in Bd which separate various
configurations of singularities. To create cg , we start with the coordinate ring Ag = k[g1, g2, g3] ⊆
B. If V is the dth Veronese subring of B and cg is the conductor Ag :V , then cg generates the
saturation of the extension of cg to B.
In the final section of the paper, we apply our results to rational plane quartics. We exhibit a
stratification of B4 in which every curve associated to a given stratum has the same configuration
of singularities and we compute the dimension of each stratum.
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Section 0. Introduction, terminology, and preliminary results.
Subsection 0.A Introduction.
Consider a rational projective curve C of degree d over an algebraically closed
field k. This curve, by definition, is the closure of the image of a rational map
Ψ: P1 //❴❴❴ Pn−1 . One can arrange the parameterization so that Ψ has no base
points and is birational onto its image. Thus, there are n homogeneous forms
g1, . . . , gn of degree d in B = k[x, y] so that Ψ(q) = [g1(q) : · · · : gn(q)] for all q ∈ P1
and
C = {Ψ(q) | q ∈ P1}.
One traditional approach to the study of C involves finding the polynomial relations
F ∈ k[T1, . . . , Tn] on g1, . . . , gn, with F (g1, . . . , gn) = 0. If one follows this line of
investigation, then the defining equations of C form the ideal
I(C) = {F ∈ k[T1, . . . , Tn] | F (g1, . . . , gn) = 0}.
Our approach instead is to look at the linear relations on g1, . . . , gn with coefficients
in B. We study the syzygy module
 c1...
cn
 ∈ Bn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
c∑
i=1
gici = 0
 .
In particular, we focus on a Hilbert-Burch matrix ϕ so that
(0.1) 0→
n−1⊕
i=1
B(−d− di)
ϕ
−→ B(−d)n
[g1,...,gn]
−−−−−−→ B
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is an exact sequence. It is plausible to learn about C from ϕ because, for example,
when C is a plane curve (that is, n = 3), then the ideal I(C) is generated by the
resultant of the two polynomials
∑3
i=1 Tiϕi,j , where ϕ = (ϕi,j) and the two listed
polynomials (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) are viewed as homogeneous polynomials of degree d1 and
d2 in the variables x and y with coefficients being linear forms in k[T1, T2, T3].
Section 1 is concerned with the General Lemma. We use the generalized row
ideals of ϕ to identify the singular points on C, their multiplicities, and the number
of branches at each singular point. Indeed, the parameterization Ψ automatically
parameterizes the branches of C; see Observation 1.25. The General Lemma also
uses the generalized row ideals of ϕ to identify the multiplicity of each branch of C.
Let C be a parameterized planar curve and let d1 ≤ d2, as shown in (0.1), with
n = 3, be the shifts for a homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for a parameterization
of C. One consequence of the General Lemma is the observation that if p is a
singularity on C, then the multiplicity of p is either equal to d2 or less than or equal
to d1; furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the generalized
zeros of ϕ and the singularities on C of multiplicity d1 and d2. (This observation
was already known by the Geometric Modeling Community [30, 10], where these
singularities are called axial singularities. Our contribution in this context is a
complete description of all singularities on C (not just axial singularities) in terms
of information which may be read from ϕ. We study space curves as well as planar
curves and we calculate the information about the branches and the multiplicity.)
Let p be a singular point on the parameterized planar curve C which corresponds
to a generalized zero of ϕ. The Triple Lemma in Section 2 concerns the blow-up C′ of
C centered at p. Theorem 2.1 gives a matrix ϕ′ whose maximal minors parameterize
the closure, in P2, of the blow-up at p of C in a neighborhood of p. We are able
to apply the General Lemma to ϕ′ in order to learn about the singularities of C in
the first neighborhood of p. If C has even degree d = 2c and the multiplicity of C
at p is equal to c, then we are able to apply Theorem 2.1 again and learn about
the singularities of C in the second neighborhood (that is, after two blow-ups) of
p. In section 2 we also prove that if p is a point on C and q is a singular point of
multiplicity c infinitely near p, then the multiplicity of p is also equal to c. It follows
that if there is a multiplicity c singularity on or infinitely near C, then every entry in
a homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for a parameterization of C is a homogeneous
form of degree c.
The rest of the paper, with the exception of Section 7, is about rational plane
curves of even degree d = 2c. We classify curves according to the configuration of
multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C. There are 7 possible configura-
tions of such singularities. In Section 4, we classify the Hilbert-Burch matrix which
corresponds to each configuration. For example, one assertion of Theorem 4.8 is as
follows. If C is a rational plane curve of degree d = 2c and there is a singularity on
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C of multiplicity c such that after one blow-up the singularity still has multiplicity c
and after a second blow-up the singularity still has multiplicity c, then there exists
a linear automorphism Λ of P2 and linearly independent forms Q1, Q2, Q3 in Bc
such that ΛC is parameterized by the maximal order minors ofQ1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
 .
The multiplicity c singularity on ΛC occurs at the point [0 : 0 : 1]. The repeated
entry Q3 ensures that there is a multiplicity c singularity in the first neighborhood
of p. The repeated entry Q1 ensures that there is a multiplicity c entry in the
second neighborhood of c.
Section three addresses the following question. If one has an arbitrary Hilbert-
Burch matrix (or, equivalently, an arbitrary parameterization of a curve), how can
one determine what the Hilbert-Burch matrix will be once enough row and column
operations have been applied to transform it into the pretty form which is promised
by Theorem 4.8? The other motivation for Section 3 is our desire to separate the
set of parameterizations into strata where each parameterization in a given stratum
gives rise to a curve with a predetermined configuration of singularities, and the
closure of any given stratum is the union of all strata less than or equal to the given
stratum. This stratification is carried out in Section 6. The results of Section 3 are
used to determine the appropriate stratum for each parameterization.
At any rate, the study of multiplicity c singularities on, or infinitely near, a fixed
rational plane curve C of degree 2c is equivalent to the study of the scheme of gen-
eralized zeros of the fixed balanced Hilbert-Burch matrix ϕ for a parameterization
of C. We prove that the projection maps
{(p, q) ∈ P2 × P1 | pϕqT = 0}
pi1
∼=vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
∼=
pi2
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗


p ∈ P2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p is a
multiplicity c
singularity
of C



q ∈ P1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃p ∈ P2
with
pϕqT = 0


are isomorphisms and we identify the defining equations for each of the three
schemes. The scheme on the lower left is the scheme of interest. The scheme
on the lower right does not appear to have any intrinsic significance; however, it is
a subscheme of P1, so it is easy to make computations concerning this scheme. In
particular, our ultimate criteria in Theorem 3.22 for determining the configuration
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of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C amount to looking at the fac-
torization of the greatest common divisor of the 3× 3 minors of a matrix A whose
entries are linear forms in k[u1, u2]. The matrix A is created quickly from ϕ by way
of extracting the variables x and y from the critical equation [T1, T2, T3]ϕ
[ u1
u2
]
= 0.
We write [T1, T2, T3]ϕ = [y
c, . . . , xc]C, where C is a matrix of linear forms in
k[T1, T2, T3] and we write C
[ u1
u2
]
= A
[
T1
T2
T3
]
. The ideal generated by the entries
of the product matrix on either side of the most recent equation defines the sub-
scheme of P2 × P1 on the top of the above picture. Of course, Theorem 3.22 is
phrased in terms of multiplicity and therefore we are able to apply the Generic
Freeness Lemma, by way of Theorem 5.13, to families of parameterizations.
As previously mentioned, Section 4 contains a classification of Hilbert-Burch
matrices and how these matrices correspond to a particular configuration of mul-
tiplicity c singularities. This classification is the starting point for our study of
families of curves. We use it to prove that our strata are irreducible and to cal-
culate their dimensions. This classification is also an appropriate place to begin
a study of the other singularities on, or infinitely near, the curves C those with
multiplicity not equal to c. We carry out this study in the classical situation of
quartics in Section 9. We have begun a study of sextics beginning from exactly this
point.
It is possible that Theorem 4.9 could be of independent interest. There is no
explicit mention of curves in the statement of this result. Let d = 2c be an even
integer and
BalHd = {ϕ |ϕ is a 3× 2 matrix with entries in Bc such that ht I2(ϕ) = 2 } ,
where, as always, B = k[x, y]. The group G = GL3(k) × GL2(k) acts on BalHd
by way of (χ, ξ) · ϕ = χϕξ−1. In Theorem 4.9 we decompose BalHd into a disjoint
union of 11 orbits. Each orbit has the form G ·M , whereM is the closed irreducible
subspace of affine space defined by the maximal order minors of a generic matrix.
In Section 5 we introduce the parameter space Ad = Bd×Bd×Bd. Each element
g of Ad is an ordered triple of d-forms from B = k[x, y] (so, Ad is an affine space of
dimension 3d+ 3), and each g ∈ Ad induces a rational map Ψg : P1 //❴❴❴ P2 . We
define
Td = {g ∈ Ad |Ψg is birational onto its image without base points} and
Bd =
{
g ∈ Td
∣∣∣∣ every entry in a homogeneous Hilbert-Burchmatrix for d1(g) has degree d/2
}
.
(If g is the ordered triple (g1, g2, g3) of Ad, then d1(g) is the row vector [g1, g2, g3].)
We call Td the space of true triples of forms of degree d and Bd the space of
balanced true triples of forms of degree d.
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In practice we are only interested in the subset Td of Ad. Every element of Ad
which is not in Td corresponds to an unsuitable parameterization of a curve. As
we have already seen, the results of Section 2 show that if there is a multiplicity c
singularity on or infinitely near a point p on a curve C of degree d = 2c, then the
parameterization of C is an element of Bd. In Section 5 we prove that Bd ⊆ Td are
open subsets of Ad. We also identify an open cover ∪B
(i)
d of Bd and for each B
(i)
d
in this open cover, we identify a generic Hilbert-Burch matrix which specializes to
give a Hilbert-Burch matrix for g for each g ∈ B(i)d .
Corollary 5.46 is another result which could be of independent interest. We
identify a universal projective resolution UPRZ for the graded Betti numbers
(0.2) 0→ B(−3c)2 → B(−2c)3 → B.
The resolution UPRZ is built over the ring (RZ)wZ [x, y], where RZ is a polynomial
ring over Z, wZ is a non-zero homogeneous element in RZ, and (RZ)wZ is the local-
ization ofRZ at the multiplicatively closed set {1, wZ, w
2
Z
, . . . }. If (0.2) is a minimal
homogeneous resolution of B/I over B = k[x, y], then there exists a homomorphism
(RZ)wZ → k so that UPRZ ⊗(RZ)wZ k is a minimal homogeneous resolution of B/I
over B.
In Section 6 we decompose the space Bd of balanced triples into strata. Each stra-
tum consists of those triples g in Bd for which the corresponding curve Cg exhibits
one particular configuration of multiplicity c singularities. If C is a parameterized
plane curve of degree d = 2c, then there are 7 possible configurations of multiplicity
c singularities on or infinitely near C:
CP = {∅, {c}, {c, c}, {c, c, c}, {c : c}, {c : c, c}, {c : c : c}},
where a colon indicates an infinitely near singularity, a comma indicates a different
singularity on the curve, and ∅ indicates that there are no singularities of multi-
plicity c on, or infinitely near, C. For example, if g ∈ Sc:c:c, then there is exactly
one multiplicity c singularity p on the corresponding curve Cg and there are two
multiplicity c singularities infinitely near to p: one in the first neighborhood of p
and one in the second neighborhood of p; and if g ∈ Sc:c,c, then there are exactly
two multiplicity c singularities on Cg and exactly one of these has a multiplicity c
singularity infinitely near it. We decompose Bd as
Sc:c
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
Sc:c:c // Sc:c,c
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
Sc,c // Sc // S∅ ∩ Bd,
Sc,c,c
<<②②②②②②②②
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where S#′ → S# means that S#′ is contained in the closure of S#. Think of CP as
a poset with #′ ≤ # whenever we have drawn S#′ → S#. We prove that each set
T# = ∪#′≤#S#′ is a closed irreducible subset of Bd and we compute the dimension
of each stratum S#. The proof that T# is closed uses Corollary 3.23 to associate
numerical data to each S#, Theorem 5.13 to convert this numerical data into closed
conditions on families of curves as calculated by way of the Hilbert-Burch matrix,
and Theorem 5.30 to create a generic Hilbert-Burch matrix from the coefficients
of the parameterization. The calculation of the dimension of T# is based on the
decomposition of balanced Hilbert-Burch matrices which takes place in Section 4.
In Section 7 we return to the hypotheses of Section 1; that is, C is a parameter-
ized space curve of arbitrary degree and we learn about infinitely near singularities
of arbitrary multiplicity. Remark 1.31 provides a method of parameterizing the
branches of a parameterized curve. Theorem 7.2 shows that the Jacobian matrix
associated to the parameterization identifies the non-smooth branches of the curve
as well as the multiplicity of each branch. The starting point for this line of rea-
soning is the result that if D is an algebra which is essentially of finite type over
the ring C, then the ramification locus of D over C is equal to the support of the
module of Ka¨hler differentials ΩD/C . It is important to compare Theorems 1.8 and
7.4. Theorem 1.8 is a local result. Once one knows the singularities {pi} on a
parameterized curve C, then this result shows how to read mC,pi and sC,pi , for each
pi, from the Hilbert-Burch matrix of the parameterization. Theorem 7.4 is a global
result. It describes, in terms of the parameterization, all of the points p on C and
all of the branches of C at p for which the multiplicity is at least two. In contrast
to Theorem 1.8, one may apply Theorem 7.4 before one knows the singularities on
C.
Sections 1, 2, 3, and 7 are largely concerned with the multiplicity and the number
of branches at each singularity on a curve. Section 8 deals with the singularity
degree δ. Let g = (g1, g2, g3) be an element of Td and Cg be the corresponding
parameterized plane curve. We produce a polynomial cg whose factorization into
linear factors gives the value of the invariant δ at each singular point of Cg . The
polynomial cg is obtained in a polynomial manner from the coefficients of the entries
of a Hilbert-Burch matrix for g. We use these ideas to produce closed sets in Bd
which separate various configurations of singularities. To create cg we start with the
coordinate ring Ag = k[g1, g2, g3] ⊆ B = k[x, y]. If V is the d
th Veronese subring of
B and cg is the conductor Ag :V , then cg generates the saturation of the extension
of cg to B.
In Section 9 we apply our results to rational plane quartics. It has been known
for well over one hundred years (see, for example, Basset [2], Hilton [17], Namba
[29], or Wall [33]) that there are 13 possible configurations of singularities on a
rational plane quartic:
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(0.3)
(3 : 1, 1, 1) 2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1 (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1, 1) (2 : 1, 1)3
(3 : 1, 1) 2 : 2 : 2 : 1 (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1) (2 : 1, 1)2, (2 : 1)
3 : 1 (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) (2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1)2
(2 : 1)3 (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1).
(The notation is fully defined around (0.5) and the full set of names is recorded
in Section 9.) These 13 singularity configurations have been named and stratified
many times already; see, for example, [3] and [34]. In Section 9, we show what our
approach produces in this context. The techniques from Section 6 separate
3 : ∗ 2 : 2 : 2 : ∗ (2 : 2 : ∗), (2 : ∗), and (2 : ∗)3.
The finer techniques of Section 7 separate the parameterizations according to the
value of the invariant ∑
p∈Sing C
mp − sp,
where p roams over all of the singular points on C, mp is the multiplicity of C
at p and sp is the number of branches of C at p. The conductor technique of
Section 8 distinguishes the configuration of singularities (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) from
(2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1). In Corollary 9.11 we exhibit a stratification of B4 in which every
curve associated to a given stratum has the same configuration of singularities. We
compute the dimension of each stratum.
We obtain a rational plane curve d from each true triple of d-forms g in Td. The
space Td is large and provides us with plenty of room for maneuvering. Nonetheless,
it is important that we exhibit the precise relationship between the space Td and
the space RPCrd of right equivalence classes of Rational Plane Curves of degree d.
Recall that the plane curves C and C′ are right equivalent if there exists a linear
automorphism Λ : P2 → P2 with ΛC = C′. We have surjective morphisms
(0.4) Td
α1−→ PTd
α2−→ RPCd
α3−→ RPCrd,
where PTd is the space of degree d base point free morphisms from P1 to P2 which
are birational onto their image and RPCd is the space of Rational Plane Curves
of degree d. If Ψ: P1 → P2 is an element of PTd, then the fiber of α1 over Ψ is
isomorphic to GL1(k). (Indeed, if g = (g1, g2, g3) is in Td and u is a non-zero element
of k, then g and ug = (ug1, ug2, ug3) give rise to the same morphism P1 → P2.) If C
is an element of RPCd, then the fiber of α2 over C is isomorphic to SL2(k). Indeed,
if Ψ: P1 → P2 is a morphism and ξ : P1 → P1 is a linear automorphism, then Ψ
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and Ψ ◦ ξ give rise to same curve. The definition of right equivalence yields that
the fiber of α3 over each equivalence class of RPCrd is isomorphic to SL3(k). All
together the fiber of α3 ◦ α2 ◦ α1 over any equivalence class of RPCrd is isomorphic
to GL1(k)× SL2(k)× SL3(k) and has dimension 12.
Subsection 0.B Terminology.
All of our work takes place over a field k. We write k∗ for the multiplicative
group k \ {0}. Often (but not always) the field is algebraically closed. Sometimes
the field k has characteristic zero. Projective space Pn means projective space Pnk
over k. Let OC,p represent the local ring of the curve C at the rational point p. The
multiplicity of C at p, denoted mp (or mC,p if there is any ambiguity about what
C is), is the multiplicity of the local ring OC,p. (Recall that the multiplicity of the
d-dimensional Notherian local ring (A,m) is e(A) = lim
n→∞
d!λA(A/m
n)
nd
, where λA(M)
is the length of the A-module M .) Let ÔC,p be the completion of OC,p with respect
to its maximal ideal mC,p. Each minimal prime ideal of ÔC,p is called a branch of
C at p. If J is a minimal prime of ÔC,p, then the multiplicity of the local ring
ÔC,p/J is called the multiplicity of the branch J . The number of branches of C at
p is denoted sp (or sC,p). The singularity degree of C at the point p, denoted δp
(or δC,p), is λ
(
OC,p/OC,p
)
, where OC,p is the integral closure of OC,p and λ means
λOC,p . The invariant δp may also be realized as δp =
∑
q
(
mq
2
)
, where q varies over p
together with “all singularities infinitely near to p”. This notion is described below.
Let p be a point on the curve C and let C′
σ
−→ C be the blow-up of C at p. The
points in the first neighborhood of p are the points on C′ which map to p. There are
finitely many such points. The local rings of the points in the first neighborhood
of p are exactly the local rings of Proj(O[mt]), where (O,m) = (OC,p,mp). As
dimO = 1, and k is infinite, there exists f ∈ m so that mr+1 = fmr for some r ≥ 0;
hence, Proj(O[mt]) = Spec(O[m
f
]) and therefore the local rings of the points in the
first neighborhood of p are exactly the localizations of O[mf ] at one of its finitely
many maximal ideals. Apply this process to each point in the first neighborhood of
p to obtain the points in the second neighborhood of p. Repeat the process until all
of the points in the rth neighborhood of p are smooth points, for some r. The union
of the singular points in the ith neighborhood of p, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, is called the set of
singularities of C infinitely near to p. All of the local rings for the singularities of
C infinitely near to p occur between O and its integral closure O, which is finitely
generated as a O-module.
Notice that we reserve the phrase “singularity of C” to refer to points on C which
are singular points and we reserve the phrase “infinitely near singularity of C” to
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refer to singular points which are not on C, but which appear after a finite sequence
of blow-ups has occurred.
When we write that the multiplicity sequence for the oscnode q0 on the curve C0
is 2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1, we mean that there is a sequence of blow-ups:
(0.5) C0
σ1←− C1
σ2←− C2
σ3←− C3
and a sequence of points q0 on C0, q1 on C1, q2 on C2, and q3 6= q
′
3 on C3, such that
σi is the blowup of Ci−1 centered at qi−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,
σ−1i (qi−1) =
{
qi if 1 ≤ i ≤ 2
{q3, q
′
3} if i = 3,
mC0,q0 = mC1,q1 = mC2,q2 = 2 and mC3,q3 = mC3,q′3 = 1.
So, in particular,
δq0 =
2∑
i=0
(
mqi
2
)
= 3 and sq0 = 2
because there are two smooth points on C3 which lie over q0. When we write that
the configuration of singularities of the curve C is described by (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1),
we mean that there are exactly 2 singularities on C: one is a tacnode and the other
is an ordinary cusp. There is exactly one singular point in the first neighborhood
of the tacnode. This point has multiplicity 2. There are exactly two points in the
second neighborhood of the tacnode; both of these points are smooth points. There
is exactly one point in the first neighborhood of the cusp and this point is a smooth
point.
All rings in this paper are commutative and Noetherian. The grade of a proper
ideal I in a ring R is the length of the longest regular sequence on R in I. The
expression “let (A,m, k) be a local ring” means that A is a local ring with unique
maximal ideal m and k is the residue class field A/m. If (A,m) is a local ring and
z is an indeterminate over A, then
(0.6) A(z) means the ring A[z]mA[z].
In other words, A(z) is the localization of the polynomial ring A[z] at the prime
ideal mA[z].
If M is a matrix, then Ir(M) is the ideal generated by the r × r minors of
M and MT is the transpose of M . If L is a graded module over a graded ring
B = B0 ⊕ B1 ⊕ . . . , then the B0-module Ld is the homogeneous component of L
of degree d. We write µ(L) to denote the minimal number of generators of the
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module L. This concept makes sense whenever L is a finitely generated module
over a local ring or L is a finitely generated graded module over a graded ring with
a unique maximal homogeneous ideal. If T = (Ti,j) is a matrix of indeterminates
and R is a ring, then R[T ] is the polynomial ring R[{Ti,j}]. If I is an ideal of a
ring R, then we write dim I to represent the Krull dimension of the quotient ring
R/I. In particular, if I is a homogeneous ideal in a graded ring R with unique
maximal homogeneous ideal m, then I is a zero-dimensional ideal if and only if I
is an m-primary ideal.
If v1, . . . , vr are elements in a vector space V , then we write <v1, . . . , vr> to
mean the subspace of V spanned by v1, . . . , vr.
If R is a ring, then we write Quot(R) for the total quotient ring of R; that is,
Quot(R) = U−1R, where U is the set of non zerodivisors on R. If R is a domain,
then the total quotient ring of R is usually called the quotient field of R. The
integral closure R of a ring R is the integral closure of R in the Quot(R).
If g1, . . . , gn are elements of B = k[x, y] which generate an ideal of height
two, then the Hilbert-Burch Theorem asserts that the relations on the row vec-
tor [g1, . . . , gn] fit into an exact sequence
0→ Bn−1
ϕ
−→ Bn
[g1,...,gn]
−−−−−−→ B,
and that there is a unit u in B so that gi is equal to (−1)
i+1u times the determinant
of ϕ with row i removed. We call ϕ a Hilbert-Burch matrix for [g1, . . . , gn]. If I and J
are ideals of a ring R, then the saturation of I with respect to J is I :J∞ =
∞⋃
i=1
(I :J i).
We write gcd to mean greatest common divisor. If I is a homogeneous ideal in
k[x, y], then we denote the gcd of a generating set of I by gcd I; notice that this
polynomial generates the saturation I : (x, y)∞.
Remark 0.7. The concept of “generalized row ideals” (as well as other related con-
cepts) appears widely in the literature; see, for example, [15,13,14]. Let M be a
matrix with entries in a k-algebra, where k is a field. A generalized row of M is
the product pM , a generalized column of M is the product MqT, and a generalized
entry of M is the product pMqT, where p and q are non-zero row vectors with
entries from k. A generalized zero of M is a generalized entry of M which is zero.
If pM is a generalized row of M , then the ideal I1(pM) is called a generalized row
ideal of M . If MqT is a generalized column of M , then the ideal I1(Mq
T) is called
a generalized column ideal of M .
Remark 0.8. Often, we think of a point p = [a1 : · · · : an] ∈ Pn−1 as a row vector
[a1, . . . , an], where [a1, . . . , an] is any one of the row vectors that represent the point
p in Pn−1. For example, if M is a matrix with n rows, then the point p in Pn−1
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gives rise to a unique generalized row ideal I1([a1, . . . , an]M) of M since the ideals
I1([a1, . . . , an]M) and I1([λa1, . . . , λan]M) are equal for all non-zero constants λ of
k. It is convenient, and unambiguous, to write I1(pM), with p ∈ Pn−1, instead of
I1([a1, . . . , an]M).
Remark 0.9. If g1, . . . , gn are linearly independent homogeneous polynomials of
the same degree in k[x, y], then we consider the rational map Ψ: P1 //❴❴❴ Pn−1
which sends the point q of P1 \ V (g1, . . . , gn) to [g1(q) : · · · : gn(q)] ∈ Pn−1. The
image of Ψ is a curve C in Pn−1. Let ϕ be a matrix of relations on the row vector
g = [g1, . . . , gn]. Row operations on ϕ correspond to replacing ϕ by ϕ
′ = χϕ, where
χ is an invertible n × n matrix with entries in k. Now ϕ′ is a matrix of relations
on the row vector g′ = gχ−1. Let Λ: Pn−1 → Pn−1 be the linear automorphism
sending p to pχ−1. When we replace g by g′, the rational map Ψ and the curve C
become Λ ◦ Ψ and Λ(C), respectively. Column operations on ϕ have no effect on
the row vector g, the rational map Ψ, or the curve C.
Subsection 0.C Preliminary results.
The following result is established in [25]; it interprets the birationality of a pa-
rameterization of a curve in terms of the generalized Hilbert-Burch matrix which
corresponds to this parameterization. Recall that R is called a standard graded
algebra over the ring R0 if R is a graded ring
⊕
0≤iRi, with R1 finitely gener-
ated as a module over R0, and R generated as an algebra over R0 by R1. If R
is a standard graded algebra over a field, then the multiplicity of R is given by
e(R) = lim
n→∞
d!λR(R/m
n)
nd
, where d is the Krull dimension of R and m is the maximal
homogeneous ideal
⊕
1≤iRi.
Theorem 0.10. Let B be the standard graded polynomial ring k[x, y], with k an
infinite field, I be a height two ideal of B generated by forms g1, . . . , gn of degree d,
and ϕ be a homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for the row vector [g1, . . . , gn]. If C
and D are the standard graded k-algebras C = k[Id] and D = k[Bd], r is the degree
of the field extension [Quot(D) : Quot(C)], and e is the multiplicity of C, then the
following statements hold.
(1) re = d.
(2) The morphism P1 → Pn−1, which is given by q 7→ [g1(q) : · · · : gn(q)], is
birational onto its image if and only if r = 1.
(3) There exist forms f1 and f2 of degree r in B such that C ⊆ k[f1, f2].
In particular, I is extended from an ideal in k[f1, f2] in the sense that
I = (I ∩ k[f1, f2])B. Furthermore, fi = gcd(I1(piϕ)) for general points p1
and p2 in Pn.
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In the context of Theorem 0.10 it is clear that some homogeneous Hilbert-Burch
matrix for [g1, . . . , gn] has entries in k[f1, f2]. We identify a sufficient condition
which guarantees that every Hilbert-Burch matrix for [g1, . . . , gn] has entries in
k[f1, f2].
Observation 0.11. Retain the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 0.10. Assume
that every entry of ϕ has the same degree c. The following statements hold.
(1) Every entry of ϕ is in the ring k[f1, f2].
(2) If c is prime, then the morphism of Theorem 0.10 is birational if and only
if µ(I1(ϕ)) ≥ 3.
Proof. (1) Let k[z1, z2] be a new polynomial ring and θ : k[z1, z2]→ k[f1, f2] be the
k-algebra homomorphism which is defined by θ(zi) = fi. Identify g
′
i in k[z1, z2]
with θ(g′i) = gi for all i. It is clear that the ideal (g
′
1, . . . , g
′
n) of k[z1, z2] has height
two. Let ϕ′, with entries in k[z1, z2], be any homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix
for [g′1, . . . , g
′
n]. It follows that θ(ϕ
′) is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for [g1, . . . , gn] =
θ([g′1, . . . , g
′
n]). Thus, there exist homogeneous invertible matrices χ and ξ with
entries in B so that χθ(ϕ′)ξ = ϕ. Degree considerations show that the entries of χ
and ξ are actually in k; and therefore, ϕ = χθ(ϕ′)ξ = θ(χϕ′ξ).
(2) The direction (⇒) is obvious. We prove (⇐). Assume that µ(I1(ϕ)) ≥ 3.
Every entry of ϕ is a homogeneous form of degree, say s, in the ring k[f1, f2] and
the homogeneous forms fi have degree r. So, the prime c is equal to rs. The
hypothesis µ(I1(ϕ)) ≥ 3 shows that r 6= c. Thus, r must equal 1. 
Section 1. The General Lemma.
In this section we prove Lemma 1.7, which we call the General Lemma. Let C be
the curve which is parameterized by the homogeneous polynomials g1, . . . , gn of the
same degree and let p be the point [a1 : · · · : an] in Pn−1. If ϕ is a Hilbert-Burch
matrix for [g1, . . . , gn], then the generalized row ideal I1([a1, . . . , an]ϕ) captures a
significant amount of geometric information about the behavior of C at p. Indeed,
from this ideal, one may determine whether or not p is on C , the multiplicity mC,p
of C at p, the number of branches sC,p of C at p, and the multiplicity of each branch.
The basic set-up is given in Data 1.1 and explained in Remark 1.2. Observation
1.4 is a small calculation, given originally in [14], which shows how the generic row
ideal I1(pϕ) can be used to determine whether or not p is on C. After stating Lemma
1.7, we immediately describe the first round of consequences; further consequences
are found throughout the paper. Theorem 1.8 covers essentially the same ground as
Lemma 1.7; but it might be easier to apply because the statement of Theorem 1.8
is less ambitious. Corollary 1.9, which is a result due to Song, Chen, and Goldman
[30], may be deduced from Theorem 1.8.
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After giving the proof of Corollary 1.9, we lay the foundations for the proof of
Lemma 1.7. Lemma 1.10 concerns the relationship between a one-dimensional local
domain and its integral closure; in particular, this result is about the structure of
the extension of the maximal ideal of the smaller ring. Proposition 1.12 is the
statement of the well-known correspondence between the minimal prime ideals of
the completion ÔC,p of the local ring OC,p and the maximal ideals of the integral
closure OC,p of OC,p. Various comments about the statement of Lemma 1.7 are
collected in Remarks 1.17. The proof of Lemma 1.7 is given in (1.18).
We close this section with a second application of the General Lemma: every
parameterization of a curve leads to a parameterization of the branches of the curve.
In particular, in Observation 1.25 and Remark 1.31, we show that if Data 1.1 is in
effect, with k an algebraically closed field, then there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the height one linear ideals of B and the branches of C. Indeed, it makes
sense to talk about the branch “C(ℓ)” of C that corresponds to the ideal (ℓ) of B,
where ℓ is a non-zero homogeneous linear form of B; furthermore, it makes sense
to talk about the multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ). We return to this idea in Section
7, where we calculate the multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ) in terms of data found in
the Jacobian ideal of the parameterization of C.
Data 1.1. Let k be a field, g1, . . . , gn be homogeneous forms of degree d in the
polynomial ring B = k[x, y], Ψ: P1 → Pn−1 be the morphism which is given by
[g1 : · · · : gn], C be the image of Ψ, and I be the ideal (g1, . . . , gn)B of B. Assume
that
(1) I is minimally generated by g1, . . . , gn,
(2) I has height two, and
(3) Ψ: P1 → C is a birational morphism.
Let ϕ be a homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for [g1, . . . , gn] and define the integers
d1 ≤ · · · ≤ dn−1 by requiring that
0→ B(−d1 − d)⊕ · · · ⊕B(−dn−1 − d)
ϕ
−→ B(−d)n
[g1,...,gn]
−−−−−−→ I → 0
is a homogeneous resolution of I.
Remark 1.2. The hypotheses imposed on the parameterization Ψ in Data 1.1 are
fairly mild. Furthermore, if a given parameterization of a rational curve C fails to
satisfy these hypotheses, one can reparameterize and obtain a parameterization of
C which does satisfy the hypotheses. Hypothesis (1) is equivalent to the statement
that C ⊆ Pn−1 is “non-degenerate”; that is, C is not contained in any hyperplane
in Pn−1. Hypothesis (2) is equivalent to the statement “the rational map Ψ has no
base points”. The homogeneous coordinate ring of C is k[g1, . . . , gn] = k[Id] and
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the homomorphism k[T1, . . . , Tn] ։ k[Id], which sends Ti to gi for each i, induces
the isomorphism
(1.3)
k[T1, . . . , Tn]
I(C)
∼= k[Id],
where I(C) is the ideal generated by the homogeneous polynomials which vanish
on C. The homogeneous coordinate ring for the Veronese curve of degree d is
k[xd, xd−1y, . . . , yd] = k[Bd]. Hypothesis (3) is equivalent to the statement “the
domains k[Id] ⊆ k[Bd] have the same quotient field”; see Theorem 0.10. Theorem
0.10 also provides a procedure for producing a birational reparameterization of C; an
alternative procedure may be found in Section 6.1 of [31]. The integers {di} could
also be defined by insisting that each element of column i of ϕ be a homogeneous
form of degree di. The hypotheses already in place guarantee that 1 ≤ d1 and∑n−1
i=1 di = d.
Observation 1.4 is a small calculation, given originally in [14], which shows how
the generalized row ideal I1(pϕ) can be used to determine whether or not p is on
C. It serves as a good introduction to the Eisenbud-Ulrich interpretation of the
fibers of the morphism Ψ in terms of generalized rows of the syzygy matrix ϕ. This
calculation is expanded and fine-tuned in the proof of the General Lemma.
Observation 1.4. Adopt Data 1.1 with k algebraically closed. If p is a point of
Pn−1, then p is on C if and only if ht(I1(pϕ)) = 1.
Remark. Notice that we use the symbol “p” to represent both a point in Pn−1 and
a row vector with n-entries from k; see Remark 0.8 for more explanation.
Proof. Assume first that p is on C. In this case, p = [g1(q) : · · · : gn(q)] for some
point q ∈ P1. The equation [g1, . . . , gn]ϕ = 0 holds by hypothesis. Therefore, the
ideal
I1(pϕ) = I1([g1(q), · · · , gn(q)]ϕ)
vanishes at q, and I1(pϕ) is contained in the height one ideal I(q) in B. This
completes the proof of the direction (⇒).
Write p as [a1 : · · · : an] in Pn−1. Consider the ideal
I = I2
([
a1 . . . an
g1 . . . gn
])
of B. Observe that the zero locus of I is
V (I) = {q ∈ P1 | Ψ(q) = p},
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which is the fiber Ψ−1(p) of the morphism Ψ over p.
Let χ be an invertible matrix with entries in k and (0, . . . , 0, 1)χ = (a1, . . . , an).
Define [g′1, . . . , g
′
n] = g
′ by
(1.5) g′ = [g1, . . . , gn]χ
−1.
The entries of g′ generate I and the Hilbert-Burch matrix for g′ is ϕ′ = χϕ. One
consequence of this last statement is the fact that the bottom row of ϕ′ generates
the ideal (g′1, . . . , g
′
n−1) : g
′
n. Observe that[
a1 . . . an
g1 . . . gn
]
χ−1 =
[
0 . . . 0 1
g′1 . . . g
′
n−1 g
′
n
]
;
and therefore, I is generated by (g′1, . . . , g
′
n−1). We now see that
(1.6) I1(pϕ) = I1([0, . . . , 1]ϕ
′) = (g′1, . . . , g
′
n−1) : g
′
n = I : I.
Assume p /∈ C. In this case, the zero locus V (I) of I is empty. The field k is
algebraically closed; so Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz ensures that I is an (x, y)-primary
ideal of B. We saw in (1.6) that I ⊆ I1(pϕ); so, I1(pϕ) is also an (x, y)-primary
ideal. We conclude that ht(I1(pϕ)) = 2. 
Lemma 1.7. (The General Lemma). Adopt Data 1.1. Fix the point p on C.
Assume that the fiber Ψ−1(p) is equal to the fiber Ψ−1
k¯
(p), where Ψk¯ : P
1
k¯
→ Pn−1
k¯
is
the extension of Ψ to a morphism over the algebraic closure k¯ of k. Let q1, . . . , qs
be the s distinct points in P1 which comprise the fiber Ψ−1(p); p be the prime ideal
in k[Id] which corresponds to the point p on C; q1, . . . , qs be the prime ideals in
B which correspond to the points q1, . . . , qs in P1, and ∆ be the greatest common
divisor of the entries of the row vector pϕ. Write ∆ = ℓc11 · · · ℓ
ct
t , where ℓ1, . . . , ℓt
are pairwise non-associate irreducible homogeneous forms in B. Let R ⊆ S be the
rings k[Id]p ⊆ Bp, Rˆ ⊆ Sˆ be the completions of R ⊆ S in the mR-adic topology,
J1, . . . , Ju be the minimal prime ideals of Rˆ, and M1, . . .Mv be the maximal ideals
of Sˆ. Then the parameters s, t, u, v, are all equal to sC,p (which is the number of
branches of C at p), and, after re-numbering,
qi = V (ℓi), qi = ℓiB, Mi = qiSˆ, Ji = ker(Rˆ→ SˆMi), and ci = e(Rˆ/Ji),
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. In particular, deg∆ = e(R) = e(OC,p) = mC,p, and c1, . . . , cs are the
multiplicities of the branches of C at p.
Some remarks pertaining to the statement of Lemma 1.7 may be found in Re-
marks 1.17. The proof of Lemma 1.7 is given in (1.18). We proceed immediately
to the first round of applications.
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Theorem 1.8. Adopt Data 1.1 with k an algebraically closed field. Let p1, . . . , pz
be the singularities of C. For each singular point pj, let mj be the multiplicity of C
at pj and sj be the number of branches of C at pj . Then the following statements
hold :
(1) The polynomial gcd I1(pjϕ) in k[x, y] has degree equal to mj and has sj
pairwise non-associated linear factors.
(2) The polynomials gcd I1(piϕ) and gcd I1(pjϕ) are relatively prime for i 6= j.
Proof. Assertion (1) is explicitly stated as part of Lemma 1.7. We prove (2). Lemma
1.7 shows that gcd I1(pjϕ) =
∏sj
u=1 ℓ
eu,j
u,j , where the linear factors ℓu,j correspond to
the points in the fiber Ψ−1(pj). If i 6= j, then the fibers Ψ
−1(pi) and Ψ
−1(pj) are
disjoint, so; the polynomials gcd I1(piϕ) and gcd I1(pjϕ) are relatively prime. 
As our first application of Theorem 1.8 we recover results of Song, Chen, and
Goldman. The language and techniques of [30] are much different from ours;
nonetheless, [30, Theorem 3] is essentially the same as the next result. Indeed,
the General Lemma is our first attempt to interpret the results of [30] in terms of
generalized row ideals.
Corollary 1.9. Adopt Data 1.1 with k an algebraically closed field and n = 3, and
let p be a point on C. The following statements hold.
(1) The multiplicity of C at p satisfies mp ≤ d2.
(2) If mp < d2, then mp ≤ d1.
(3) The curve C has a singularity of multiplicity d− 1 if and only if d1 = 1.
(4) The multiplicity of C at p is equal to dj, for j equal to 1 or 2, if and only if
there exist homogeneous invertible matrices χ and ξ (the entries of χ are in
k, the entries of ξ are in B) such that p = [0 : 0 : 1]χ and χϕξ is equal to
ϕ′ =
P1 Q1P2 Q2
0 Q3
 ,
where the Pi and the Qi are homogeneous forms from B with degPi = d−dj ,
and degQi = dj. Furthermore, in this situation, the matrices χ and ξ may
be chosen so that gcd(P1, Q1) = 1 and gcd(P2, Q2) = 1.
Remark. The invertible matrix χ from (4) gives rise to a linear automorphism of
P2 which sends p to [0 : 0 : 1] as described in Remark 0.9.
Proof. Let pϕ be the row vector [a1, a2]. The hypotheses tell us that
deg a1 = d1 ≤ d2 = deg a2.
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Theorem 1.8 now gives
mp = deg gcd(a1, a2) ≤ d2
and (1) is established. If mp < d2, then a1 6= 0, and
mp = deg gcd(a1, a2) ≤ deg a1 = d1,
and (2) is established. We now prove (3). If p′ is a point on C with mp′ = d − 1,
then (1) shows that
d− 1 = mp′ ≤ d2 = d− d1 ≤ d− 1.
Thus, mp′ = d − 1 =⇒ d1 = 1. Conversely, if d1 = 1, then the entries of column
1 of ϕ span the two-dimensional vector space B1; hence, there exists a point p
′ in
P2 so that the left entry of p′ϕ is zero. The ideal (g1, g2, g3) is 3-generated; so the
ideal I1(p
′ϕ) is non-zero and is generated by a homogeneous form of degree d− 1.
Lemma 1.7 (together with Observation 1.4) show that p′ is a singularity on C of
multiplicity d− 1.
Finally, we prove (4). Assume that mp = dj . It follows that
deg aj = dj = mp = deg gcd(a1, a2)
and the ideal (a1, a2) of B must be principal. Thus, there are homogeneous invert-
ible matrices χ and ξ so that (0, 0, 1)χ = p and χϕξ has the form
ϕ′ =
P1 Q1P2 Q2
0 Q3
 .
The maximal minors of ϕ′ generate an ideal of height two; hence, P1, Q1, Q3 have
no factor in common. One may add a scalar multiple of row three to row one in
order to ensure that the entries of row one are relatively prime. The analogous
argument works for row two. The later rounds of row operations do not change the
bottom row of χ. 
Remark. The method of [30] (see also [10, Theorem 1]) shows that a rational plane
curve of degree d can have at most one singularity of multiplicity greater than d/2.
This is clear by Be´zout’s Theorem and is also implied by our method since one can
not create two zeros in a column of a Hilbert-Burch matrix without violating the
height condition.
We next collect the preliminary results (Lemmas 1.10 and 1.16, and Proposition
1.12) which are used in the proof of Lemma 1.7.
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Lemma 1.10. Let (A,mA, kA) ⊆ (B,mB, kB) be one-dimensional local domains.
Assume that kA is infinite. If B is the integral closure of A and B is finitely
generated as an A-module, then mAB = m
e/r
B , where e = e(A) is the multiplicity of
the local ring A and r = [kB :kA] is the degree of the field extension kA ⊆ kB.
Proof. The hypothesis about kA ensures that there exists a minimal reduction of
mA generated by one element z and that e = λA(A/zA); see, for example, [32,
Prop. 11.2.2]. The domain B is normal, local, and one dimensional; so, B is a
Principal Ideal Domain and the equation zmuAB = m
u+1
A B, for some u, tells us that
zB = mAB. We compute
(1.11) e = λA(A/zA) = λA(B/zB) = λB(B/zB) r .
The middle equality is obtained from the picture
B
A
④④④④④④④④
zB
zA
④④④④④④④④
All lengths are finite; in particular, λA(B/A) is finite because A is a one-dimensional
domain and B is a module-finite extension of A with B ⊆ Quot(A). Multiplication
by z gives an isomorphism of A-modules B/A ∼= zB/zA; therefore the A-modules
A/zA and B/zB have the same length. The equality on the right is due to the
fact that every factor in a composition series for the B-module B/zB is kB. The
formulas of (1.11) have been established and λB(B/zB) = e/r. The only quotient
of B with length e/r, as a B-module, is B/m
e/r
B . We conclude that mAB = zB =
m
e/r
B . 
Proposition 1.12 is the well-known correspondence between the minimal prime
ideals of the completion ÔC,p of the local ring OC,p and the maximal ideals of the
integral closure OC,p of OC,p. This result is stated as Exercise 1 on page 122 in
Nagata [28]; see [21, Corollary 5] and [23, Thm. 16.14] for a proof.
Proposition 1.12. Let T be the integral closure of the one-dimensional local do-
main (R,m). Suppose T is finitely generated as a module over R. Let Rˆ and Tˆ
represent the completions of R and T in the m-adic topology. Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the minimal prime ideals of Rˆ and the maximal
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ideals of T . If M is a maximal ideal of T , then the corresponding minimal prime
ideal of Rˆ is ker(Rˆ→ TˆMTˆ ).
Remark 1.13. When the hypotheses of Proposition 1.12 are in effect then Tˆ is
the integral closure of Rˆ. Indeed, Tˆ is a normal ring which is finitely generated as
a module over Rˆ. Lemma 1.14 shows that Tˆ ⊆ Quot Rˆ.
Lemma 1.14. Let R ⊆ T ⊆ Quot(R) be rings with (R,m) a local domain and T
a finitely generated R-module. Let Rˆ and Tˆ be the completions of R and T in the
m-adic topology. Then Rˆ and Tˆ have the same total quotient ring.
Proof. Let U = R \ {0}. Notice first that Quot(R) = U−1R = U−1T . Every
element of U is regular on both rings Rˆ ⊆ Tˆ ; so, U−1(Rˆ) ⊆ U−1(Tˆ ) ⊆ Quot(Tˆ ).
The rings U−1(Rˆ) ⊆ U−1(Tˆ ) are equal because
U−1(Tˆ ) = U−1(T ⊗R Rˆ) = U
−1(T )⊗U−1(R) U
−1(Rˆ) = U−1(R)⊗U−1(R) U
−1(Rˆ)
= U−1(Rˆ).
We have U−1Tˆ = U−1Rˆ ⊆ Quot Tˆ . A typical element of Quot Tˆ is z/w, where z
and w are in Tˆ with w regular on Tˆ . There exists u ∈ U with uz, uw in Rˆ. Of
course uw is regular on Rˆ ⊆ Tˆ . So, z/w = uz/uw ∈ Quot Rˆ. 
In Lemma 1.16 we show that if A is a complete local domain and z is an indeter-
minate over A, then the local ring A(z), see (0.6), is analytically irreducible. Our
proof uses the fact that the completion of an excellent normal ring is a normal ring.
We will apply Lemma 1.16 in the proof of Lemma 1.7 to calculate the multiplicity
of a branch of a curve.
Observation 1.15. If A ⊆ C is a module finite extension of local rings and z is an
indeterminate over C, then A(z) ⊆ C(z) is module finite extension of local rings.
Proof. Let mA and mC be the maximal ideals of A and C, respectively. The Cohen-
Seidenberg Theorems ensure that mC is the only prime ideal of C which contracts
to mA; so, in particular, the radical of the ideal mAC of C is radmAC = mC , and
the ideal mCC[z] contracts to mAA[z].
Consider the multiplicatively closed subsets
S = A[z] \mAA[z] ⊆ T = C[z] \mCC[z]
of C[z]. We know that S−1(A[z]) ⊆ S−1(C[z]) is a module finite extension,
with A(z) = S−1(A[z]). Moreover, C(z) = T−1(C[z]) is a further localization
of S−1(C[z]) at a maximal ideal of S−1(C[z]). To prove the result, it suffices to
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show that C(z) is already equal to S−1(C[z]); and therefore, it suffices to show that
S−1(C[z]) is already a local ring.
The inclusion A(z) ⊆ S−1(C[z]) is a module finite extension and A(z) is a local
ring with maximal ideal mAA(z). According to the Cohen-Seidenberg Theorems,
the maximal spectrum of S−1(C[z]) is contained in
{PS−1(C[z]) | P is a prime ideal of C[z], minimal over mAC[z]}.
The above set consists of exactly one ideal because rad(mAC)C[z] is a prime ideal
of C[z] since
C[z]
rad(mAC[z])
= C
rad(mAC)
[z] = C
mC
[z],
which is a domain. Thus, S−1(C[z]) is a local ring and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 1.16. If A is a complete local domain and z is an indeterminate over A,
then the completion A(z)̂ of the local ring A(z) is also a domain.
Proof. Let V be the integral closure of A. Our proof amounts to showing that each
vertical map in the commutative diagram of rings:
V ⊆ V (z) ⊆ V (z)̂
A
OO
⊆ A(z)
OO
⊆ A(z)̂
OO
is a module-finite inclusion. The ring (A,mA) is local, Noetherian, and complete;
hence excellent; see, for example, [27, pg. 260]. It follows that the integral closure V
of A is finitely generated as an A-module. The ring V is necessarily local. Indeed,
V is semi-local and complete in the mA-adic topology; hence, V is a direct product
of local rings. On the other hand, V is a domain since it is contained in the
quotient field of A and so only one local ring appears in the previously mentioned
direct product decomposition of V . Apply Observation 1.15 to see that V (z) is
finitely generated as an A(z)-module. Let V (z)̂ be the completion of the local
ring V (z). We now see that the natural map A(z)̂ → V (z)̂ is an injection; since
V (z)̂ = V (z)⊗A(z) A(z)̂ and the completion map A(z)→ A(z)̂ is flat. The rings
V and V (z) are excellent normal local rings and therefore the completion V (z)̂
is also an excellent normal local ring; see, for example, [27, Thm 79]. The local
normal ring V (z)̂ is necessarily a normal domain and the subring A(z)̂ of V (z)̂
is also a domain. 
The following remarks pertain to the statement of Lemma 1.7.
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Remarks 1.17. (a) We use the symbol p to represent a point [a1 : · · · : an] in
Pn−1 as well as a row vector [a1, . . . , an]. The meaning will be clear from context;
see Remark 0.8.
(b) The important conclusions are s = t, qi = ℓiB, and c1, . . . , cs are the multi-
plicities of the branches of C at p. The other statements are well-known, or follow
easily from these, as we explain below.
(c) The prime ideal in k[T1, . . . , Tn] which corresponds to the point p in Pn−1 is
I2(M) for
M =
(
a1 . . . an
T1 . . . Tn
)
.
The prime ideal p in k[Id] which corresponds to p on C is I2(M)k[Id], see (1.3);
thus,
p = I2
(
a1 . . . an
g1 . . . gn
)
k[Id].
(d) Recall that p is a prime ideal of the ring k[Id], R = k[Id]p, and S = Bp. Our
notation means that S is the localization U−1B of B at the multiplicatively closed
set U = k[Id] \ p. Let T = k[Bd]p. (In other words, T is equal to U
−1(k[Bd]).)
The ring inclusions k[Id] ⊆ k[Bd] ⊆ B are integral extensions; so the ring inclusions
R ⊆ T ⊆ S are integral extensions. The Veronese ring k[Bd] is a normal domain
and the domains k[Id] ⊆ k[Bd] have the same quotient field by hypothesis (3) of
Data 1.1; hence, k[Bd] is the integral closure of k[Id] and T is the integral closure
of R.
(e) The ring inclusions R ⊆ T ⊆ S are module finite extensions and R is a local ring
with maximal ideal mR = pk[Id]p. It follows from the Cohen-Seidenberg Theorems
that T and S are semi-local rings. Moreover, Projk[Bd] = ProjB; so the function
M 7→ M ∩ T gives a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals of S
and the maximal ideals of T .
(f) The mR-adic topology on S is equivalent to the J-adic topology on S, where J
is the Jacobson radical of S. It is well known (see, for example, [26, Thm. 8.15] or
[23, Thm. K.11]) that the natural map
Sˆ → SˆM1 × · · · × SˆMv
is an isomorphism; furthermore, the local ring SˆMi is complete for each i and SˆMi
is equal to the completion of the local ring SMi∩S in the (Mi ∩ S)-adic topology.
Each ring SMi∩S is a one-dimensional regular ring; hence, each SˆMi is a complete
DVR. Furthermore, the maximal ideals of S are {Mi ∩ S | 1 ≤ i ≤ v}.
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(g) The statements of Remark (f) also apply to T . So there is a commutative
diagram
Sˆ = SˆM1 × . . . × SˆMv
Tˆ
?
OO
= Tˆ
M1∩Tˆ
?
OO
× . . . × Tˆ
Mv∩Tˆ
,
?
OO
where Tˆ
Mi∩Tˆ
is the localization of the ring Tˆ at the maximal ideal Mi∩ Tˆ and also
is the completion of the local ring TMi∩T at the maximal ideal Mi ∩ T . Each map
Tˆ
Mi∩Tˆ
→֒ SˆMi is an integral extension.
(h) Proposition 1.12 may be applied to the rings R ⊆ T in order to see that u = v,
and, after renumbering, Ji = ker(Rˆ → TˆMi∩Tˆ ). Also, R is a reduced local ring
which is the localization of a finitely generated algebra over a field; so Rˆ is reduced;
see, [35, Vol. 2, Chapt. 8, Sect. 13] or [32, page 177, item (1)]. We enlarge the
commutative diagram of (g) to obtain the commutative diagram:
Sˆ = SˆM1 × . . . × SˆMv
Tˆ
?
OO
= Tˆ
M1∩Tˆ
?
OO
× . . . × Tˆ
Mv∩Tˆ
?
OO
Rˆ
?
OO
→֒ RˆJ1
?
OO
× . . . × RˆJv .
?
OO
The ring Tˆ is the integral closure of Rˆ by Remark 1.13; and therefore, for each i,
the ring Tˆ
Mi∩Tˆ
is the integral closure of RˆJi .
(1.18) Proof of Lemma 1.7. The ring extension k[Id] ⊆ B is integral; so every
maximal ideal of S has the form qS, where q is a height one homogeneous prime
ideal of B which is minimal over pB and which satisfies q ∩ k[Id] = p. Let q be a
homogeneous prime ideal in B for which qS is a maximal ideal of S. The ideal q is
principal and is generated by some homogeneous form f ∈ B. Let q ∈ P1
k¯
be a root
of f . The generators of p, which may be found in Remark 1.17 (c), are in the ideal
q = (f); and therefore, the generators of p all vanish at q. It follows that Ψk¯(q) = p.
The hypothesis Ψ−1
k¯
(p) = Ψ−1(p) ensures that q is already in P1; and therefore,
q ∈ {q1, . . . , qs}, f is a linear polynomial, and q ∈ {q1, . . . , qs}. We conclude that
(1.19) the maximal ideals of S are {q1S, . . . , qsS}.
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It follows from Remark 1.17 (f) that v = s and the maximal ideals of Sˆ are Mi =
qiSˆ, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
We saw in (1.6) that
(1.20) pB : I = I1(pϕ).
Fix g′ = gχ, as described in (1.5), with p = (g′1, . . . , g
′
n−1). We compute the
saturation pB : (x, y)∞ two different ways. On the one hand, pB : (x, y)∞ is equal to
the intersection of the q-primary components of pB as q roams over all of the height
one prime ideals of B in AssB/pB. For each such q, the q-primary component of
pB is pBq ∩ B and the ring Bq is a DVR; so, pBq = q
wBq for some exponent w.
Thus,
pB : (x, y)∞ = q
(w1)
1 ∩ · · · ∩ q
(ws)
s = q
w1
1 ∩ · · · ∩ q
ws
s = q
w1
1 · · · q
ws
s .
We have taken advantage of the fact that each qi is principal in the Unique Fac-
torization Domain B. On the other hand, the ideal I is (x, y)-primary and “: ” is
associative, so we use (1.20) to see that
pB : (x, y)∞ = pB : I∞ = (pB : I) : I∞ = I1(pϕ) : I
∞ = I1(pϕ) : (x, y)
∞ = ∆B
= ℓc11 · · · ℓ
ct
t B.
We have two factorizations of ∆ into non-associate irreducible factors. We conclude
that s = t, and after renumbering, ℓiB = qi and wi = ci. It follows that each ℓi is
a linear form and qi = V (ℓi).
We next calculate the multiplicity e(Rˆ/Ji) for each i. Recall that the maximal
ideals of T are
(Mi ∩ Tˆ ) ∩ T = (qi ∩ k[Bd])T for 1 ≤ i ≤ s
and that the completion (T(qi∩k[Bd])T )̂ of the local ring T(qi∩k[Bd])T at the maximal
ideal (qi ∩ k[Bd])T(qi∩k[Bd])T is equal to the localization TˆMi∩Tˆ of the complete ring
Tˆ at the maximal ideal Mi ∩ Tˆ . We simplify the notation by letting
Ri = Rˆ/Ji, Ti = (T(qi∩k[Bd])T )̂ = TˆMi∩Tˆ , and mTi = (qi ∩k[Bd])Ti = (Mi ∩ Tˆ )Ti.
Recall from Remark 1.17 (h) that Ti is the integral closure R¯i of Ri. The maximal
ideal of Ri is
mRi = mRˆ/Ji = mRˆ/Ji = (mRRˆ)/Ji = ((pR)Rˆ)/Ji = (pRˆ)/Ji.
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We know (see Remark 1.17 (h)) that Ji = ker(Rˆ→ Ti); so,
(1.21) mRiTi = pTi.
The ideal pTi is completely determined by the (qi ∩ k[Bd])-primary component of
pk[Bd]. We have already computed the primary components of pB corresponding
to the prime ideals minimal in the support of B/pB:
pB : (x, y)∞ = qc11 ∩ · · · ∩ q
cs
s .
The rings k[Bd]qi∩k[Bd] ⊆ Bqi are DVRs. One can choose the same generator for
the maximal ideal of these two rings. There is no difficulty in seeing that if f is an
element of k[Bd] and r is arbitrary, then
f ∈ (qi ∩ k[Bd])
rk[Bd]qi∩k[Bd] ⇐⇒ f ∈ q
r
iBqi ;
and therefore, there is no difficulty in seeing that the (qi∩k[Bd])-primary component
of pk[Bd] is (qi ∩ k[Bd])
ci . It follows from (1.21) that
mRiTi = pTi = m
ci
Ti
Ti.
On the other hand, Lemma 1.10 shows that mRiTi = m
e(Ri)
Ti
Ti because Ri ⊆ Ti
are local one-dimensional domains with common residue class field k(g′n) ⊆ Ri, for
g′n as found in (1.5); furthermore, Ti is the integral closure of Ri and Ti is finitely
generated as an Ri-module. Thus,
mciTiTi = mRiTi = m
e(Ri)
Ti
Ti,
and ci = e(Ri).
Next, we relate the degree of the polynomial ∆ to the multiplicity of the local
ring R. The modules R/mrR and Rˆ/m
r
RRˆ are equal for all r; so e(R) = e(Rˆ). The
associativity formula for multiplicities yields
e(Rˆ) =
s∑
i=1
e(Rˆ/Ji).
Thus,
e(R) = e(Rˆ) =
s∑
i=1
e(Rˆ/Ji) =
s∑
i=1
ci = deg(ℓ
c1
1 · · · ℓ
cs
s ) = deg∆.
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We translate the information we have collected about the rings R ⊆ T and Rˆ ⊆ Tˆ
to information about the rings OC,p ⊆ OC,p and ÔC,p ⊆
(
OC,p
) ̂ . Recall first that
all four rings are subrings of Quot(k[Id]) = Quot(k[Bd]):
OC,p = {
f
g | f ∈ k[Id] and g ∈ k[Id] \ p are homogeneous of the same degree},
OC,p = {
f
g
| f ∈ k[Bd] and g ∈ k[Id] \ p are homogeneous of the same degree},
R = k[Id]p = {
f
g | f ∈ k[Id] and g ∈ k[Id] \ p}, and
T = k[Bd]p = {
f
g | f ∈ k[Bd] and g ∈ k[Id] \ p}.
Observe that g′n is a unit of R which is transcendental over OC,p. It is not difficult
to check that the two subrings OC,p(g
′
n), see (0.6), and R of Quot(k[Id]) are equal
and therefore, R and OC,p have the same multiplicity. The ring OC,p is a subring
of T . Dehomogenization and homogenization
(1.22)
a → aT,
A ∩ OC,p ← A,
provide a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals a of OC,p and the
maximal ideals of A ∈ {Mi ∩ T | 1 ≤ i ≤ v} of T . Recall that the invariant sC,p is
equal to the number of branches of C at p. Thus,
sC,p = the number of minimal prime ideals of ÔC,p
= the number of maximal prime ideals of OC,p
= the number of maximal prime ideals of T = v.
Finally, we compare the multiplicities e(Rˆ/Ji) and e(ÔC,p/Ji), where Ji is the
minimal prime of ÔC,p which corresponds to the minimal prime ideal Ji of Rˆ. We
have already shown that e(Rˆ/Ji) = ci. We complete the proof of the Lemma by
showing that
(1.23) e(ÔC,p/Ji) = e(Rˆ/Ji).
As before, we have R = OC,p(g
′
n). It is well known, and easy to show, that if z is
an indeterminate over a local ring A, then
Â(z) = ̂ˆA(z),
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where the meaning of A(z) is given in (0.6) and each completion is the completion
of a local ring in its maximal ideal adic topology. It follows that
Rˆ =
(
ÔC,p(g
′
n)
)̂ .
The ideal Ji of ÔC,p is Ji ∩ ÔC,p. We first prove
(1.24) JiRˆ = Ji.
The ring ÔC,p/Ji is a complete local domain and g
′
n is an indeterminate over this
ring; so, Lemma 1.16 yields that
((
ÔC,p
Ji
)
(g′n)
) ̂ is a domain. On the other hand,
((
ÔC,p
Ji
)
(g′n)
) ̂ = ( ÔC,p(g′n)
JiÔC,p(g′n)
) ̂ = (ÔC,p(g′n))̂
Ji(ÔC,p(g′n))̂
= Rˆ
JiRˆ
.
Thus, JiRˆ is a prime ideal of Rˆ with JiRˆ ⊆ Ji. The ideal Ji is a minimal prime
ideal of Rˆ; so (1.24) is established and we have
e
(
Rˆ
Ji
)
= e
(
Rˆ
JiRˆ
)
= e
(((
ÔC,p
Ji
)
(g′n)
) ̂ ) = e(( ÔC,pJi ) (g′n)) = e( ÔC,pJi ) ,
which is (1.23). 
We close this section with the observation that every parameterization of a curve
leads to a parameterization of the branches of the curve.
Observation 1.25. Adopt the Data of 1.1, with k algebraically closed. Then there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of P1 and the branches of C.
Proof. Fix a point q in P1. Let p be the point Ψ(q) on C. Form the ideal p of k[Id]
as described in Remark 1.17 (c) and form the rings
R = k[Id]p ⊆ T = k[Bd]p ⊆ S = Bp
as described in Remark 1.17 (d). There are explicit, well-defined, one-to-one corre-
spondences between each of the following sets:
Ψ−1(p) oo
(1.26)
// MaxSpec(S) oo
(1.27)
// MaxSpec(T )
OO
(1.28)

The branches of C at p oo
(1.30)
// The Min Primes of ÔC,p oo
(1.29)
// MaxSpec(OC,p)
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If q1 is a point in Ψ
−1(p) and q1 is the homogeneous prime ideal of B which
corresponds to q1, then the correspondence (1.26) sends q1 to q1S as shown in (1.19).
The correspondence (1.27) is described in Remark 1.17 (e). The correspondence
(1.28) is explained in (1.22). Proposition 1.12 accounts for (1.29), and (1.30) is the
definition of branch. 
Remark 1.31. We say that an ideal of B = k[x, y] is a height one linear ideal if
it is generated by one non-zero linear form. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the height one linear ideals of B and the points of P1. Thus, Observation
1.25 gives a one-to-one correspondence between the height one linear ideals of B
and the branches of C. If (ℓ) is a height one linear ideal of B, then let C(ℓ) be the
corresponding branch of C. It makes sense to speak about the multiplicity of the
branch C(ℓ) because ℓ corresponds to a point q in P1, Ψ(q) = p is a point on C, C(ℓ)
is a minimal prime ideal of ÔC,p, and the multiplicity of the local ring ÔC,p/C(ℓ) is
called the multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ).
We return to the ideas of Remark 1.31 in Section 7, where we calculate the
multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ) in terms of data found in the Jacobian ideal of the
parameterization of C.
Section 2. The Triple Lemma.
The General Lemma in Section 1 shows how the generalized row ideals of the
Hilbert-Burch matrix of a parameterization of a rational curve C encode informa-
tion about the singularities on C. In the present section we describe how one can
read information about the infinitely near singularities of C from the Hilbert-Burch
matrix. Theorem 2.1 deals with infinitely near singularities in the first neighbor-
hood of C. Corollary 2.5 is mainly concerned with infinitely near singularities in
the second neighborhood of C. We used our first version of Corollary 2.5 to classify
singularities of multiplicity three (triple points) on rational plane curves of degree
six and for that reason we call this result the Triple Lemma. We now are able to
classify singularities of degree d/2 on rational plane curves of even degree d; see
Theorem 4.8.
Adopt Data 1.1 with n = 3, and k an algebraically closed field. Assume that p is
a singular point on the curve C of multiplicity dj , for j equal to 1 or 2. In Theorem
2.1 we describe how to read the infinitely near singularities in the first neighborhood
of p from the Hilbert-Burch matrix ϕ for the parameterization of C. Corollary 1.9
shows how to re-arrange the data so that p becomes the point [0 : 0 : 1] and ϕ has
the form described in Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.1. Adopt Data 1.1 with n = 3, and k an algebraically closed field.
Assume that p = [0 : 0 : 1] is a singular point on the curve C of multiplicity dj, for
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j equal to 1 or 2. Assume further that
ϕ =
P1 Q1P2 Q2
0 Q3
 ,
where the Pi and the Qi are homogeneous forms from B with degPi = d− dj and
degQi = dj. Then, a point P = (p, [a : b]) ∈ P2 × P1 lies on the blowup of C at p
if and only if gcd(Q3, aP1 + bP2) is not a constant. In this case, the multiplicity of
P on the blowup is the degree of gcd(Q3, aP1 + bP2).
Proof. Write ∆ = P1Q2 − P2Q1. Notice that gcd(P1, P2) = 1 and gcd(Q3,∆) = 1
since I2(ϕ) has height 2. Corollary 1.9 shows how to modify Q1 and Q2 in order
to have gcd(P1, Q1) = 1 and gcd(P2, Q2) = 1. Passing to an affine chart we may
assume that p is the origin on the affine curve parametrized by ( g1
g3
, g2
g3
). The blowup
of this curve at the origin has two charts, parametrized by ( g1g3 ,
g2
g1
) and ( g2g3 ,
g1
g2
),
respectively. Homogenizing we obtain two curves C′ and C′′ in P2 parametrized by
[g21 : g2g3 : g1g3] and [g
2
2 : g1g3 : g2g3], respectively. After dividing by a common
factor these parameterizations become
[P 22Q3 : −P1∆ : P2∆] and [P
2
1Q3 : P2∆ : −P1∆],
respectively. One easily sees that the entries of either vector generate an ideal of
height 2 and the corresponding Hilbert Burch matrices are
(2.2)
 0 −∆P2 0
P1 P2Q3
 and
 0 ∆P1 0
P2 P1Q3
 .
Notice that the exceptional fiber of the blowup consists of the points on C′ or C′′
that are of the form [0 : c : 1]. Observation 1.4 shows that a point [0 : c : 1] lies
on C′ if and only if gcd(Q3, P1 + cP2) is not a constant, and that it is on C
′′ if and
only if gcd(Q3, cP1 + P2) is not a constant. Furthermore, Theorem 1.8 shows that
the degree of this gcd gives the multiplicity of the point on the blowup. 
Corollary 2.3. Adopt Data 1.1 with n = 3 and k an algebraically closed field.
Then the infinitely near singularities of C have multiplicity at most d1.
Proof. It suffices to see this for the multiplicity of the singular points in the first
neighborhood of a point p on C. If mp ≤ d1 then the assertion is clear. Otherwise,
Corollary 1.9 shows that mp = d2. Notice that in the setting of Theorem 2.1 the
form aP1 + bP2 cannot be zero and hence deg(gcd(Q3, aP1 + P2)) ≤ d1. Now the
present assertion follows from the theorem. 
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Remark 2.4. Let q be a root of Q3. Notice that the point
P = (p, [a : b]) = (Ψ(q), [−P2(q) : P1(q)])
is a point in the blowup of C at p and conversely each point in the blowup of C at
p is obtain in this manner.
Corollary 2.5 is the “Triple Lemma”; it concerns singularities of multiplicity
c = d/2, on, or infinitely near, C, where d is the degree of C. We first show
that if q is a singularity of multiplicity c infinitely near to C, then q is infinitely
near to a singularity p on C of multiplicity c. In particular, it is not possible for
c = mq < mp. The most significant part of the result is assertion (4), where we
study singular points of multiplicity c which are in the second neighborhood of C. A
complete description of all multiplicity c singularities which appear on or infinitely
near a rational plane curve C of degree d = 2c appears in Theorem 4.8.
Remark. Assertion (1) in the next result is a purely geometric statement. We
wonder if there is a geometric argument for it.
Corollary 2.5. Adopt Data 1.1 with n = 3, k an algebraically closed field, and d
equal to the even number 2c.
(1) If p is a point on C and q is a singularity of multiplicity c infinitely near to
p, then the multiplicity of p is also equal to c.
(2) If p is a singularity on C of multiplicity c, then the parameters d1 and d2
are both equal to c.
(3) Suppose that p is a singularity on C of multiplicity c. Then there is a
singularity of C, infinitely near to p, of multiplicity c if and only if there
exist invertible matrices χ and ξ, with entries in k, such that (0, 0, 1) = pχ
and
χϕξ =
 P1 Q1Q3 Q2
0 Q3
 ,
where the homogeneous forms P1 and Qi all have degree c.
(4) Suppose that p is a singularity on C of multiplicity c. Then there are two
singularities of C, infinitely near to p, of multiplicity c if and only if there
exist invertible matrices χ and ξ, with entries in k, such that (0, 0, 1) = pχ
and
χϕξ =
Q2 Q1Q3 Q2
0 Q3
 ,
where the homogeneous forms Qi all have degree c.
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Proof. First apply Corollary 2.3. If some infinitely near singularity of C has mul-
tiplicity c or higher, then c ≤ d1 ≤ (1/2)d = c. Assertions (1) and (2) have been
established. Henceforth, we assume that p is a singularity of multiplicity mp on
C. Assertion (3) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. We prove (4). In
light of (3), we start with the singularity p = [0 : 0 : 1] on the curve C whose
Hilbert-Burch matrix is equal to
(2.6) ϕ′ =
 P1 Q1Q3 Q2
0 Q3
 ,
where the homogeneous forms P1 and Qi all have degree c and
gcd(Q2, Q3) = gcd(P1, Q3) = gcd(P1, Q1) = 1.
Let p′ be the singular point of multiplicity c in the first neighborhood of p. Remark
2.4 shows that p′ is the point (p, [0 : 1]) on the blowup of C. Thus, in the language
of the proof of Theorem 2.1, p′ is on C′′. Keep in mind that the polynomial P2 of
the original Hilbert-Burch matrix ϕ has been replaced by Q3 in the Hilbert-Burch
matrix ϕ′ of (2.6) and apply column operations to the matrix on the right side of
(2.2), to see that one Hilbert-Burch matrix for the parameterization of C′′ is ∆ 0−P 21 P1
0 Q3
 .
Let p′′ = (p′, [a : b]) ∈ P2 × P1 be a point on the blowup of C′′ at p′. Theorem 2.1
now shows that p′′ is a singular point of multiplicity c in the first neighborhood of
p′ if and only if
deg gcd(Q3, a∆− bP
2
1 ) = c.
Recall that ∆ = P1Q2 − Q1Q3, gcd(P1, Q3) = 1, and Q2, Q3, and P1 all are
homogeneous forms of degree c. It follows that p′′ is a singular point of multiplicity
c in the first neighborhood of p′ if and only if
(2.7) γQ3 = aQ2 − bP1
for some constant γ ∈ k. The equation (2.7) cannot hold if b = 0, since [a : b] is a
point in P1 and Q2 and Q3 are relatively prime. Therefore,
there exists a singular point of multiplicity c in the first neighborhood of p′
⇐⇒ P1 is in the vector space generated by Q2 and Q3
⇐⇒ there exist invertible matrices χ′ and ξ′ so that χϕ′ξ has the form of the
matrix of (4). 
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Section 3. The BiProj Lemma.
Let ϕ be a Hilbert-Burch matrix which corresponds to a parameterized plane
curve C of degree d. Points of P2 give rise to generalized row ideals of the matrix ϕ.
Thus, features of the generalized row ideals reflect properties of the corresponding
points. For example, a generalized row ideal of ϕ encodes information that can
be used to determine if the corresponding point p is on C and, if so, what type of
singularity occurs at p.
In this section, we focus on the situation where the degree of C is even (so d = 2c)
and we describe the singular points on, or infinitely near, C of multiplicity c. We
know from Corollary 2.5 that such a point exists if and only if all entries of ϕ have
the same degree c and the corresponding generalized row has a generalized zero.
This leads us to consider column operations on ϕ, which we identify with points in
P1. Thus, inside P2 × P1 we consider the closed subset consisting of pairs
(row operation, column operation)
that lead to a generalized zero of ϕ. Projection onto the first factor gives the
singular points of multiplicity c. On the other hand, projection onto the second
factor yields a finite set of points in P1 that is easier to study yet reflects properties
of the set of singular points of multiplicity c on the plane curve C.
Fix a Hilbert-Burch matrix ϕ in which every entry is a homogeneous form of
degree c. To find a singularity of multiplicity c on C we need to describe a generalized
zero of ϕ. In other words, we look for (p, q) in P2×P1 such that pϕqT = 0. Consider
the polynomial T ϕuT ∈ k[T ,u, x, y], where T = [T1, T2, T3] and u = [u1, u2] are
matrices of indeterminates. We extract the variables x and y from the critical
polynomial TϕuT. For each positive integer i, let ρ(i) be the following 1 × (i + 1)
row vector of all monomials of degree i in k[x, y]:
(3.1) ρ(i) = [yi, xyi−1, x2yi−2, . . . , xi−1y, xi].
Define C and A to be the matrices with
T ϕ = ρ(c)C and CuT = AT T,
so that the entries of C are linear forms in k[T ] and the entries of A are linear forms
in k[u]. One now has
TϕuT = ρ(c)CuT = ρ(c)AT T.
Thus,
(3.2)
the set of (p, q) in P2 × P1 such that pϕqT = 0 is the zero set, in P2 × P1,
of the bihomogeneous ideal I1(Cu
T) = I1(AT
T).
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In Theorem 3.14, we obtain two isomorphisms of schemes
(3.3) BiProj
(
k[T ,u]/I1(Cu
T)
)
π1
∼=tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
∼=
π2
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚
Proj (k[T ]/I2(C)) Proj (k[u]/I3(A))
and we exploit these isomorphisms in Theorem 3.22 to describe the singularities on
C of multiplicity c. The equation
(3.4) CuT = AT T
provides symmetry. Theorem 3.5 is used twice to produce the isomorphisms of (3.3)
Theorem 3.5. Let S = k[x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn] be a bi-graded polynomial ring
with deg xi = (1, 0) and deg yi = (0, 1), and R be the sub-algebra k[x1, . . . , xm] of
S. Let J be an S-ideal generated by bi-homogeneous forms which are linear in the
y’s. Write J = I1(φy) where y = [y1, . . . , yn]
T and φ is a matrix with entries in
R. The entries in each row of φ are homogeneous of the same degree. Consider
the natural projection map π : BiProj(S/J) → Proj(R). If the ideal In−1(φ) is
zero-dimensional in R, then π is an isomorphism onto its image and this image is
defined scheme-theoretically by the R-ideal In(φ).
Notice that imπ = Proj
(
R/
(
J : (I1(x)I1(y))
∞
)
∩R
)
⊆ Proj(R). The theo-
rem means that π gives a bijection BiProj(S/J) → Proj(R/In(φ)) which induces
isomorphisms at the level of local rings.
Proof. We prove the result after localizing at any fixed one-dimensional homoge-
neous prime ideal m of R. The ideal In−1(φ)Rm is the unit ideal by hypothesis;
therefore, there are invertible matrices U and V with
UφV =
[
In−1 0
0 φ′
]
for some column vector φ′ with entries in Rm. Write Sm to mean (R \ m)
−1S.
We have Sm = Rm[y
′
1, . . . , y
′
n], where y
′ = V −1y. The ideal JSm is equal to
I1(φy)Sm = (y
′
1, . . . , y
′
n−1, I1(φ
′)y′n).
The ring map S/J → Sm/JSm induces the inclusion
Proj(Sm/JSm) ⊆ BiProj(S/J),
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and the natural projection map π : BiProj(S/J)→ Proj(R) restricts to become
Proj(Sm/JSm)
π|
−→ Spec(Rm).
The image of π| is the subscheme Spec( Rm(JSm : I1(y)∞)∩Rm ) of Proj(R). We must
show that
(1) π| is an isomorphism onto its image, and
(2) the image of π| is defined scheme-theoretically by the ideal In(φ)Rm.
Notice that
JSm : I1(y)
∞ =
(
y′1, . . . , y
′
n−1, I1(φ
′)y′n
)
Sm :
(
y′1, . . . , y
′
n−1, y
′
n
)∞
=
(
y′1, . . . , y
′
n−1, I1(φ
′)y′n
)
Sm : (y
′
n)
∞ =
(
y′1, . . . , y
′
n−1, I1(φ
′)
)
Sm.
Therefore, the image of π| is defined scheme-theoretically by
(JSm : I1(y)
∞) ∩Rm = I1(φ
′)Rm = In(φ)Rm,
which proves the second assertion. To show the first claim, notice that the natural
map
Rm →
Rm[y
′
n]
I1(φ′)y′nRm[y
′
n]
=
Sm
JSm
induces π| : Proj(Sm/JSm)→ Spec(Rm); furthermore,
Proj
(
Sm
JSm
)
= Proj
(
Rm[y
′
n]
I1(φ′)y′nRm[y
′
n]
)
= Proj
(
Rm[y
′
n]
I1(φ′)y′nRm[y
′
n] : (y
′
n)
∞
)
= Proj
(
Rm[y
′
n]
I1(φ′)Rm[y′n]
)
= Proj
(
Rm
I1(φ′)Rm
[y′n]
)
= Spec
(
Rm
I1(φ′)Rm
)
= Spec
(
Rm
In(φ)Rm
)
. 
The next Lemma analyzes a general version of (3.4). This Lemma is a step
toward verifying that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied twice in (3.3). It
is fortuitous that the information about the minors of A translates into information
about the columns of C and vice versa. In this result C is a matrix with s columns
and A is a matrix with entries from k[u1, . . . , us].
Remark 3.6. If λ ∈ As, then we abbreviate the generalized column CλT of C as Cλ;
also, A(λ) is the matrix of constants which is obtained by evaluating each entry of
A at the point λ.
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Lemma 3.7. Let u = [u1, . . . , us] and T = [T1, . . . , Tt] be matrices of indetermi-
nates over an algebraically closed field k, C be an n× s matrix of linear forms from
k[T ], and A be an n× t matrix of linear forms from k[u]. If CuT = ATT, then the
following statements hold:
Ii(A) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ ht I1(Cλ) ≥ i for general λ ∈ A
s, and(3.8)
ht Ii(A) ≥ s ⇐⇒ ht I1(Cλ) ≥ i for all non-zero λ ∈ A
s.(3.9)
Proof. We have Cλ = Cλ
T = A(λ)T T. The right hand side of (3.8) holds if and
only if
rankA(λ) ≥ i for general λ ∈ As
⇐⇒ Ii(A(λ)) 6= 0 for general λ ∈ A
s ⇐⇒ Ii(A) 6= 0.
The right side of (3.9) holds if and only if
rankA(λ) ≥ i for all non-zero λ ∈ As
⇐⇒ Ii(A(λ)) 6= 0 for all non-zero λ ∈ A
s ⇐⇒ ht Ii(A) ≥ s.
The last equivalence is due to Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz which applies since k is
algebraically closed. 
Data 3.10. Adopt Data 1.1 with n = 3, d = 2c, d1 = d2 = c, and k an algebraically
closed field. Let T and u be the row vectors T = [T1, T2, T3] and u = [u1, u2] of
indeterminates. Recall the row vector ρ(c) from (3.1). Define the matrices C and
A by
Tϕ = ρ(c)C and(3.11)
CuT = AT T,(3.12)
so that the entries of C are linear forms in k[T ] and the entries entries of A are
linear forms in k[u].
Lemma 3.13. Adopt Data 3.10. The following statements hold:
(1) ht I1(C) = 3,
(2) ht I1(Cλ) ≥ 2 for all non-zero λ ∈ A2, and
(3) ht I2(A) = 2.
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Proof. (1) The height of I1(C) is three otherwise, since the entries of C are linear,
I1(C) is contained in an ideal generated by two linear forms. Equation (3.11) shows
that, after row operations, ϕ has a row of zeros yielding ht(I) = 1. Now we prove
(2). Equation (3.11) gives ρ(c)Cλ = Tϕλ. If ht(I1(Cλ)) ≤ 1, then µ(I1(Cλ)) ≤ 1
because the entries of C are linear. Thus, µ(Tϕλ)) ≤ 1, which shows that after row
operations ϕλ has at most one non-zero entry. This would imply that ht(I) ≤ 1.
Assertion (3) follows from (2) and Lemma 3.7. 
Theorem 3.14. Adopt Data 3.10. The following statements hold.
(1) The projections
BiProj (k[T ,u])
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
Proj (k[T ]) Proj (k[u])
induce isomorphisms
BiProj
(
k[T ,u]/I1(Cu
T)
)
π1
∼=tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
∼=
π2
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚
Proj (k[T ]/I2(C)) Proj (k[u]/I3(A)) ;
in particular, the schemes Proj( k[T ]I2(C) ) and Proj(
k[u]
I3(A)
) are isomorphic.
(2) As a subset of P2, Proj( k[T ]
I2(C)
) is equal to {p ∈ C | mp = c}.
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.5 twice. Each time S = k[T ,u] and J = I1(Cu
T) =
I1(AT
T). In the first application R = k[T ]. Lemma 3.13 ensures that I1(C) is
zero-dimensional in k[T ]. In the second application R = k[u]. Again Lemma 3.13
ensures that I2(A) is zero-dimensional in k[u]. Assertion (1) is established.
Return to the first setting. Theorem 3.5 also yields that the image of the map
P2 × P1 ⊇ BiProj(S/J)
π
−→ Proj(k[T ])
is Proj(k[T ]/I2(C)) ⊆ Proj(k[T ]). On the other hand, as a set
imπ = {p ∈ P2 | ∃q ∈ P1 with (p, q) ∈ V (J)}
= {p ∈ P2 | ∃q ∈ P1 with pϕqT = 0}(3.15)
= {p ∈ C | mp = c}.(3.16)
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The equality (3.15) is explained in (3.2) and the equality (3.16) is established in
Corollary 1.9. 
Theorem 3.14 produces a morphism (even an isomorphism)
π2 ◦ π
−1
1 : Proj(k[T ]/I2(C))→ Proj (k[u]/I3(A)) ;
the graph of this morphism is BiProj(k[u,T ]/I1(Cu
T)), as can be seen from diagram
(3.3).
Remark 3.17. The theorem also says, in particular, that if p and q are non-zero
row vectors in k3 and k2, respectively, with pϕqT = 0, then, up to multiplication
by non-zero scalars, q is determined by p and vice versa.
We next isolate one quick result about how the Data of 3.10 can be used to de-
termine the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on a curve C. The complete
story is contained in Theorem 3.22.
Corollary 3.18. Adopt Data 3.10. The curve C has only singularities of multi-
plicity at most c − 1 if and only if every generalized column ideal of C has height
three.
Proof. All singularities of C have multiplicity at most c − 1 if and only if C has
no singularity of multiplicity c by Corollary 1.9. This in turn means ht I3(A) = 2
according to Theorem 3.14. Finally, by Lemma 3.7, ht I3(A) = 2 if and only if
every generalized column ideal of C has height three. 
Corollary 3.19. Adopt Data 3.10 with c ≥ 2. The following statements hold:
(1) ht I2(C) ≥ 2,
(2) ht I3(A) ≥ 1, and
(3) ht I1(Cλ) = 3 for general λ ∈ A2 .
Proof. Theorem 3.14 shows that Proj(k[T ]/I2(C)) is either empty or is a finite set;
therefore, (1) and (2) hold. Assertion (3) follows from (2) and Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 3.20. Let C be matrix of linear forms from a polynomial ring R in three
variables over a field k. If C has 2 columns, some generalized column ideal of C is
a zero-dimensional ideal of R, and ht(I2(C)) = 2, then
e(R/I2(C)) + µ(I2(C)) = 6.
Proof. Let R = k[T1, T2, T3]. Since I2(C) is an ideal generated by quadrics in a
polynomial in three variables, µ(I2(C)) ≤ 5; for otherwise, I2(C) = (T1, T2, T3)
2,
which would contradict the hypothesis that ht I2(C) = 2.
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We are allowed to apply row and column operations, to perform linear changes
of variables, and to suppress zero rows. Using these operations, we transform C
into one of the following four forms:
M1 =
T1 ∗T2 ∗
T3 ∗
 , M2 =

T1 f1
T2 f2
T3 f3
0 T1
 , M3 =

T1 g1
T2 g2
T3 g3
0 T1
0 T2
 , M4 =

T1 0
T2 0
T3 0
0 T1
0 T2
0 T3
 ,
where the fi are linear forms in k[T2, T3] and the gi are linear forms in R = k[T3].
In the case C =M1, the ideal I2(C) is a perfect ideal of height 2 with a 2-linear
resolution; hence e(R/I2(C)) = 3 = µ(I2(C)).
In the case C =M2, we have I2(C) = T1(T1, T2, T3)+JR, where J is a non-zero
ideal of k[T2, T3] generated by quadrics. Write ∆ = gcd(J) ∈ k[T2, T3]. Notice that
T1 is in I2(C)
unm, the unmixed part of I2(C). Therefore, I2(C)
unm = (T1, J)
unm =
(T1,∆), and e(R/I2(C)) = e(R/I2(C)
unm) = deg∆ ≤ 2. Observe that deg∆ = 2 if
and only if µ(J) = 1; thus, e(R/I2(C)) = 2 if and only if µ(I2(C)) = 4. It follows
that e(R/I2(C)) = 1 if and only if µ(I2(C)) ≥ 5, which means that µ(I2(C)) = 5.
In the case C =M3, we have (T1, T2)(T1, T2, T3) ⊆ I2(C) and these two ideals are
equal because I2(C) is generated by at most 5 quadrics. Therefore, µ(I2(C)) = 5
and e(R/I2(C)) = e(R/(T1, T2)) = 1.
Finally, if C = M4, then (T1, T2, T3)
2 = I2(C), which is impossible since I2(C)
has height two. 
Before proceeding, we describe the effect on Data 3.10 of applying row and
column operations to ϕ.
Remark 3.21. If we replace ϕ by ϕ′ = χϕ for some invertible matrix χ with entries
in k, then the matrices C and A of Data 3.10 become C′ = C(Tχ) and A′ =
AχT. Recall that changing ϕ by ϕ′ amounts to applying to the curve C the linear
automorphism of P2 defined by the matrix χ−1; see Remark 0.9. If we replace ϕ
by ϕ′ = ϕξ for some invertible matrix ξ with entries in k, then the matrices C and
A become C′ = Cξ and A′ = A(uξT), for A(λ) as defined in Remark 3.6. Notice
that column operations on ϕ have no effect on the g’s or on the curve C.
Ultimately, in Corollary 3.23, we use the Jacobian ideal of k[u]/I3(A) over k to
count the number of infinitely near singularities of multiplicity c. Section 7 contains
much information about this object. In the mean time, we recall that if D is an
algebra essentially of finite type over a Noetherian ring L, then the module of Ka¨hler
differentials of D over L is denoted by ΩD/L. The zeroth Fitting ideal of the D-
module ΩD/L is called the Jacobian ideal of D over L and is denoted by Jac(D/L).
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The Jacobian ideal Jac(D/L) is an ideal of D. These objects may be computed
using any presentation of the L-algebra D and their formation is compatible with
localization. Notice that the subsets Supp(ΩD/L) and V (Jac(D/L)) of SpecD are
equal. In Section 7 we will use the fact that this common subset of Spec(D) is the
ramification locus of D over L.
In [24] we studied Rees algebras of ideals generated by 3 forms of degree 6 in
k[x, y]. We found that there are exactly seven families of Rees algebras for such
ideals. Each member of a given family has the same graded Betti numbers. Four
of these family arise when every entry in the syzygy matrix has degree 3. The
distinguishing invariant turned out to be µ(I2(C)). Ad hoc methods led to this
classification. We are very pleased to now see in Theorem 3.22 that this invariant
arises naturally and reflects the geometry of the curve.
Theorem 3.22. Adopt Data 3.10.
(1) The ideal I2(C) is zero-dimensional if and only if I3(A) is zero-dimensional
if and only if gcd I3(A) is a unit; otherwise
e(k[T ]/I2(C)) = e(k[u]/I3(A)) = deg gcd I3(A) = 6− µ(I2(C)).
(2) The non-associate linear factors of gcd I3(A) correspond to the distinct sin-
gular points on C of multiplicity c.
(3) Write gcd(I3(A)) =
∏
ℓeii , where the ℓi are non-associate linear factors
and ei ≥ 1. Then ei − 1 is the number of singular points of multiplicity c
infinitely near to the point on C corresponding to ℓi.
(4) The degree of gcd I3(A) is equal to the number of distinct singular points of
multiplicity c that are either on C or infinitely near to C.
Before proving Theorem 3.22, we reformulate part of it in the exact form we will
use in Section 6 where we decompose the space of parameterizations of rational
plane curves of even degree d = 2c into strata which reflect the configuration of
multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near the corresponding curve.
Corollary 3.23. Retain the notation of Theorem 3.22 and let D = k[u]/I3(A). For
assertions (3b) and (3c) assume that chark is not equal to 2 or 3. The following
assertions hold.
(1) The dimension of D is either zero or one.
(2) There are no singularities of multiplicity c on or infinitely near C if and
only if dimD = 0.
(3) If D has dimension one, then
(a) e(D) is the number of distinct singular points of multiplicity c that are
either on C or infinitely near to C,
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(b) if D/ Jac(D/k) is a ring of dimension zero then all of the multiplicity
c singularities on or infinitely near C are actually on C, and
(c) if D/ Jac(D/k) is a ring of dimension one, e(D)− e(D/ Jac(D/k)) is
equal to the number of distinct singular points of multiplicity c that
are on C.
Proof of Corollary 3.23. Assertion (2) follows from items (2) of Theorem 3.22 and
(1) of Corollary 2.5. Now we prove (3b) and (3c). Observe that deg gcd I3(A) ≤ 3;
hence each ei ≤ 3 and ei 6= chark. If dimD = 1, then the minimal primes of D are
ℓiD. Notice that DℓiD
∼= k[u]ℓik[u]/(ℓ
ei
i ). Hence,
Jac(D/k)ℓiD = Jac(Dℓi/k) = ℓ
ei−1
i DℓiD.
It follows that
dimD/ Jac(D/k) = 0 ⇐⇒ Jac(D/k) = D
⇐⇒ the roots of gcd I3(A) are distinct
and
e(D/ Jac(D/k)) =
∑
(ei − 1)
and this is equal to the degree of deg gcd I3(A) minus the number of distinct linear
factors of gcd I3(A). 
Proof of Theorem 3.22. The schemes Proj(k[T ]/I2(C)) and Proj(k[u]/I3(A)) are
isomorphic and are either empty or zero-dimensional by Theorem 3.14 and Corollary
3.19. It follows that the rings k[T ]/I2(C) and k[u]/I3(A) have the same dimension
and this common dimension is either 0 or 1; furthermore, these two rings have the
same multiplicity. The height of I3(A) is 2 if and only if the gcd of I3(A) is a unit.
Otherwise, I3(A) has height 1 and (I3(A))
unm = (gcd I3(A)). In this case,
e(k[u]/I3(A)) = e(k[u]/(gcd I3(A))) = deg gcd I3(A).
The equality e(k[T ]/I2(C)) = 6 − µ(I2(C)), when ht I2(C) = 2, is proven in
Lemma 3.20, because the hypothesis that some generalized column ideal of C is
zero-dimensional is established in part (3) of Corollary 3.19. This completes the
proof of (1).
Assertion (2) follows from Theorem 3.14: if ℓ is a linear factor of gcd I3(A), then
V (ℓ) is a point in Proj(k[u]/I3(A)) and the corresponding singular point on C of
multiplicity c is π1 ◦ π
−1
2 (V (ℓ)) as described in Remark 3.17.
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Assertion (4) is an immediate consequence of (2) and (3). We now prove (3).
Consider the factor ℓ1 of gcd I3(A). Let p be the point on C which corresponds to
ℓ1 as described in the proof of (2). Now apply a linear automorphism of P2 to move
the point p to (0, 0, 1). According to the General Lemma, the entries of the bottom
row of the new ϕ are linearly dependent. Now apply a column operation to make
the bottom row become [0, ∗]. Under the correspondence of Remark 3.17 the point
(0, 0, 1) is paired with (1, 0) and henceforth ℓ1 has moved to u2. Furthermore, ϕ
has become
ϕ =
Q1 Q3Q2 Q4
0 Q5
 ,
where the Qi are forms of degree c. The fact that ht(I) = 2 forces Q1 and Q2 to be
linearly independent over k. Write Qi = ρ
(c)γi, where γi is a column vector with
entries in k. A straightforward calculation yields
A = [ u1γ1 + u2γ3 u1γ2 + u2γ4 u2γ5 ] .
It follows that
I3(A) = u2I3(A
′),
for
A′ = [u1γ1 + u2γ3 u1γ2 + u2γ4 γ5 ] .
Notice that
I3(A
′) ∼= u21I3([ γ1 γ2 γ5 ]) mod u2;
hence, u2 divides every element of I3(A
′) if and only if γ1, γ2, γ5 are linearly depen-
dent.
The fact that γ1 and γ2 are linearly independent guarantees that
γ1, γ2, γ5 are linearly dependent
⇐⇒ γ5 is in the vector space spanned by γ1 and γ2
⇐⇒ Q5 is in the vector space spanned by Q1 and Q2.
By the Triple Lemma 2.1 this is equivalent to the existence of at least one singular
point of multiplicity c infinitely near to (0, 0, 1). Thus such a point exists if and
only if e1 ≥ 2.
Assume now that there does exist a singular point of multiplicity c infinitely
near to (0, 0, 1); in particular Q5 is in the span of Q1 and Q2 and therefore ap-
plying row operations on ϕ only involving the first two rows we may assume
that γ5 = γ2. Notice that I3(A) is unchanged. We have I3(A) = u
2
2I3(A
′′) for
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A′′ = [ u1γ1 + u2γ3 γ4 γ2 ]. Now one sees as before that u2 divides every element
of I3(A
′′) if and only if γ1, γ4, γ2 are linearly dependent. Therefore, u
3
2 divides every
element of I3(A) if and only if γ1, γ4, γ2 are linearly dependent. The fact that γ1
and γ2 are linearly independent guarantees that
γ1, γ2, γ4 are linearly dependent
⇐⇒ γ4 is in the vector space spanned by γ1 and γ2
⇐⇒ Q4 is in the vector space spanned by Q1 and Q2.
By the Triple Lemma 2.1 this is equivalent to the existence of exactly two singular
points of multiplicity c infinitely near to (0, 0, 1). Thus such points exist if and only
if e1 = 3. 
Section 4. Singularities of multiplicity
equal to degree divided by two.
Throughout this section B is the polynomial ring k[x, y], where k is a field, and
d = 2c is an even integer.
When k is algebraically closed, Theorem 4.8 completely classifies the parameter-
izations of rational plane curves C of degree d as a function of the configuration of
multiplicity c singularities which appear on, or infinitely near, C. Theorem 4.8 is
typical of classification theorems in general in the sense that a classification theo-
rem is always the culmination of one project and is often the starting point of new
projects. Indeed, Theorem 4.8 is the starting point of the decomposition of Td into
strata which is carried out in Section 6. Also, we anticipate that Theorem 4.8 will
eventually lead to a better understanding of the other singularities on and infinitely
near the curve C. An analysis of this sort for quartics is carried out in Section 8.
A future paper will contain our analysis of all singularities on sextics.
Let C be a rational plane curve of degree d = 2c. Recall, from Corollary 2.5, that
if there is a multiplicity c singularity on, or infinitely near, C, then every entry in a
homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for a parameterization of C is a form of degree
c. In Theorem 4.9 we decompose the space of all such Hilbert-Burch matrices
(called BalHd, see Definition 4.3) into 11 disjoint orbits under the action of the
group G = GL3(k) × GL2(k). The orbits are parameterized by the poset ECP of
Definition 4.6. If ♮ is in ECP, then the corresponding orbit is called DOBal♮ . Each
orbit DOBal♮ has the form G ·M
Bal
♮ , where M
Bal
♮ is the intersection of BalHd and
an open subset of some affine space. Let ϕ be a Hilbert-Burch matrix in MBal♮ , for
some ♮, and let C be the corresponding curve. In Lemma 4.10 we apply Theorem
3.22 and Corollary 2.5 to explicitly identify the multiplicity c singularities on C,
together with all infinitely near multiplicity c singularities.
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We notice that Theorem 3.22 guarantees that the number of distinct singular
points of multiplicity c that are either on C or infinitely near to C is at most 3 since
this number is deg gcd I3(A) and I3(A) is generated by cubic forms. Of course, this
bound is also implied by Max Noether’s formula
(4.1) g =
(
d− 1
2
)
−
∑
q
(
mq
2
)
which gives the genus g of the irreducible plane curve C of degree d, where q varies
over all singularities and infinitely near singularities of C, and mq is the multiplicity
at q. (See, for example, chapter 4 exercise 1.8 and chapter 5 examples 3.9.2 and
3.9.3 in [16].) At any rate, there are seven possible configurations of multiplicity c
singularities. The curve itself might have 0, 1, 2, or 3 singularities of multiplicity
c and any one of these singularities has 0, 1, or 2 infinitely near singularities of
multiplicity c, provided that the total number is at most 3. The seven possibilities
are: ∅, {c}, {c, c}, {c, c, c}, {c : c}, {c : c, c}, and {c : c : c}, where a colon indicates
an infinitely near singularity, a comma indicates a different singularity on the curve,
and ∅ indicates that there are no singularities of multiplicity c on, or infinitely near,
C. Henceforth, we refer to the set of seven possible configurations of multiplicity
c singularities as CP. The order that we impose on this set is dictated by the
decomposition of Td into strata which takes place in Section 6.
Definition 4.2. Let (CP,≤) be the Configuration Poset. The elements of CP are
the seven possible configurations for multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near
a rational plane curve of degree d = 2c. We read “#” as the sharp symbol and we
write #′ → #, for #′ and # in CP, to mean #′ ≤ #. The poset CP is:
c : c
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
c : c : c // c : c, c
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
c, c // c // ∅.
c, c, c
<<②②②②②②②②②
Definition 4.3. Let B be the polynomial ring k[x, y], over the field k, and d be
the even integer 2c.
(1) Define Hd to be the space of 3× 2 matrices with entries from Bc.
(2) Define BalHd = {ϕ ∈ Hd | ht I2(ϕ) = 2}.
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(3) Define
BHd =
{
ϕ ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣ the morphism Ψ: P1 → C determined by the signedmaximal order minors of ϕ is birational
}
.
(4) The group G = GL3(k) × GL2(k) acts on Hd. If g = (χ, ξ) ∈ G and ϕ ∈ Hd,
then gϕ = χϕξ−1.
Remarks 4.4. (1) The variety Hd is isomorphic to affine space A6c+6. The subsets
BHd and BalHd of Hd are both open, see Observation 5.29.
(2) If
ϕ =
Q1,1 Q1,2Q2,1 Q2,2
Q3,1 Q3,2

is a 3 × 2 matrix ϕ with entries in B, then the ordered triple of “signed maximal
order minors” of ϕ is the following ordered triple Φ(ϕ) of polynomials from B:
(4.5) Φ(ϕ) =
(∣∣∣∣Q2,1 Q2,2Q3,1 Q3,2
∣∣∣∣ ,− ∣∣∣∣Q1,1 Q1,2Q3,1 Q3,2
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣Q1,1 Q1,2Q2,1 Q2,2
∣∣∣∣) .
(3) If ϕ is in BalHd, then ϕ is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for the row vector determined
by the signed maximal order minors of ϕ; furthermore, ϕ is balanced in the sense
that every element of ϕ is a homogeneous element of the same degree. We refer to
BalHd as the space of “Balanced Hilbert-Burch matrices for triples of homogeneous
d-forms”.
(4) If ϕ is in Hd, then
ϕ ∈ BHd ⇐⇒
ϕ is a Balanced Hilbert-Burch matrix and the morphism
determined by the signed maximal order minors of ϕ is
Birational and Base point free.
We refer to BHd as the space of “Balanced Hilbert-Burch matrices for true triples
of homogeneous d-forms”. The notion of “true triples” is introduced in Remark
5.5. In practice we are interested in the geometry which corresponds to BHd. On
the other hand, Theorem 4.9 and two thirds of Lemma 4.10 do not require the
birationality hypothesis. These results make sense in BalHd.
(5) The action of G on Hd restricts to given actions of G on BalHd and also on
BHd. Indeed, I2(ϕ) and I2(gϕ) are equal for all g ∈ G and ϕ ∈ Hd and the curve
parameterized by the signed maximal order minors of gϕ is the image, under a
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linear automorphism of P2 of the curve parameterized by the signed maximal order
minors of ϕ; see Remark 0.9.
(6) The well known formula ξ−1 = (det ξ)−1Adj ξ, where Adj ξ is the classical
adjoint of ξ, expresses the inverse of the matrix as a rational function in the entries
of ξ. Thus, the function Υ: G × Hd → Hd, which is defined by Υ(g, ϕ) = gϕ, is a
morphism of varieties.
There are 7 configurations of multiplicity c singularities in CP, but 11 disjoint
orbits in our decomposition of BalHd. We form the Total Configuration Poset
(TCP) by adjoining 6 new elements to CP and the Extended Configuration Poset
(ECP) by removing 2 elements of CP from TCP. The order in TCP is used when
we combine some of the disjoint orbits {DO♮ |♮ ∈ ECP} to form {CO# |# ∈ CP}
in Definition 4.17.
Definition 4.6. As a set, TCP consists of CP together with 6 new elements:
µ2, (c, µ4), (c, µ5), (∅, µ4), (∅, µ5), and (∅, µ6).
The order in CP is extended to give the order in TCP:
c : c
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
(c, µ4)
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
(∅, µ4)
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
µ2 → c : c : c // c : c, c
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
c, c
<<②②②②②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ c
==④④④④④④④④④ //
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
(∅, µ5) // ∅,
c, c, c
<<③③③③③③③③③
(c, µ5)
==④④④④④④④④④
(∅, µ6)
<<③③③③③③③③③
where we write ♮′ → ♮, for ♮′ and ♮ in TCP to mean ♮′ ≤ ♮. The symbol “♮” is read
as “natural”. The poset ECP is TCP with c and ∅ removed. So ECP is
c : c
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉ (c, µ4)
//
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
(∅, µ4)
µ2 // c : c : c // c : c, c
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●
c, c
<<②②②②②②②②②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
(∅, µ5)
c, c, c
<<③③③③③③③③③
(c, µ5) //
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
CC✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟
(∅, µ6).
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Definition 4.7. (1) For each ♮ ∈ ECP, let MBal♮ be the following subset of BalHd:
MBalµ2 =

Q1 0Q2 Q1
0 Q2
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2> = 2
 ,
MBalc:c:c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3> = 3
 ,
MBalc:c,c =

Q1 0Q2 Q3
0 Q2
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3> = 3
 ,
MBalc,c,c =

Q1 Q1Q2 0
0 Q3
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3> = 3
 ,
MBalc:c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q3
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> = 4
 ,
MBalc,c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q3
0 Q4
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> = 4
 ,
MBal(c,µ4) =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q4
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> = 4
 ,
MBal(c,µ5) =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5> = 5
 ,
MBal(∅,µ4) =

Q1 Q2Q2 Q3
Q3 Q4
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> = 4
 ,
MBal(∅,µ5) =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
Q5 Q1
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5> = 5
 , and
MBal(∅,µ6) =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
Q5 Q6
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6> = 6
 .
(2) For each ♮ ∈ ECP, let DOBal♮ be the subset G ·M
Bal
♮ = {gϕ | g ∈ G,ϕ ∈M
Bal
♮ }
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of BalHd.
(3) For each ♮ ∈ ECP, let M♮ =M
Bal
♮ ∩ BHd and DO♮ = DO
Bal
♮ ∩ BHd.
(4) Define Mc =M(c,µ4) ∪M(c,µ5).
Remarks. (1) Notice that each set MBal♮ and M♮ has the form BalHd ∩ U or
BHd ∩ U , where U is an open subset of some affine space. Indeed, for example
the condition “dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3> = 3” is equivalent to the statement that the
coefficients of Q1, Q2, Q3 are not solutions of the of the maximal order minors of a
generic 3× (c+ 1) matrix.
(2) We think of (4) from the above definition as an abbreviation. We don’t use
this abbreviation until (6.5) where its use does simplify the exposition.
Theorem 4.8. Let C be a rational plane curve of even degree d = 2c over an
algebraically closed field k. Assume that there exists at least one singularity of
multiplicity c on or infinitely near C. Then there exists a linear automorphism Λ
of P2 and a matrix ϕ in M♮, for some ♮ ∈ ECP \{µ2, (∅, µ4), (∅, µ5), (∅, µ6)}, such
that ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors ϕ. Furthermore, the
following statements hold.
(1) If the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C is
described by {c}, then ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors of
ϕ in M(c,µ4) or M(c,µ5). In this case, [0 : 0 : 1] is the singularity of multiplicity c.
(2) If the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C is
described by {c, c}, then ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors
of ϕ ∈Mc,c. In this case, p1 = [0 : 0 : 1] and p2 = [0 : 1 : 0] are the singularities of
multiplicity c.
(3) If the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C is
described by {c, c, c}, then ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors
of ϕ ∈ Mc,c,c. In this case, p1 = [0 : 0 : 1], p2 = [0 : 1 : 0], and p3 = [1 : 0 : 0], are
the singularities on C of multiplicity c.
(4) If the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C is
described by {c : c}, then ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors
of ϕ ∈Mc:c. In this case, p = [0 : 0 : 1] is the singularity on C of multiplicity c and
there is one singularity of multiplicity c infinitely near to p.
(5) If the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C is
described by {c : c, c}, then ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors
of ϕ ∈ Mc:c,c. In this case, p1 = [0 : 0 : 1] and p2 = [1 : 0 : 0] are the singularities
on C of multiplicity c and there is one singularity of multiplicity c infinitely near to
p1.
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(6) If the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C is
described by {c : c : c}, then ΛC is parameterized by the signed maximal order
minors of ϕ ∈ Mc:c:c. In this case, p1 = [0 : 0 : 1] is the singularity on C of
multiplicity c and there are two singularities of multiplicity c infinitely near to p1.
Proof. Recall from Corollary 2.5, that if there is a singularity of multiplicity c on or
infinitely near C, then there is a singularity of multiplicity c on C and every entry
in a homogeneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for C is a form of degree c. Thus, C is
birationally parameterized by the signed maximal order minors of some matrix ϕ
in BHd. Theorem 4.9 shows that there exists g ∈ G and ϕ♮ ∈M♮ for some ♮ ∈ ECP
with ϕ = gϕ♮. Thus, there is a linear automorphism of P2 which carries C to the
curve C♮ which is parameterized by the signed maximal order minors of ϕ♮, see
Remark 0.9. Part (3) of Lemma 4.10 shows that ♮ /∈ {µ2, (∅, µ6), (∅, µ5), (∅, µ4)}.
Part (3) of Lemma 4.10 also records the multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely
near C♮. 
Theorem 4.9. If every polynomial in k[x] of degree 2 or 3 has a root in the field
k, then the space of balanced Hilbert-Burch matrices BalHd is the disjoint union of
the orbits DOBal♮ as ♮ varies over ECP.
Proof. Fix ϕ ∈ BalHd. We first prove that there exists g ∈ G with gϕ ∈ M
Bal
♮
for some ♮ ∈ ECP. Consider the parameter µ = µ(I1(ϕ)). The matrix ϕ has six
homogeneous entries of degree c, so µ ≤ 6. On the other hand, the hypothesis that
ht I2(ϕ) = 2 guarantees that 2 ≤ µ. Thus, 2 ≤ µ ≤ 6. We treat each possible
value for µ separately. If µ = 6, then the entries of ϕ are linearly independent and
ϕ ∈ MBal(∅,µ6). Suppose now that µ = 5. If ϕ has a generalized zero (see Remark
0.7), then, after row and column operations, ϕ is transformed into gϕ ∈MBal(c,µ5). If
ϕ does not have a generalized zero, one may apply row and column operations to
put ϕ in the form 
Q1 Q4
Q2 Q5
Q3
5∑
i=1
αiQi
 ,
where the αi ∈ k are constants. Further row and column operations (and re-naming
the entries of ϕ) put ϕ in the form

Q1 Q4
Q2 Q5
Q3
2∑
i=1
αiQi
 ,
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and ultimately one finds g ∈ G with gϕ ∈MBal(∅,µ5). Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14 show that
if µ is equal to 4 or 3, then there exists g ∈ G with gϕ ∈ MBal♮ for some ♮ ∈ ECP.
Finally, if µ = 2, then one quickly puts ϕ in the form ∗ ∗∗ ∗
0 Q2
 .
Further elementary row and column operations transform ϕ intoQ1 αQ1Q2 βQ1
0 Q2
 , then
Q1 0Q2 βQ1
0 Q2
 ,
for some constants α and β. The constant β is non-zero since ht I2(ϕ) = 2 and there
exists g ∈ G with gϕ ∈ MBalµ2 . We have shown that the BalHd = ∪♮∈ECPDO
Bal
♮ .
The chart of invariants in (2) of Lemma 4.10 shows that the orbits DOBal♮ , with
♮ ∈ ECP, are disjoint. 
Lemma 4.10. Let ϕ♮, C♮, and A♮ be matrices which satisfy (3.11) and (3.12) with
ϕ♮ ∈ DO
Bal
♮ .
(1) One may transform the matrices (C♮, A♮), using elementary operations and the
suppression of zero rows, into the matrices (C′♮, A
′
♮), which are given by:
C′(∅,µ6) =


T1 0
T2 0
T3 0
0 T1
0 T2
0 T3

 , A′(∅,µ6) =


u1 0 0
0 u1 0
0 0 u1
u2 0 0
0 u2 0
0 0 u2

 , C′(∅,µ5) =


T1 T3
T2 0
T3 0
0 T1
0 T2

 , A′(∅,µ5) =


u1 0 u2
0 u1 0
0 0 u1
u2 0 0
0 u2 0

 ,
C′(c,µ5) =


T1 0
T2 0
0 T1
0 T2
0 T3

 , A′(c,µ5) =


u1 0 0
0 u1 0
u2 0 0
0 u2 0
0 0 u2

 , C′(∅,µ4) =


T1 0
T2 T1
T3 T2
0 T3

 , A′(∅,µ4) =


u1 0 0
u2 u1 0
0 u2 u1
0 0 u2

 ,
C′(c,µ4) =


T1 T2
T2 0
0 T1
0 T3

 , A′(c,µ4) =


u1 u2 0
0 u1 0
u2 0 0
0 0 u2

 , C′c,c =


T1 0
0 T1
T2 T2
0 T3

 , A′c,c =


u1 0 0
u2 0 0
0 (u1+u2) 0
0 0 u2

 ,
C′c:c =


T1 0
T2 T3
0 T1
0 T2

 , A′c:c =


u1 0 0
0 u1 u2
u2 0 0
0 u2 0

 , C′c:c:c =
[
T1 T2
T2 T3
0 T1
]
, A′c:c:c =
[
u1 u2 0
0 u1 u2
u2 0 0
]
,
C′c:c,c =
[
T1 0
T2 T3
0 T2
]
, A′c:c,c =
[
u1 0 0
0 u1 u2
0 u2 0
]
, C′c,c,c =
[
T1 T1
T2 0
0 T3
]
, A′c,c,c =
[
u1+u2 0 0
0 u1 0
0 0 u2
]
,
C′µ2 =
[
T1 T2
T2 T3
]
, A′µ2 =
[
u1 u2 0
0 u1 u2
]
.
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(2) The matrices (ϕ♮, C♮, A♮) satisfy
♮ µ(I1(ϕ♮)) µ(I2(C♮)) gcd(I3(A♮))
(∅, µ6) 6 6 1
(∅, µ5) 5 6 1
(c, µ5) 5 5 ℓ1
(∅, µ4) 4 6 1
(c, µ4) 4 5 ℓ1
c, c 4 4 ℓ1ℓ2
c : c 4 4 ℓ21
c, c, c 3 3 ℓ1ℓ2ℓ3
c : c, c 3 3 ℓ21ℓ2
c : c : c 3 3 ℓ31
µ2 2 1 0,
for some non-associate linear forms ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3 in k[u].
(3) If ϕ♮ is in M♮ and C♮ is the curve parameterized by the signed maximal ordered
minors of ϕ♮, then the multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near C♮ are given
in the following chart.
♮ the multiplicity c the number of multiplicity c
singularities p on Ci singularities infinitely near to p
(∅, µ6) none
(∅, µ5) none
(c, µ5) [0 : 0 : 1] 0
(∅, µ4) none
(c, µ4) [0 : 0 : 1] 0
c, c
[0 : 0 : 1] 0
[0 : 1 : 0] 0
c : c [0 : 0 : 1] 1
c : c : c [0 : 0 : 1] 2
c : c, c
[0 : 0 : 1] 1
[1 : 0 : 0] 0
c, c, c
[0 : 0 : 1] 0
[0 : 1 : 0] 0
[1 : 0 : 0] 0
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Remarks 4.11. (1) In (1) and (2), there exists g ∈ G with gϕ♮ ∈M
Bal
♮ . Two ad-
ditional hypotheses have been imposed on the matrix ϕ♮ in part (3). First of all, ϕ♮
is already in MBal♮ ; that is, g may be taken to be 1. Secondly, the parameterization
determined by ϕ♮ is birational; that is, ϕ♮ ∈ BHd; thus, ϕ♮ ∈MBal♮ ∩ BHd =M♮.
(2) To read the chart of (3), notice that the chart says for example, that there
are 2 multiplicity c singularities on the curve Cc:c,c; one of these singularities
([0 : 0 : 1]) has an infinitely near singularity of multiplicity c and the other sin-
gularity ([1 : 0 : 0]) does not have any infinitely near singularities of multiplicity
c.
(3)We did not include µ2 in the chart of (3) because the intersection DO
Bal
µ2 ∩BHd,
which is also called DOµ2 , is empty.
(4) Fix ♮ in ECP with ♮ 6= µ2. We note that DO♮ is a non-empty open subset of
DOBal♮ ; see Observation 5.29 and Proposition 4.21. We also note that, according to
Observation 0.11, if c is a prime integer, then DO♮ = DO
Bal
♮ .
Proof. By the definition of DOBald , there is an element g ∈ G with gϕ♮ ∈ M
Bal
♮ .
Remark 3.21 shows how the matrices Cg♮ and Ag♮ are obtained from C♮ and A♮. It
suffices to prove the result when ϕ♮ ∈M
Bal
♮ .
We have recorded the matrices (C′♮, A
′
♮), whose entries are linear forms from
k[T ] and k[u], and which satisfy T ϕ♮ = [Q1 · · · Qµ ]C
′
♮ and C
′
♮u
T = A′♮T
T, for
µ = µ(I1(ϕ♮)). The set of linearly independent forms Q1, . . . , Qµ from Bc may be
extended to a basis Q1, . . . , Qc+1 for Bc. The entries of ρ
(c) also form a basis for Bc;
so there is an invertible matrix υ, with entries in k, so that ρ(c) = [Q1, . . . , Qc+1]υ.
The matrix C♮ has been defined to satisfy Tϕ♮ = ρ
(c)C♮. Thus,
[Q1 · · · Qc+1 ] υC♮ = ρ
(c)C♮ = T ϕ♮ = [Q1 · · · Qµ ]C
′
♮
= [Q1 · · · Qc+1 ]
[
Iµ
0
]
C′♮;
hence, the matrices υC♮ and
[
Iµ
0
]
C′♮, of linear forms from k[T ], are equal, and C
′
♮ is
obtained from C♮ by applying invertible row operations and suppressing zero rows.
It quickly follows that υA♮ =
[
Iµ
0
]
A′♮, and A
′
♮ is obtained from A♮ by applying
invertible row operations and suppressing zero rows. This completes the proof of
(1). To prove (2), one quickly calculates µ(I2(C
′
♮)) for each matrix C
′
♮ of assertion
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(1). It is clear that I2(C
′
♮) = I2(C♮). One also calculates gcd I3(A
′
♮) = gcd I3(A♮):
♮ gcd I3(A
′
♮) ♮ gcd I3(A
′
♮)
(∅, µ6) 1 c : c u
2
2
(∅, µ5) 1 c : c : c u
3
2
(c, µ5) u2 c : c, c u1u
2
2
(∅, µ4) 1 c, c, c (u1 + u2)u1u2
(c, µ4) u2 µ2 0
c, c u2(u1 + u2).
Remark 3.21 shows that the transformation A♮ to Ag−1♮, for g ∈ G, replaces u1 and
u2 with linearly independent linear forms ℓ1 and ℓ2 from k[u]. For (3), Theorem 3.22
guarantees that there are exactly 6−µ(I2(C♮)) distinct singularities of multiplicity
c on or infinitely near C♮. We use Corollary 2.5 to identify these singularities. 
The following small calculation provides a sufficient condition for the existence
of a generalized zero in a matrix ϕ. We use this calculation three times as we
complete our classification of the matrices ϕ of Lemma 4.10. The most important
application of this calculation occurs when the parameters “b” and “N” are both
taken to be zero. In this case, the matrix “ϕ” looks like [A1 A2 ].
Observation 4.12. Let R be an algebra over the field k and
ϕ =
[
A1 A2 A3
A4 A5 A6
]
be a matrix with entries in R, where A1 and A2 are a× 1 matrices, A3 is an a×N
matrix, A4 and A5 are b × 1 matrices, and A6 is an b × N matrix for some non-
negative integers a, b, and N . Suppose that every polynomial of degree a in k[x] has
a root in k. Suppose further that each entry of A2 is in the vector space spanned by
the entries of A1. Then there exist invertible matrices χ
′, χ, and ξ, with entries in
k, such that
χϕξ =
[
A′1 A
′′
2 A
′
3
A4 A
′′
5 A6
]
,
where at least one entry of A′′2 is zero, A
′
i = χ
′Ai for i equal to 1 or 3, A
′′
2 =
χ′(A2−λA1) and A
′′
5 = A5 − λA4 for some λ in k, and the submatrices A4 and A6
remain unchanged in the transformation from ϕ to χϕξ.
Proof. The hypothesis about the entries of A1 and A2 guarantees the existence of
a matrix M , with entries in k, such that A2 = MA1. The hypothesis about roots
of polynomials ensures that M has an eigenvalue λ in k. Let ξ be the elementary
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matrix which subtracts λ times column one from column two. The second column
of ϕξ is [
(M − λI)A1
A5 − λA4
]
;
the other columns of ϕ are unperturbed under the transformation ϕ 7→ ϕξ. The
matrix M − λI is singular, so there exists a non-zero row vector v, with entries in
k, so that v(M −λI) = 0. Insert v as a row in an invertible a× a matrix χ′ and let
χ =
[
χ′ 0a×b
0b×a Ib×b
]
,
where 0 is a zero matrix and I is an identity matrix. The triple (χ′, χ, ξ) satisfies
the required properties. 
Lemma 4.13. Let k be a field. Assume that every quadratic polynomial in k[x]
has a root in k. Let R be a k-algebra, and ϕ be a 3× 2 matrix with entries from R.
Assume that the entries of ϕ span a vector space of dimension 4 and ht I2(ϕ) = 2.
Then there exist invertible matrices χ and ξ over k so that χϕξ has one of the
following forms:
ϕ(∅,µ4) =
[
Q1 Q2
Q2 Q3
Q3 Q4
]
, ϕ(c,µ4) =
[
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q1
0 Q4
]
, ϕc,c =
[
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q3
0 Q4
]
, or ϕc:c =
[
Q1 Q3
Q2 Q4
0 Q2
]
,
with Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 linearly independent.
Proof. There are two possibilities for the original matrix ϕ. In Case 1, the entries
in each column of ϕ span a vector space of dimension 2. In Case 2, the entries of
at least one of the columns of ϕ span a vector space of dimension 3. In Case 1, ϕ
can be put in the form Q1 ∗1Q2 ∗2
0 ∗3
 ,
where Q1, Q2 are linearly independent and ∗1, ∗2, and ∗3 span a two dimensional
subspace of R which meets the vector space <Q1, Q2> only at 0. The grade of
I2(ϕ) is two; so no row of ϕ can be zero. In particular, ∗3 is not zero. We call ∗3
by the name Q3 and we have Q1, Q2, Q3 linearly independent. At least one of the
entries ∗1 or ∗2 is not in <Q1, Q2, Q3>. Apply a row exchange and rename Q1 and
Q2, if necessary. We have transformed ϕ into the formQ1 α3Q3 + α4Q4Q2 Q4
0 Q3
 ,
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with Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 linearly independent and α3, α4 in k. Let Roi and Coi represent
row i and column i, respectively. Subtract α4Ro2+α3Ro3 from Ro1 and rename
Q1 − α4Q2 as Q1. We have transformed ϕ into
ϕ′ =
Q1 0Q2 Q4
0 Q3
 ,
which can be transformed into the form of ϕc,c.
In Case 2, the matrix ϕ may be put in the formQ1 α1Q1 + α2Q2 + α3Q3 + α4Q4Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3 + β4Q4
Q3 Q4
 ,
for some constants αi, βi with Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 linearly independent. Subtract α4Ro4
from Ro1 and β4 Ro3 from Ro2. Rename Q1 and Q2: the old Q1 − α4Q3 becomes
the new Q1 and the old Q2− β4Q3 becomes the new Q2. Rename the constants αi
and βi. We have transformed ϕ intoQ1 α1Q1 + α2Q2 + α3Q3Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3
Q3 Q4
 .
Subtract α1Co1 from Co2 and rename Q4 and β2. The matrix ϕ has become
ϕ′ =
Q1 α2Q2 + α3Q3Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3
Q3 Q4
 .
At this point there are three cases. Either α3 = β3 = 0 (Case 2A), or α3 6= 0 (Case
2B), or α3 = 0 and β3 6= 0 (case 2C).
In case 2A, apply Observation 4.12 with
A1 =
[
Q1
Q2
]
A2 =
[
α2Q2
β1Q1 + β2Q2
]
A4 = [Q3 ] A5 = [Q4 ]
and transform ϕ′ into Q′1 0Q′2 ∗
Q3 Q
′
4
 ,
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where Q′1, Q
′
2, Q3, Q
′
4 are linearly independent and ∗ is a non-zero element of the
vector space <Q′1, Q
′
2>. If ∗ ∈ <Q
′
1>, then ϕ may be transformed into ϕc:c;
otherwise, ϕ may be transformed into ϕc,c.
In Case 2B, one may quickly transform α3 into 1. (Indeed, one may multiply
Co2 by α
−1
3 and rename Q4 and the constants αi and βi.) At this point, ϕ
′ isQ1 α2Q2 +Q3Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3
Q3 Q4
 .
Add α2Ro2 to Ro3 and rename Q3, Q4, and the β’s to obtainQ1 Q3Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3
Q3 Q4
 .
Subtract β3 Ro1 from Ro2 and rename Q2 to obtainQ1 Q3Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2
Q3 Q4
 .
Subtract β2 Co1 from Co2, β2 Ro1 from Ro3, and rename Q3 and Q4 to obtainQ1 Q3Q2 β1Q1
Q3 Q4
 .
If β1 is zero, then ϕ
′ may be transformed into ϕ(c,µ4). If β1 is not zero, then β1
may be transformed into 1. (One multiplies Ro2 by β
−1
1 and renames Q2.) At this
point one uses row and column exchanges to transform ϕ′ into the form of ϕ(∅,µ4).
In Case 2C, one starts with
ϕ′ =
Q1 α2Q2Q2 β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3
Q3 Q4
 ,
with β3 6= 0. Transform β3 into 1 by multiplying Co2 by β
−1
3 and renaming Q4 and
the constants. Add β1 Ro1+β2 Ro2 to Ro3 and rename Q3 and Q4. The matrix ϕ
′
has become Q1 α2Q2Q2 Q3
Q3 Q4
 .
If α2 = 0, then ϕ
′ may be transformed into the matrix ϕ(c,µ4). If α2 6= 0, then α2
may be transformed into 1 (by multiplying Ro1 by α
−1
2 and renaming Q1) and ϕ
′
may be transformed into the form of ϕ(∅,µ4). 
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Lemma 4.14. Let k be a field. Assume that every polynomial in k[x] of degree 2
or 3 has a root in k. Let R be a k-algebra, and ϕ be a 3 × 2 matrix with entries
from R. Assume that the entries of ϕ span a vector space of dimension 3 and
ht I2(ϕ) = 2. Then there exist invertible matrices χ and ξ over k so that χϕξ has
one of the following forms:
ϕc:c:c =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
 , ϕc:c,c =
Q1 0Q2 Q3
0 Q2
 , or ϕc,c,c =
Q1 Q1Q2 0
0 Q3
 ,
with Q1, Q2, Q3 linearly independent.
Proof. First we show that there exist invertible matrices χ and ξ so that some entry
of χϕξ is zero. There is nothing to show unless the entries in the first column of
ϕ are linearly independent; so, we make this assumption. The hypothesis that the
entries of ϕ span a vector space of dimension 3 tells us that every entry in column
two of ϕ is contained in the vector space spanned by the entries of column one of
ϕ. Apply Observation 4.12 to transform ϕ into a matrix which contains a zero.
Further elementary row and column operations put ϕ into one of the forms
(4.15)
Q1 ∗Q2 ∗
0 Q3
 or
Q1 ∗Q2 ∗
0 Q1
 ,
with Q1, Q2, Q3 linearly independent.
We first work on the left hand case of (4.15). Apply elementary row operations
in order to make the entries labeled ∗ be in the vector space <Q1, Q2>. Now we
apply Observation 4.12 with
A1 =
[
Q1
Q2
]
A2 =
[
∗
∗
]
A4 = [ 0 ] A5 = [Q3 ]
and transform ϕ into the form
(4.16)
Q1 aQ1 + bQ2Q2 0
0 Q3
 .
(It might be necessary to re-name Q1 and Q2.) There are two cases.
We first consider the case a 6= 0. Add b/a times row 2 to row 1, multiply column
1 by a, and rename Q1 to obtain a matrix of the form of ϕc,c,c.
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Now we consider the case a = 0 in (4.16). In this case the hypothesis that
ht I2(ϕ) = 2 ensures that b 6= 0. It is easy to transform ϕ into a matrix with the
form ϕc:c,c.
Finally, we consider the matrix on the right side of (4.15). If the entry in position
(2, 1) is in the vector space <Q1, Q2>, we may use elementary row operations to
put ϕ into the form Q1 aQ2Q2 Q3
0 Q1
 .
The constant a can not be zero because ht(I2(ϕ)) = 2 and ϕ may be transformed
into the form of the matrix ϕc:c:c. On the other hand, if the (2, 1) entry of ϕ is not
in <Q1, Q2>, then ϕ may be transformed into a matrix of the formQ1 Q3Q2 ∗
0 Q1
 .
Use a column operation and rename Q3 to put ∗ into <Q1, Q3>. Use row opera-
tions, and rename Q2, to put ϕ into the formQ1 Q3Q2 0
0 Q1
 .
This matrix may be easily transformed into a matrix of the form ϕc:c,c. 
When we decompose Td into strata in Section 6, most of our calculations (in
particular the verification of irreducibility as well as the calculation of dimension)
are made using the closure of a given stratum rather than the stratum itself. To
facilitate those calculations, we gather the disjoint orbits DO♮ for ♮ ∈ ECP, with
♮ < # together to form the combined orbit CO# for # ∈ CP. Our proofs in
Section 6 require that we identify a well understood irreducible variety N# with
CO# = G ·N#. We lay out our candidates for N# in Definition 4.17 and show that
our candidates have the relevant properties in Theorem 4.18.
Definition 4.17. (1) For each # ∈ CP, define COBal# to be the subset
COBal# =
⋃
{♮∈ECP|♮≤# in TCP}
DOBal♮
of BalHd.
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(2) For each # ∈ CP, define NBal# to be the following subset of BalHd:
NBalc:c:c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
 ∈ BalHd
 ,
NBalc:c,c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q3
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> ≤ 3
 ,
NBalc,c,c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5> ≤ 3
 ,
NBalc:c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q3
 ∈ BalHd
 ,
NBalc,c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 ∈ BalHd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q3, Q4, Q5> ≤ 2
 ,
NBalc =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 ∈ BalHd
 , and
NBal∅ = BalHd .
(3) For each # ∈ CP, let CO# = CO
Bal
# ∩ BHd and N# = N
Bal
# ∩ BHd.
Theorem 4.18. Let k be a field which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9.
(1) If ♮ ∈ ECP and # ∈ CP, with ♮ ≤ # in TCP, then MBal♮ ⊆ N
Bal
# and
M♮ ⊆ N#.
(2) If # ∈ CP, then COBal# = G ·N
Bal
# and CO# = G ·N#
(3) The varieties NBal# and N# are irreducible for all # ∈ CP.
Remark. The definition of COBal# ensures that
#′ < # in CP =⇒ COBal#′ ⊆ CO
Bal
# .
However,
#′ < # in CP does not imply NBal#′ ⊆ N
Bal
# .
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Indeed, {c, c, c} < {c, c} and if
ϕ =
Q1 Q2Q2 Q3
0 Q1
 ,
with Q1, Q2, Q3 linearly independent elements of Bc and Q1, Q2 relatively prime,
then ϕ ∈ NBalc,c,c and ϕ /∈ N
Bal
c,c .
Proof. It suffices to establish the assertions in BalHd. One may then intersect with
BHd to obtain the comparable result in BHd. To establish (1), one must verify
many inclusions; but each inclusion is completely straightforward. We prove (2).
The inclusion COBal# ⊆ G ·N
Bal
# follows from (1). We now prove G ·N
Bal
# ⊆ CO
Bal
# .
Fix ϕ ∈ NBal# for some # ∈ CP. We prove that there exists ♮ ∈ ECP with ♮ ≤ #
and ϕ ∈ DOBal♮ .
If # is c : c : c, then either µ(I1(ϕ)) = 3 and ϕ is already inM
Bal
c:c:c or µ(I1(ϕ)) = 2
and ϕ ∈ DOBalµ2 by the proof of Theorem 4.9.
If # is c : c, c, then
ϕ =
Q1 ∗Q3 ∗
0 Q3

with Q1, Q3 linearly independent and µ(I1(ϕ)) ≤ 3. If µ(I1(ϕ)) = 2, then ϕ is in
DOBalµ2 , as above. If µ(I1(ϕ)) = 3, then ϕ appears on the right side of (4.15) and
the proof of Lemma 4.14 shows that ϕ is in DOc:c:c or DOc:c,c.
If # is c, c, c, then µ(I1(ϕ)) ≤ 3 and Theorem 4.9, together with the chart of (2)
in Lemma 4.10 shows that ϕ ∈ DOBal♮ for ♮ equal to µ2, {c : c : c}, {c : c, c}, or
{c, c, c}. In any event, ♮ ≤ {c, c, c}.
If # is c : c, then either µ(I1(ϕ)) = 4 and ϕ is in M
Bal
c:c ; or else, µ(I1(ϕ)) ≤ 3 and
ϕ ∈ NBalc:c,c. We have already shown that N
Bal
c:c,c ⊆ CO
Bal
c:c,c. The definition of CO
Bal
#
shows COBalc:c,c ⊆ CO
Bal
c:c , since {c : c, c} < {c : c}.
If # is c, c, then
ϕ =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 ,
with dimk <Q3, Q4, Q5> ≤ 2. If µ(I1(ϕ)) ≤ 3, then ϕ ∈ N
Bal
c,c,c ⊆ CO
Bal
c,c,c ⊆ CO
Bal
c,c .
Henceforth, we assume µ(I1(ϕ)) = 4. We look at the proof of Lemma 4.13. If Case
1 is in effect, then ϕ ∈ DOBalc,c . We assume that Case 2 is in effect. This forces
Q2, Q4, Q5 to be linearly independent. The hypothesis dimk <Q3, Q4, Q5> ≤ 2
may be re-written as Q3 ∈ <Q4, Q5>. The hypothesis µ(I1(ϕ)) = 4 now forces
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Q1, Q2, Q4, Q5 to be linearly independent. We permute the rows and columns of ϕ
to obtain
gϕ =
Q5 0Q4 Q3
Q2 Q1
 ,
with Q3 = β1Q5 + β2Q4. This is Case 2A from the proof of Lemma 4.13. We
conclude ϕ ∈ DOBalc,c ∪DO
Bal
c:c .
Take # to be c. If µ(I1(ϕ)) = 5, then ϕ ∈M
Bal
(c,µ5)
and (c, µ5) < c. If µ(I1(ϕ)) ≤
4, then the chart in (2) of Lemma 4.10 shows that either ϕ ∈ MBal(∅,µ4); or else,
ϕ ∈MBal♮ for some ♮ in ECP with ♮ < c. On the other hand,
MBal(∅,µ4) = {θ ∈ BalHd | µ(I1(θ)) = 4 and θ does not have a generalized zero}.
One entry of ϕ is zero; so, ϕ /∈ MBal(∅,µ4) and ϕ is in CO
Bal
c . (One could also argue
that ϕ /∈ MBal(∅,µ4) because if C is the companion to ϕ in the sense of (3.11), then
µ(I2(C)) ≤ 5 and this is too small for ϕ to be in M
Bal
(∅,µ4)
.)
Finally, if # is ∅, then Theorem 4.9 shows that ϕ ∈ DOBal♮ for some ♮ ∈ ECP.
This ♮ automatically satisfies ♮ < ∅.
The proof of (2) is complete. For (3), notice that each set NBal# and N# has the
form V ∩ BalHd or V ∩ BHd, where V is a closed irreducible subset of the affine
space Hd. Indeed, for example, the condition dimk <Q3, Q4, Q5> ≤ 2 is defined
by the prime ideal generated by the maximal order minors of a generic 3× (c+ 1)
matrix. Furthermore, BalHd and BHd are open subsets of Hd, see Observation
5.29. 
Assume that the field k is infinite throughout the rest of the section. Proposition
4.21 shows that DO♮ is non-empty whenever it has a chance of being non-empty. In
other words, DOµ2 is always empty; and, if an element of DO♮ requires more linearly
independent entries than are available in Bc, then DO♮ is empty. Otherwise, DO♮
is non-empty. To prove Proposition 4.21 we must show that the signed maximal
order minors of a particular 3×2 matrix determine a birational parameterization of
a curve. Lemma 4.19 provides an explicit sufficient condition for establishing this
birationality; recall that the spaces Hd and BHd are defined in Definition 4.3. We
use the Avoidance Lemma 4.20 repeatedly in the proof of Proposition 4.21.
Lemma 4.19. Let k be an infinite field and let ϕ be an element of Hd with
ht I2(ϕ) = 2 and µ(I1(ϕ)) ≥ 3. If two of the entries of ϕ are x
c and yc−1(x+ y),
then ϕ ∈ BHd.
Proof. We must show that the morphism, Ψ: P1 → P2, given by the signed maximal
order minors of ϕ, is birational. Let k¯ be the algebraic closure of k. The field k
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is infinite; so Ψ is birational if and only if the induced morphism Ψk¯ : P
1
k¯
→ P2
k¯
is birational. Throughout the rest of this proof, we assume that k is algebraically
closed.
In the language of (4.5), write Φ(ϕ) as (g1, g2, g3). Adopt the notation of Theo-
rem 0.10. In particular, let r be the degree of the field extension
r = [Quotk[Bd] : Quotk[g1, g2, g3]],
and e be the multiplicity of the standard graded k-algebra k[g1, g2, g3]. Theorem
0.10 guarantees that re = d, and Ψ is birational if and only if r = 1. Furthermore,
according to Theorem 0.10 and Observation 0.11, there exist homogeneous forms
f1 and f2 in B of degree r so that every entry of ϕ is in k[f1, f2]. Let
θ : k[z1, z2]→ k[f1, f2]
be the k-algebra homomorphism with θ(zi) = fi, as described in the proof of
Observation 0.11. Select homogeneous forms Q′1 and Q
′
2 in k[z1, z2] with θ(Q
′
1) = x
c
and θ(Q′2) = y
c−1(x + y). Let ε be the degree of the Q′i. It follows that c = εr.
The equations
er = d = 2c = 2εr
yield e = 2ε. Write Q′i =
∏ε
j=1 ℓi,j, for linear forms ℓi,j in k[z1, z2]. We notice
that ε ≥ 2. Indeed, if ε were equal to 1, then r would equal c and the entries of ϕ
would all live in the two-dimensional vector space <f1, f2> and this would violate
the hypothesis that µ(I1(ϕ)) ≥ 3. The equations
xc = θ(Q′1) =
∏
ℓ1,j(f1, f2) and y
c−1(x+ y) = θ(Q′2) =
∏
ℓ2,j(f1, f2),
which take place in the Unique Factorization Domain B, tell us that, after re-
numbering the linear factors and adjusting their constants, we have
xr = ℓ1,j(f1, f2), for all j,
yr−1(x+ y) = ℓ2,1(f1, f2), and
yr = ℓ2,j(f1, f2), for all j ≥ 2.
The linear forms ℓ1,1, ℓ2,1, and ℓ2,2 in k[z1, z2] look like
ℓ1,1 = αz1 + βz2, ℓ2,1 = α
′z1 + β
′z2, and ℓ2,2 = α
′′z1 + β
′′z2
for constants α, β, α′, β′, α′′, and β′′ in k. It follows that[
xr
yr
]
=
[
α β
α′′ β′′
] [
f1
f2
]
.
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The 2× 2 matrix in the above equation is necessarily invertible. We also have that
yr−1(x+ y) is equal to
ℓ2,1(f1, f2) = [α
′ β′ ]
[
f1
f2
]
= [α′ β′ ]
[
α β
α′′ β′′
]−1 [
xr
yr
]
= axr + byr,
where a and b are the elements of k which are defined by
[ a b ] = [α′ β′ ]
[
α β
α′′ β′′
]−1
.
The equation yr−1(x+ y) = axr + byr is impossible in k[x, y], unless r = 1. Thus,
r = 1, Ψ is birational, and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4.20. Let B be the polynomial ring B = k[x, y], where k is an infinite
field, and c be a positive integer. If V is proper subspace of Bc and f is a non-zero
homogeneous polynomial in B, then there exists a polynomial Q in Bc \ V with Q
and f relatively prime.
Proof. Let
∏
fi be the factorization of f into homogeneous irreducible factors in B.
Each irreducible factor fi gives rise to the proper subspace Vi = Bc−deg fifi of Bc.
(If deg fi > degQ, then the vector space Vi is automatically equal to zero.) The
field k is infinite; so, V ∪
⋃
i Vi is a proper subset of Bc. Any Q in the complement
of V ∪
⋃
i Vi has the desired property. 
Proposition 4.21. Let k be an infinite field and d = 2c be an even integer. Fix
♮ ∈ ECP \{µ2}.
(1) If d = 2, then DO♮ is empty.
(2) If d = 4, then DO♮ is non-empty if and only if ♮ ≤ {c, c, c}.
(3) If d = 6, then DO♮ is non-empty if and only if ♮ ≤ (c, µ4) or ♮ = (∅, µ4).
(4) If d = 8, then DO♮ is non-empty if and only if ♮ ≤ (∅, µ5) or ♮ = (∅, µ4)
(5) If 10 ≤ d, then DO♮ is non-empty.
Proof. We first consider ♮ ∈ ECP with ♮ < ∅. We show that there exist linearly
independent Q1, Q2, . . . in Bc so that ϕ♮ is in DO♮, where
ϕc:c:c =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
 , ϕc:c,c =
Q1 0Q2 Q3
0 Q2
 , ϕc,c,c =
Q1 Q1Q2 0
0 Q3
 ,
ϕc:c =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q3
 , ϕc,c =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q3
0 Q4
 , ϕ(c,µ4) =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q4
 ,
ϕ(c,µ5) =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 .
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For each ♮, take Q1 = x
c and Q2 = y
c−1(x + y). We show how to pick the rest
of the Qi. According to Lemma 4.19 we need only verify that ht(I2(ϕ♮)) = 2. We
apply the Avoidance Lemma 4.20 repeatedly.
Take ♮ to be {c : c : c}, {c : c, c}, or {c, c, c} . Pick Q3 ∈ Bc so that Q3 is not in
<Q1, Q2> and Q3 and Q1Q2 are relatively prime. Observe ht(I2(ϕ♮)) = 2.
Take ♮ to be {c : c}. Pick Q3 ∈ Bc so that Q3 /∈ <Q1, Q2> and Q3 and Q1 are
relatively prime. Pick Q4 ∈ Bc so that Q4 /∈ <Q1, Q2, Q3> and Q4 and Q3 are
relatively prime. Observe ht(I2(ϕ♮)) = 2.
Take ♮ to be {c, c}. Pick Q3 ∈ Bc so Q3 /∈ <Q1, Q2> and Q3 is relatively prime
to Q1. Pick Q4 ∈ Bc so that Q4 /∈ <Q1, Q2, Q3> and Q4 is relatively prime to
Q3(Q1 −Q2). Observe ht(I2(ϕ♮)) = 2.
Take ♮ to be (c, µ4). Pick Q3 ∈ Bc so Q3 /∈ <Q1, Q2> and Q3 is relatively prime
to Q1. Pick Q4 ∈ Bc so that Q4 /∈ <Q1, Q2, Q3> and Q4 is relatively prime to
Q21 −Q2Q3. Observe ht(I2(ϕ♮)) = 2.
Take ♮ to be (c, µ5). Pick Q3 ∈ Bc so Q3 /∈ <Q1, Q2> and Q3 is relatively prime
to Q1. Pick Q4 ∈ Bc so that Q4 /∈ <Q1, Q2, Q3> and Q4 is relatively prime to
Q1Q3. Pick Q5 ∈ Bc so that Q5 /∈ <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> and Q5 is relatively prime to
Q1(Q1Q4 −Q2Q3). Observe ht(I2(ϕ♮)) = 2.
For the final three elements of ECP \{DOµ2} we verify directly that the matrix
ϕ♮, given below, is in DO♮:
ϕ(∅,µ4)=

 yx
c−1 xc
xc yc
yc yc−1(x+ y)

 , ϕ(∅,µ5)=

 x
c yc−2(x2 + y2)
yc yxc−1
yc−1(x+ y) xc

 , and
ϕ(∅,µ6)=

 x
c−2(x2 + y2) yc−2(x2 + y2)
yc yxc−1
yc−1(x+ y) xc

 .
The polynomials xc and yc−1(x + y) each appear as entries in each matrix. Each
matrix ϕ♮ has the correct form to be in DO♮. It is not difficult to see that ht I2(ϕ♮) =
2 for each ♮. Notice when calculating I2(ϕ(∅,µi)) that one of the 2 × 2 minors is
equal to ±xc−1yc+1. Indeed, when i is 5 or 6, then the minor obtained by deleting
row 1 of ϕ(∅,µi) is∣∣∣∣ yc yxc−1yc−1(x+ y) xc
∣∣∣∣ = xc−1yc−1 ∣∣∣∣ y yx+ y x
∣∣∣∣ = −xc−1yc+1.
The comparable minor for ♮ = (∅, µ4) involves rows 1 and 3. If ♮ = (∅, µ4) then the
appropriate entries of ϕ♮ are linearly independent provided 3 ≤ c. If ♮ = (∅, µ5),
then the appropriate entries of ϕ♮ are linearly independent provided 4 ≤ c. If 5 ≤ c,
then all entries of ϕ∅,µ6 are linearly independent. Apply Lemma 4.19. 
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Section 5. The space of true triples of forms of
degree d: the base point free locus, the birational
locus, and the generic Hilbert-Burch matrix.
In the previous sections we considered one rational curve at a time. At this
point our attention turns to the family of all rational plane curves of degree d. This
family is parameterized by the space Td of true triples of forms of degree d. The
space Td sits naturally in the affine space Ad.
Definition 5.1. Let k be a field, B be the polynomial ring B = k[x, y], and d be
a positive integer. Define
Ad = Bd ×Bd ×Bd.
Remark 5.2. Each element of Ad is an ordered triple g = (g1, g2, g3) of homoge-
neous forms of degree d from the polynomial ring B. The space Ad is isomorphic to
affine space A3d+3. If g ∈ Ad, then the corresponding element of A3d+3 is denoted
λg ; and if λ ∈ A3d+3, then the corresponding element of Ad is denoted gλ. The
correspondence is given as follows. If g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ad, with gj =
d∑
i=0
λi,jx
iyd−i,
then
λg = (λ0,1, . . . , λd,1, λ0,2, . . . , λd,2, λ0,3, . . . , λd,3).
Definition 5.3. Fix an element g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ad. Define Ig to be the ideal
(g1, g2, g3)B of B and Ψg to be the morphism
Ψg : P
1 \ V (Ig)→ P
2,
which is given by
Ψg (q) = [g1(q) : g2(q) : g3(q)],
for each point q in P1, where V (Ig) is the zero locus in P1 of the ideal Ig . Define
the curve Cg to be the closure of the image of Ψg , and define d1(g) to be the row
vector [ g1 g2 g3 ].
Definition 5.4. Define subsets BPFd, Bird, and Td of Ad as follows:
BPFd = {g ∈ Ad | the rational map Ψg is base point free}
Bird = {g ∈ Ad | the rational map Ψg is birational}
Td = BPFd ∩Bird =
{
g ∈ Ad
∣∣∣∣Ψg is a birational morphism withno base points
}
.
If d is even, then define subsets Bald, Bd, and UBd of Ad as follows:
Bald =
{
g ∈ Ad
∣∣∣∣ every entry in a homogeneous Hilbert-Burchmatrix for d1(g) has degree d/2
}
Bd = Bald ∩ Td
UBd = Td \ Bd.
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Remark 5.5. We call Td the space of true triples of forms of degree d, Bd the space
of balanced true triples of forms of degree d, and UBd the space of unbalanced
true triples of forms of degree d. The true triples of Bd are called “balanced”
because the corresponding Hilbert-Burch matrices are balanced in the sense that
the column degrees d1 and d2 (in the language of Data 1.1) are equal; an unbalanced
Hilbert-Burch matrix has d1 < d2. Keep in mind that if g is in Ad, then
g ∈ Bd ⇐⇒
the morphsim Ψg is Birational, Base point free and the
Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g) is Balanced.
In Theorems 5.20 and 5.24 we prove that Td and Bd are open subsets of Ad.
In practice we are only interested in the open subset Td of Ad. Every element g
of Ad which is not in Td corresponds to an unsuitable parameterization of the curve
Cg . Some of these unsuitable parameterizations have base points; others are not
birational. One can remove base points by factoring out and removing the greatest
common factor of the parameterizing forms. Also, if the parameterization is not
birational, then one can reparameterize to find a birational parameterization; see,
for example, Theorem 0.10 or [31, Section 6.1]. Notice that if g is in Ad, then the
data Ψg , Ig , and Cg are uniquely determined by g ; furthermore,
(5.6)
the data (Ψg , Ig , Cg ) satisfy the
conditions and hypotheses of Data 1.1
⇐⇒ g ∈ Td.
Let PTd represent the space of true parameterizations of plane curves of degree d;
that is,
PTd =
{
morphisms Ψ: P1 → P2
∣∣∣∣Ψ is birational, base point free, and hasdegree d
}
.
We have established the following statement, where k∗ means k\{0} and u(g1, g2, g3)
means (ug1, ug2, ug3).
Observation 5.7. The function Td → PTd, which is given by g 7→ Ψg , is surjective
and the fiber over Ψg is {ug | u ∈ k
∗}.
If d = 2c is an even integer, then the open subset Bd of Td is of particular
interest to us because one of the main topics of study in this paper is singularities
of multiplicity c on, or infinitely near, curves of degree d. We proved in Corollary
2.5 that if such a singularity exists for the curve Cg , with g ∈ Td, then g must be
in Bd.
In the second half of this section we return to the idea of (5.6). In order to have
all of the data of 1.1 one also must identify a Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g). It
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is not possible to define a unique Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g) as a function of
g over all of Td; however, if we restrict our attention to Bd, then this is almost
possible. In Corollary 5.36 we identify a complex F of free (k[z ])[x, y]-modules,
where z is the 1× (3d+ 3) matrix
(5.8) z = [z0,1, . . . , zd,1, z0,2, . . . , zd,2, z0,3, . . . , zd,3]
of indeterminates and we prove that for λ ∈ A3d+3,
(5.9) F⊗k[z]
k[z]
(z−λ) is a resolution of Igλ ⇐⇒ gλ ∈ Bald .
The complex F would furnish a generic Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g) for g ∈ Bald,
except, unfortunately, the rank of F2 is three instead of two. There are three ways
to interpret what we do get. First of all, in Theorem 5.30, we identify an open
cover ∪3i=1 Bal
(i)
d of Bald and matrices d
(i)
2 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, in (k[z])[x, y] such that if
g ∈ Bal
(i)
d , then d
(i)
2 ⊗k[z]
k[z]
(z−λg )
is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g). Secondly, in
Corollary 5.46 we identify a universal projective resolution UPRZ for all resolutions
with graded Betti numbers
0→ k[x, y](−3c)2 → k[x, y](−2c)3 → k[x, y].
Do notice that the module in position 2 of UPRZ is a projective module which is
not necessarily free. Finally, in Section 4 we studied the morphism Φ: Hd → Ad
which sends a 3× 2 matrix with entries from k[x, y]c to a triple g of Ad. One may
restrict Φ to become
(5.10) Φ| : Φ−1(Bald)→ Bald .
Corollary 5.45 gives a local section of the morphism (5.10).
Before we get to work we make one small observation about how the subsets of
Definition 5.4 fit together.
Observation 5.11. If d = 2c is an even integer, then Bald ⊆ BPFd; however, in
general, Bald 6⊆ Bird.
Proof. The triple g = (xd, xcyc, yd) of Ad is in Bald, but does not correspond to
a birational parameterization of the curve T 22 = T1T3 unless d = 2. On the other
hand, if g = (g1, g2, g3) is any non-zero element of Ad, then the Hilbert-Burch
Theorem shows that the graded Betti numbers of B/I are
0→ B(−d− d2)⊕B(−d− d1)→ B(−d)
3 → B,
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for some non-negative integers d1 and d2 with d1 + d2 + deg gcd(g1, g2, g3) = d. If
g ∈ Bald, then d1 + d2 = c+ c = d, the gcd of (g1, g2, g3) is a unit, the height of Ig
is 2, and Ψg has no base points. 
Theorem 5.13 is our main tool for proving that subsets of Ad are closed. We
apply Theorem 5.13 in Theorem 5.20 when we prove that Td is an open subset of
Ad; we also apply Theorem 5.13 in throughout Section 6 when we decompose Bd
into locally closed strata. The first assertion in the statement below is well-known.
The proof we offer for Theorem 5.13 is based on the Generic Freeness Lemma and
is inspired by the proof of assertion (1) which is given by Eisenbud [11, Thm. 14.8].
We prove both assertions simultaneously. If p ∈ SpecR, then
(5.12) k(p) denotes the residue class field Rp/pRp of the local ring Rp.
Theorem 5.13. Let S be a standard graded Noetherian algebra over S0 = R. For
non-negative integers d and e, define
X(≥ d) = X(S;≥ d) = {p ∈ SpecR | dimS ⊗R k(p) ≥ d}
X(= d) = X(S; = d) = {p ∈ SpecR | dimS ⊗R k(p) = d}
X(= d,≥ e) = X(S; = d,≥ e) =
{
p ∈ SpecR
∣∣∣∣ dimS ⊗R k(p) = d ande(S ⊗R k(p)) ≥ e
}
.
Then
(1) X(S;≥ d) is a closed subset of SpecR, and
(2) X(S; = d,≥ e) is a closed subset of X(S; = d).
Note. Once one has identified the ring S, then the degree zero component S0 = R
is automatically determined. For this reason we have denoted with X(S;≥ d) the
subset X(≥ d) of SpecR.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the dimension of R. If dimR = 0, then
SpecR is finite and every subset of SpecR is closed. Henceforth, we assume that
dimR is positive.
We next reduce to the case where R is a domain. Let {p1, . . . , ps} be the set of
minimal prime ideals of R. Observe that
X(≥ d) =
s⋃
i=1
(X(≥ d) ∩ V (pi)) =
s⋃
i=1
(X(S ⊗R R/pi;≥ d), and
X(= d,≥ e) =
s⋃
i=1
(X(= d,≥ e) ∩ V (pi)) =
s⋃
i=1
(X(S ⊗R R/pi; = d,≥ e)).
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Once we prove the result for each R/pi ⊆ S⊗RR/pi, then we have also established
the result for R ⊆ S. Henceforth, we also assume that R is a domain.
Now we apply the Generic Freeness Lemma. The ring R is a domain and S is
a finitely generated R-algebra; so there exists a non-zero element a of R such that
Sa = S ⊗R Ra is a free Ra-module. We notice that Sa is still a standard graded
Ra-algebra with degree zero component equal to Ra; furthermore, each component
[S ⊗R Ra]i is finitely generated free Ra-module.
LetK = Quot(R). Take p in the open subset D(a) = SpecR\V (a), and take q in
SpecR. (In this context, V (a) is the closed subset {p ∈ SpecR | a ∈ p} of SpecR.)
We make the following observations about the Hilbert functions HS⊗Rk(p)(i) and
HS⊗Rk(q)(i):
HS⊗Rk(p)(i) = λRp [S ⊗R k(p)]i = µRp [S ⊗R Rp]i = dimK [S ⊗R K]i
= µK [S ⊗R K]i ≤ µRq [S ⊗R Rq]i = λRq [S ⊗ k(q)]i = HS⊗Rk(q)(i).
The first and last equalities are the definition of Hilbert function. The second
equality and second from last equalities follow from Nakayama’s Lemma. The
third equality is due to the fact that [S ⊗R Rp]i is a free Rp-module. The fourth
equality and the inequality are obvious. We have shown that
(5.14)
HS⊗Rk(p)(i) = HS⊗RK(i), for all p ∈ D(a), and
HS⊗Rk(p)(i) ≤ HS⊗Rk(q)(i) for all p ∈ D(a) and q ∈ SpecR.
Let d0 = dimS ⊗R K, and e0 = e(S ⊗R K). The Krull dimension of a standard
graded algebra over a field may be read from its Hilbert function; hence, (5.14)
shows that
d0 = dimS ⊗R k(p) ≤ dimS ⊗R k(q) for all p ∈ D(a) and q ∈ SpecR.
Furthermore, once the dimension of a standard graded algebra is determined, then
its multiplicity may also be read from its Hilbert function. It follows that
e0 = e(S ⊗R k(p)) ≤ e(S ⊗R k(q))
for all p ∈ D(a) and q ∈ SpecR with dimS ⊗R k(q) = d0.
The Krull dimension of R/(a) is less than the Krull dimension of R and so
V (a) ∩X(S;≥ d) = X(S ⊗R R/(a);≥ d) and
V (a) ∩X(S; = d,≥ e) = X(S ⊗R R/(a); = d,≥ e)
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are closed subsets of SpecR/(a) and X(S ⊗R R/(a); = d), respectively, by the
induction hypothesis.
We first consider the case d > d0. In this case, X(S;≥ d) = X(S;≥ d)∩ V (a) is
a closed subset of SpecR/(a); hence, a closed subset of SpecR. Also in this case,
X(S; = d,≥ e) = X(S; = d,≥ e) ∩ V (a) is a closed subset of
X(S ⊗R R/(a); = d) = X(S; = d).
Finally, we consider the case d = d0. In this case, X(S;≥ d0) = SpecR. If
e > e0, then X(S; = d0,≥ e) = X(S; = d0,≥ e) ∩ V (a) is a closed subset of
X(S ⊗R R/(a); = d0) = V (a) ∩ (X(S; = d0);
and therefore X(S; = d0,≥ e) is a closed subset of X(S; = d0). If e = e0, then
X(S; = d0,≥ e0) = X(S; = d0). 
Conventions 5.15. Let k be a field.
(1)We denote the coordinate ring of A3d+3 byR = k[z], where z is a 1×(3d+3) ma-
trix of indeterminates given in (5.8). We continue to write B for the standard graded
polynomial ring k[x, y]. Let S be the bi-graded polynomial ring S = k[x, y,z], where
x and y each have bi-degree (1, 0), and zi,j has bi-degree (0, 1).
(2) For each λ ∈ A3d+3, let Rλ denote the ring R/mλ = k(mλ) = k where mλ is
the maximal ideal ({zi,j − λi,j}) of R. (Recall the notation k(p) for residue class
field from (5.12).) If S is an R-algebra, then let Sλ denote S ⊗R Rλ and if G ∈ S,
then let G|λ (read as “G evaluated at λ”) be the image of G in Sλ.
(3) For each index j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, let Gj be the polynomial
(5.16) Gj =
d∑
i=0
zi,jx
iyd−i
in S . If g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ad, then, according to Convention (2) and Remark 5.2,
Gj |λg is equal to gj in Sλg = B.
(4)We often apply Theorem 5.13 to the affine space Ad by way of the identification
of Ad and A3d+3 which is given in Remark 5.2. Of course, the Zariski topology
on A3d+3 is the same as the subspace topology that A3d+3 inherits as subset of
MaxSpecR ⊆ SpecR. In this language, Theorem 5.13 shows that if S is a standard
graded Noetherian algebra over S0 = R and a and b are non-negative integers then
X(S;≥ a) ∩ Ad = {g ∈ Ad | dimSλg ≥ a}
is a closed subset of Ad and
X(S; = a,≥ b) ∩ Ad = {g ∈ Ad | dimSλg = a and e(Sλg ) ≥ b}
is a closed subset of X(S; = a) ∩ Ad = {g ∈ Ad | dimSλg = a}.
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Proposition 5.17. The subset BPFd of Ad is open.
Proof. Let R = k[z ] be the coordinate ring of A3d+3, as described in item (1) of
Conventions 5.15, and S be the R-algebra R[x, y]/(G1, G2, G3), where the polyno-
mials Gj are described in (5.16). Fix an element g ∈ Ad. Observe that Sλg is equal
to k[x, y]/Ig ; furthermore,
g ∈ Ad \ BPFd ⇐⇒ Ψg has base points ⇐⇒ ht Ig ≤ 1
⇐⇒ dimk[x, y]/Ig ≥ 1 ⇐⇒ dimSλg ≥ 1.
Thus,
Ad \ BPFd = {g ∈ Ad | dimSλg ≥ 1} = X(S;≥ 1) ∩ Ad,
which is a closed subset of Ad by Theorem 5.13 by way of item (4) of Conventions
5.15. 
Proposition 5.18. The subset Bird of Ad is open.
Proof. Let R = k[z] be the coordinate ring of A3d+3 as described in Conventions
5.15. Form polynomials G1, G2, G3 in R[x, y] also as described in Conventions 5.15.
Consider the set
G = {Gi1G
j
2G
k
3 | i+ j + k = d− 1}
of
(
d+1
2
)
polynomials in R[x, y]. Each element of G is a polynomial of degree
d(d− 1) in the variables x, y with coefficients coming from the ring R. Let Z
be the (d(d− 1) + 1)×
(
d+1
2
)
matrix which expresses the elements of G in terms of
the usual monomial basis for k[x, y]d(d−1), and let a be the ideal in R generated by
the maximal minors of Z; that is a = I(d+12 )
(Z) .
Take g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ad. Item (3) of Conventions 5.15 shows that Gi1G
j
2G
k
3 |λg
is equal to gi1g
j
2g
k
3 . Observe that the polynomials
gi1g
j
2g
k
3 , with i+ j + k = d− 1,
are linearly independent in k[g1, g2, g3] ⊆ k[x, y] if and only if λg is not in V (a).
The ring k[g1, g2, g3] is the coordinate ring of the curve Cg . Furthermore, the
ring homomorphism k[T1, T2, T3] → k[g1, g2, g3], which sends Ti to gi, induces an
isomorphism
(5.19)
k[T1, T2, T3]
(fg)
∼= k[g1, g2, g3],
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where fg is the defining equation of the curve Cg . The degree of fg is equal to the
multiplicity e of k[g1, g2, g3] and Ψg is a birational morphism if and only if e = d;
see, for example, Theorem 0.10. Thus,
Ψg is birational ⇐⇒ deg fg = d
⇐⇒ dimk (k[T1, T2, T3]/(fg))d−1 ≥ dimk k[T1, T2, T3]d−1
⇐⇒ dimk k[g1, g2, g3]d−1 ≥
(
d+1
2
)
⇐⇒ the elements of G|λg are linearly independent
in k[g1, g2, g3] ⊆ k[x, y]
⇐⇒ λg /∈ V (a). 
Theorem 5.20. The subset Td of Ad is open.
Proof. The set Td is equal to BPFd ∩Bird. Apply Propositions 5.17 and 5.18. 
Most of our work takes place over a field k. However, Theorem 5.41, Corollary
5.46, and Corollary 5.48 are about 3 generic forms of the same even degree in the
polynomial ring Z[x, y]. In order to facilitate the transition from working over a
field to working over the integers, we set up our data over Z right from the begin-
ning. Every polynomial with coefficients in Z automatically represents a unique
polynomial with coefficients in k.
Definition 5.21. Let d = 2c be a positive even integer and SZ be the bi-graded
polynomial ring SZ = Z[x, y,z], where z is the 1×(3d+3) matrix of indeterminates
given in (5.8), deg x = deg y = (1, 0), and deg zi,j = (0, 1). For each index j, with
1 ≤ j ≤ 3, let Gj be the bi-homogeneous polynomial of (5.16) in SZ of degree
(d, 1). Let ∆Z be the ring ∆Z = SZ/(G1, G2, G3). Let RZ be the standard graded
polynomial ring RZ = Z[z].
(1) For each positive integer i, let A
(i)
Z
be the (d+ i+ 1)× 3(i+ 1) matrix
(5.22) A
(i)
Z
=

z0,1 0 ··· 0 z0,2 0 ··· 0 z0,3 0 ··· 0
z1,1 z0,1 ··· 0 z1,2 z0,2 ··· 0 z1,3 z0,3 ··· 0
z2,1 z1,1 ··· 0 z2,2 z1,2 ··· 0 z2,3 z1,3 ··· 0
...
... ···
...
...
... ···
...
...
... ···
...
zd−1,1 zd−2,1 ···
... zd−1,2 zd−2,2 ···
... zd−1,3 zd−2,3 ···
...
zd,1 zd−1,1 ···
... zd,2 zd−1,2 ···
... zd,3 zd−1,3 ···
...
0 zd,1 ···
... 0 zd,2 ···
... 0 zd,3 ···
...
...
... ···
...
...
... ···
...
...
... ···
...
0 0 ··· zd,1 0 0 ··· zd,2 0 0 ··· zd,3

.
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
0
AZ(1, 2)
−AZ(1, 3)
...
(−1)c+1AZ(1, c+ 1)
(−1)cAZ(1, c+ 2)
(−1)c+1AZ(1, c+ 3)
...
AZ(1, 2c+ 2)
−AZ(1, 2c+ 3)
AZ(1, 2c+ 4)
...
(−1)c+1AZ(1, 3c+ 3)


AZ(1, c+ 2)
−AZ(2, c+ 2)
AZ(3, c+ 2)
...
(−1)cAZ(c+ 1, c+ 2)
0
(−1)c+1AZ(c+ 2, c+ 3)
...
AZ(c+ 2, 2c+ 2)
−AZ(c+ 2, 2c+ 3)
AZ(c+ 2, 2c+ 4)
...
(−1)c+1AZ(c+ 2, 3c+ 3)


AZ(1, 2c+ 3)
−AZ(2, 2c+ 3)
AZ(3, 2c+ 3)
...
(−1)cAZ(c+ 1, 2c+ 3)
(−1)c+1AZ(c+ 2, 2c+ 3)
(−1)cAZ(c+ 3, 2c+ 3)
...
−AZ(2c+ 2, 2c+ 3)
0
AZ(2c+ 3, 2c+ 4)
...
(−1)c+1AZ(2c+ 3, 3c+ 3)

Table 1: The relations b
(1)
Z
, b
(c+2)
Z
, and b
(2c+3)
Z
, on A
(c)
Z
from (3) of Definition 5.21.
Each polynomial Gj contributes exactly i+ 1 columns to A
(i)
Z
.
(2) Let wZ be the determinant of the 3c × 3c matrix A
(c−1)
Z
; so, wZ is a bi-
homogeneous element of SZ of degree (0, 3c).
(3) Let AZ be the (3c+1)× (3c+3) matrix A
(c)
Z
of (5.22). One may obtain 3c+3
“Eagon-Northcott” relations on AZ, by crossing one column of AZ at a time and
computing the signed maximal minors of the resulting (3c+1)×(3c+2) matrix. In
particular, when one crosses out columns 1, c+ 2, or 2c+ 3 of AZ, one obtains the
relations b
(1)
Z
, b
(c+2)
Z
, and b
(2c+3)
Z
, on AZ, which are given in Table 1, where AZ(i, j)
is the determinant of the submatrix of AZ which is obtained by deleting columns i
and j. Each AZ(i, j) is a bi-homogeneous element of SZ of degree (0, 3c+ 1).
(4) For each positive integer i, recall the 1× (i+1) matrix ρ
(i)
Z
= [yi, xyi−1, . . . , xi]
from (3.1) and let N
(i)
Z
be the 3× 3(i+ 1) matrix
N
(i)
Z
=
 ρ
(i)
Z
0 0
0 ρ
(i)
Z
0
0 0 ρ
(i)
Z
 .
Define q1,Z = N
(c)
Z
b
(1)
Z
, q2,Z = N
(c)
Z
b
(c+2)
Z
, and q3,Z = N
(c)
Z
b
(2c+3)
Z
. Each qj,Z is a
column vector with three entries and each entry of each qj,Z is a bi-homogeneous
element of SZ of degree (c, 3c+ 1).
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(5) Define the matrix d2,Z to be d2,Z = [q1,Z q2,Z q3,Z ] and for each j, with
1 ≤ j ≤ 3, define d
(j)
2,Z to be d2,Z with column j removed.
(6) Define FZ to be the maps and modules
FZ : 0→ SZ(−3c,−3c− 3)
d3,Z
−−→ SZ(−3c,−3c− 2)
3 d2,Z−−→ SZ(−2c,−1)
3 d1,Z−−→ SZ,
where d1,Z = [G1 G2 G3 ], d2,Z is given in (5), and
d3,Z =
 z0,1(−1)c+1z0,2
z0,3
 .
Remark. If k is a field and SZ is the polynomial ring of Definition 5.21, then k⊗ZSZ
is equal to the polynomial ring S = k[x, y,z] of Conventions 5.15.
Definition 5.23. Fix a field k. Let ∆ be the ring k ⊗Z ∆Z = S/(G1, G2, G3).
If sZ is an element of SZ, then write s for the image of sZ under the natural
homomorphism SZ → S ; and if MZ is a matrix with entries in SZ, then write M
for the corresponding matrix with entries in S . In particular, the elements w and
A(i, j) of S are obtained from the elements wZ and AZ(i, j) of SZ in this manner,
the matrices A(i), di, and d
(j)
2 , with entries in S , are obtained from the matrices
A
(i)
Z
, di,Z, and d
(j)
2,Z, with entries in SZ, in this manner, and the maps and modules
k ⊗Z FZ are written as
F : 0→ S(−3c,−3c− 3)
d3−→ S(−3c,−3c− 2)3
d2−→ S(−2c,−1)3
d1−→ S.
Theorem 5.24. Retain the notation and Conventions of 5.15. If d = 2c is an even
integer and w in R is given in (3) of Definition 5.21 by way of Definition 5.23, then
Ad \ Bald is the closed subset {g ∈ Ad | λg ∈ V (w)} of Ad.
Remark. It is an immediate consequence of Theorems 5.24 and 5.20 that Bald and
Bd are open subsets of Ad and that UBd is a hypersurface section of Td.
Proof. Recall ρ
(i)
Z
, A
(i)
Z
, d1,Z, and N
(i)
Z
from Definition 5.21. Matrix multiplication
yields that
(5.25) ρ
(d+i)
Z
A
(i)
Z
= d1,ZN
(i)
Z
,
over SZ, for each i. Let q be a 3× 1 matrix of forms from B = k[x, y] of degree i.
Then q = N (i)b for some (3i+ 3)× 1 matrix of scalars b. Take the image of (5.25)
under the homomorphism SZ → S to see that
(5.26) d1q = d1N
(i)b = ρ(d+i)A(i)b
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in S . Fix g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ Ad. Apply the homomorphism S → Sλg to (5.26) to see
that
(5.27) [ g1 g2 g3 ]q = 0 in B ⇐⇒ A
(i)|λgb = 0 in k.
Recall that w is the determinant of the 3c× 3c matrix A(c−1). Apply (5.27), with
i = c− 1, to see that
g ∈ Ad \ Bald ⇐⇒ there exists a non-zero 3× 1 matrix q of forms of degree c− 1
from B with [ g1 g2 g3 ]q = 0
⇐⇒ there exists a non-zero 3c× 1 matrix b of constants with
A(c−1)|λgb = 0
⇐⇒ w|λg = 0. 
Now that we have shown Bald and Bd to be open subsets of Ad it is time to
show that the subsets BalHd and BHd of Hd are also open. These subsets were
introduced in Definition 4.3.
Definition 5.28. Let k be a field and d = 2c be an even integer. Define
Φ: Hd → Ad
to be the morphism of affine varieties which sends a matrix ϕ in Hd to the ordered
triple Φ(ϕ) of signed maximal order minors of ϕ as given in (4.5).
Observation 5.29. The subsets BalHd and BHd of Hd are open.
Proof. Observe that Φ−1(Bald) = BalHd and Φ
−1(Bd) = BHd. The subsets Bald
and Bd of Ad are open by Theorem 5.24. The proof is complete because the mor-
phism Φ is continuous. 
Theorem 5.30. Retain the notation of Conventions 5.15 and let d
(1)
2 , d
(2)
2 , d
(3)
2 be
the matrices in k[z, x, y] from (5) of Definition 5.21, by way of Definition 5.23. Then
there exists an open cover Bal
(1)
d ∪Bal
(2)
d ∪Bal
(3)
d of Bald such that if g ∈ Bal
(j)
d ,
then d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g).
Remark. Define B(j)d = Bal
(j)
d ∩ Bd. Theorem 5.30 also asserts that there exists an
open cover B(1)d ∪B
(2)
d ∪B
(3)
d of Bd such that if g ∈ B
(j)
d , then d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-Burch
matrix for d1(g).
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Proof. The set Uj = {λ ∈ A3d+3 | λ0,j 6= 0} is open in A3d+3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3; and
therefore,
Bal
(j)
d = Bald ∩ Uj = {g ∈ Bald | λg ∈ Uj}
is open in Bald. Furthermore, if g ∈ Bald, then the ideal Ig has height 2 by
Observation 5.11; hence Ig 6⊆ (x) and g is in Bal
(j)
d for some j. We have established
that Bal
(1)
d ∪Bal
(2)
d ∪Bal
(3)
d is an open cover of Bald.
The construction of d2,Z in Definition 5.21 guarantees that
(5.31) d1,Zd2,Z = 0.
Indeed, the definition of qj,Z from (4) of Definition 5.21, together with (5.25) and
the definition of b
(j+(j−1)c)
Z
from (3) of Definition 5.21, shows that
d1,Zqj,Z = d1,ZN
(c)
Z
b
(j+(j−1)c)
Z
= ρ
(d+c)
Z
A
(c)
Z
b
(j+(j−1)c)
Z
= 0.
The equation (5.31) is preserved under the homomorphism SZ → S ; hence, the
composition d1d2 is zero. Let g ∈ Ad. Evaluate d1d2 = 0 at λg to see that
d1(g)d2|λg = 0 and therefore, d1(g)d
(j)
2 |λg = 0 for all g ∈ Ad and all j.
Fix g ∈ Bal
(j)
d . We show that d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g). The
fact that g ∈ Bal
(j)
d ⊆ Bald ensures that a minimal resolution of R/Ig looks like
0→ R(−3c)2
ϕ
−→R(−2c)3
d1(g)
−−−→ R.
To identify ϕ, we need only find two linearly independent degree c relations on
d1(g). We already have seen that each of the two columns of d
(j)
2 |λg is a degree
c relation on d1(g). To show that d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g), we
need only see that the two columns of d
(j)
2 |λg are linearly independent. Look at
d2,Z after x has been set equal to zero:
d2,Z ≡
 0 AZ(1, c+ 2)yc AZ(1, 2c+ 3)yc(−1)cAZ(1, c+ 2)yc 0 (−1)c+1AZ(c+ 2, 2c+ 3)yc
−AZ(1, 2c+ 3)y
c −AZ(c+ 2, 2c+ 3)y
c 0

mod (x). Expand the minors AZ(c + 2, 2c+ 3), AZ(1, 2c+ 3), and AZ(1, c+ 2) of
AZ across the first row to see that
AZ(c+2, 2c+3) = z0,1wZ, AZ(1, 2c+3) = (−1)
cz0,2wZ, and AZ(1, c+2) = z0,3wZ.
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(Recall that AZ is given in (5.22) as A
(c)
Z
and wZ = detA
(c−1)
Z
is defined in (2) of
Definition 5.21.) Thus,
(5.32) d2,Z ≡ y
c
 0 wZz0,3 (−1)cwZz0,2(−1)cwZz0,3 0 (−1)c+1wZz0,1
(−1)c+1wZz0,2 −wZz0,1 0
 mod (x).
We know from Theorem 5.24 and the definition of Bal
(j)
d that (wz0,j)|λg 6= 0. The
matrix d
(j)
2 is defined to be d2 with column j removed. It is now clear that the
columns of d
(j)
2 |λg mod (x) are linearly independent; hence, the columns of d
(j)
2 |λg
are linearly independent and d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for d1(g). 
Remark 5.33. Define C(j) and A(j) to be the bi-homogeneous matrices which
satisfy (3.11) and (3.12) for d
(j)
2 . In other words, C
(j) is a (c+ 1) × 2 matrix and
each entry is a bi-homogeneous element of k[z,T ] of degree 3c+ 1 in z and degree
1 in T . Furthermore, A(j) is a (c+1)× 3 matrix and each entry is bi-homogeneous
element in k[z,u] of degree 3c+ 1 in z and degree 1 in u. These matrices satisfy
Td
(j)
2 = ρ
(c)C(j) and C(j)uT = A(j)T T.
Theorem 5.30 shows that if g ∈ B(j)d , then d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for
d1(g); hence, the pair of matrices (C
(j)|λg , A
(j)|λg ) complete the requirements of
Data 3.10 for d
(j)
2 |λg and Corollary 3.23 may be applied to the ring k[u]/I3(A
(j)|λg )
in order to determine the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on, or infinitely
near, the curve Cg . This analysis is carried out in Theorem 6.10.
The rest of this section is devoted to giving alternate interpretations of The-
orem 5.30. In Corollary 5.36 we prove that the maps and modules of F, from
Definition 5.23, behave as promised in (5.9). The ideas of flat families of algebras
then allow us to prove, in Corollary 5.37, that the localization Fw is a resolu-
tion, at least when the ambient field is algebraically closed. In Theorem 5.41, we
use Corollary 5.37, which holds over an algebraically closed field, together with
an “evaluate the constant” argument, to identify the exact relationship, over Z,
between the maximal order minors of d
(j)
2,Z and the “generic d-forms” G1, G2, G3
in SZ = Z[x, y,z]. One could obtain this result using identities involving determi-
nants. In Theorem 5.41, we also prove that (FZ)wZ is a resolution and that the ideal
(G1, G2, G3)(SZ)wZ , which is defined over Z, is perfect of grade 2. At this point,
one could recover Corollary 5.37 from Theorem 5.41 if one gives a direct argument
for assertion (1) in Theorem 5.41 in place of the “evaluate the constant” argument
that we give.
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Observation 5.34. The maps and modules of FZ from (6) of Definition 5.21 are
a bi-homogeneous complex of SZ-modules.
Remark. It follows that F from Definition 5.23 is a bi-homogeneous complex of free
S-modules.
Proof. We saw in (5.31) that the composition d1,Zd2,Z is zero. The Eagon-Northcott
complex which is associated to the map AZ = A
(c)
Z
of (5.22) looks like :
0→ R3c+1
Z
⊗
3c+3∧
R3c+3
Z
→
3c+2∧
R3c+3
Z
→ R3c+3
Z
A
−→ R3c+1
Z
.
Each row of AZ gives rise to a relation on the 3c+ 3 Eagon-Northcott relations on
AZ. In particular, the top row of AZ gives rise to the relation
(5.35) z0,1b
(1)
Z
+ (−1)c+1z0,2b
(c+2)
Z
+ z0,3b
(2c+3)
Z
= 0,
for b
(j)
Z
as defined in (3) of Definition 5.21. Multiply (5.35) by N
(c)
Z
and use (4) of
Definition 5.21 to see that d3,Z is a non-trivial relation on d2,Z. 
Corollary 5.36. Retain the notation and hypotheses of Conventions 5.15 and let F
be the complex of free S-modules which is defined in Definition 5.23. Then F⊗RRλg
is a resolution of B/Ig for all g ∈ Bald.
Remark. If g ∈ Ad \ Bald, then the complex F⊗R Rλg is not a resolution of B/Ig
because it has the wrong graded Betti numbers. Thus, this Corollary establishes
the claim made in (5.9).
Proof. We saw in Theorem 5.30 that {Bal
(j)
d } is an open cover of Bald. Fix an
element g of Bal
(j)
d . Theorem 5.30 also shows that
0→ B(−3c)2
d
(j)
2 |λg
−−−−→ B(−2c)3
d1(g)
−−−→ B
is a resolution of B/Ig . Observe that d1 ⊗R Rλg = d1(g), two of the columns of
d2⊗RRλg form d
(j)
2 |λg , and d3⊗RRλg is the relation on the columns of d2⊗R Rλg
which expresses the redundant column in terms of the columns of d
(j)
2 |λg . In other
words, F⊗R Rλg is a (non-minimal) resolution of B/Ig . 
Corollary 5.37. Retain the notation and hypotheses of Conventions 5.15 with k
an algebraically closed field. Let w, F, and ∆ be the element of S , the complex
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of free S-modules, and the quotient ring of S which are defined in Definition 5.23.
Then the following statements hold.
(1) The ring homomorphism Rw → ∆w, which is the composition
Rw → Sw → ∆w
of inclusion followed by the natural quotient map, is flat.
(2) The ring ∆w is Cohen-Macaulay.
(3) The complex Fw is a resolution of ∆w by free Sw-modules.
Proof. Recall the maximal ideal mλ = ({zi,j − λi,j}) of R which is defined in
(2) of Conventions 5.15. The field k is algebraically closed; so MaxSpecRw is
identified with A3d+3 \ V (w). To show assertion (1) it suffices to show that the
ring homomorphism Rmλ → ∆mλ is flat for all mλ in MaxSpecRw. Fix one such
mλ. The ring ∆mλ is equal to Rmλ [x, y]/(G1, G2, G3); and therefore, mλ∆mλ is
contained in the Jacobson radical of ∆mλ . We apply the local criterion for flatness,
(see, for example, [27, Thm. 49]). To show that Rmλ → ∆mλ is flat it suffices
to prove that Tor
Rmλ
1 (Rλ,∆mλ) = 0 (since Rλ means Rmλ/mλRmλ). Consider a
resolution G of ∆mλ by free Rmλ [x, y]-modules. One can create G by starting with
F ⊗R Rmλ and adjoining extra summands in positions 2 and higher. We saw in
Corollary 5.36 that H1(F⊗R Rmλ ⊗Rmλ Rλ) = 0. It follows that
0 = H1(G⊗Rmλ Rλ) = Tor
Rmλ
1 (Rλ,∆mλ),
and (1) is established.
The field k remains algebraically closed; so, the maximal ideals of ∆ continue to
correspond to points in A3d+3×P1. If M is a maximal ideal of ∆, then M∩Rw is a
maximal ideal mλ ofR andRmλ → ∆M is a flat local homomorphism. The base ring
Rmλ and the local ring of the fiber ∆M⊗RmλRλ = B/Igλ are both Cohen-Macaulay.
It follows (see, for example, [27, Thm. 50]) that ∆M is a Cohen-Macaulay ring of
dimension
dimRmλ + dimB/Igλ = 3d+ 3,
and (2) is established.
Consider the augmented complex Faugw : 0→ Fw → ∆→ 0. Fix a maximal ideal
M of Sw. Let F
aug
M denote the localization of F
aug
w at M and let mλ denote M∩Rw.
The generators {zi,j − λi,j} of mλ are a regular sequence on Sw and they form
a system of parameters on the Cohen-Macaulay ring ∆; hence, {zi,j − λi,j} is a
regular sequence on each non-zero module in FaugM . Apply Lemma 5.39 to see that
(5.38) FaugM is exact ⇐⇒ F
aug
M ⊗SM SM/mλ is exact.
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The augmented complex on the right hand side of (5.38) is the localization(
F⊗R Rλg → B/Igλ
)
M
of F⊗R Rλg → B/Igλ , which is exact by (2), and the proof of (3) is complete. 
We used one direction of the following result in the course of proving Corollary
5.37.
Lemma 5.39. Let R be a local ring and
F : · · ·
d2−→ F1
d1−→ F0 → 0
be a complex of R-modules. Suppose that z1, . . . , zr are elements of R which form
a regular sequence on each non-zero module in F. Then F is exact if and only if
F⊗R R/(z1, . . . , zr) is exact
Proof. By induction it suffices to prove the result when r = 1. Write z for z1.
(⇒) Assume that F is exact. Decompose F into a collect of of short exact sequences:
0→ B1 → F1 → F0 → 0, 0→ B2 → F2 → B1 → 0, . . . ,
where Bi = im di+1. Observe that z is regular on each Bi. Apply ⊗R R/(z) and
glue the resulting short exact sequences back together to form the exact sequence
F⊗R R/(z).
(⇐) Let x be a cycle in Fi. The hypothesis that F⊗R R/(z) is exact ensures that
x = b + zx2 for some b ∈ Bi and x2 ∈ Fi. The hypothesis that z is regular on Fi
yields that x2 is also a cycle. Repeat this process to see that z is in ∩n(Bi+ z
nFi),
and this module, by the Krull Intersection Theorem, is Bi. 
On at least three occasions, we apply the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud acyclicity cri-
terion; furthermore, we apply the criterion in both directions. Roughly speaking,
this criterion states that if
F• : 0→ Fs
ϕs
−→ · · ·
ϕ1
−→ F0
is a complex of finitely generated free modules over the Noetherian ring R, then F•
is acyclic if and only if grade Iri(ϕi) ≥ i (or Iri(ϕi) = R) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, where ri is
the expected rank of ϕi. More details may be found in [6], [11, Thm. 20.9], or [4,
Thm. 1.4.12], and many other places.
Recall the function Φ :
(5.40)
Q1,1 Q1,2Q2,1 Q2,2
Q3,1 Q3,2
 Φ−→ [ ∣∣∣∣Q2,1 Q2,2Q3,1 Q3,2
∣∣∣∣ ,− ∣∣∣∣Q1,1 Q1,2Q3,1 Q3,2
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣Q1,1 Q1,2Q2,1 Q2,2
∣∣∣∣ ] ,
which sends a 3× 2 matrix to a 1× 3 matrix of signed 2× 2 minors.
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Theorem 5.41. Adopt the notation of Definition 5.21. Let Φ be the function
defined in (5.40). Then the following statements hold.
(1) The row vector Φ(d
(j)
2,Z)+(−1)
jcz0,jw
2
Z
d1,Z, with entries in SZ, is identically
zero, for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
(2) The complex (FZ)wZ is a resolution of (∆Z)wZ by free (SZ)wZ-modules.
(3) The ideal (G1, G2, G3) of (SZ)wZ is perfect of grade two.
(4) The complex
F(j)
Z
: 0→ (SZ)
2
wZz0,j
d
(j)
2,Z
−−→ (SZ)
3
wZz0,j
d1,Z
−−→ (SZ)wZz0,j
is a resolution of ∆wz0,j by free (SZ)wZz0,j -modules for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
Proof. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. The natural ring
homomorphism SZ → k ⊗Z SZ = S is an injection. Each element in each matrix
in (1) is an element of SZ. If the left side of (1) is sent to zero in S , then the
left side of (1) is already zero in SZ. We make our calculation in S . Recall the
convention of Definition 5.23: if sZ is an element of SZ, then the image of sZ in S
is denoted by s. We saw in Corollary 5.37 that Fw is a resolution of ∆w by free
Sw-modules. Fix j. We localize further to see that Fwz0,j is a resolution of ∆wz0,j
by free Swz0,j -modules. One entry of d3 is a unit of Swz0,j . We split off a rank one
summand from positions 2 and 3 of Fwz0,j to obtain the resolution
0→ S2wz0,j
d
(j)
2−−→ S3wz0,j
d1−→ Swz0,j −→ ∆wz0,j → 0.
The Hilbert-Burch Theorem (or the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud acyclicity criterion) en-
sures that the maximal order minors of d
(j)
2 generate a grade two ideal of Swz0,j ;
hence,
0→ Swz0,j
Φ(d
(j)
2 )
T
−−−−−→ S3wz0,j
d
(j)
2
T
−−−→ S2wz0,j
is acyclic. Of course, dT1 is in the kernel of d
(j)
2
T
. It follows that d1 = θΦ(d
(j)
2 ),
for some θ in Swz0,j . View Swz0,j as the polynomial ring Rwz0,j [x, y] where each
element of Rwz0,j has degree zero and x and y have degree 1. The entries of d1 and
the entries of Φ(d
(j)
2 ) are homogeneous forms of degree d; hence, θ is in Rwz0,j . We
identify θ by looking at the coefficient of yd in position j. In d1, this coefficient is
z0,j . In Φ(d
(j)
2 ), this coefficient may easily be read from (5.32); it is
∣∣∣ 0 (−1)c+1wz0,1−wz0,1 0 ∣∣∣ if j = 1
−
∣∣∣ 0 (−1)cwz0,2(−1)c+1wz0,2 0 ∣∣∣ if j = 2∣∣∣ 0 wz0,3(−1)cwz0,3 0 ∣∣∣ if j = 3.
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In other words, in Φ(d
(j)
2 ), this coefficient is (−1)
jc+1w2z20,j . It follows that θ is
equal to (−1)
jc+1
w2z0,j
and the proof of (1) is complete.
We make two observations before proving (2). First of all, the polynomials
G1, G2 in SZ are generic linear combinations of the generators of the grade 2 ideal
(x, y)d of k[x, y]; and therefore,
(5.42) G1, G2 form a regular sequence on SZ;
see, for example, [18]. Secondly, wZ is the determinant of the matrix A
(c−1)
Z
of
(5.22). One can expand detA
(c−1)
Z
across the first row and write
(5.43) wZ = z0,1Z1,Z + z0,2Z2,Z + z0,3Z3,Z,
where Z1,Z, Z2,Z, and Z3,Z are the appropriate signed minors of A
(c−1)
Z
.
To prove (2) it suffices to show that the localization of FZ at P is exact for all
prime ideals P of (SZ)wZ . If P is such a prime ideal, then wZ /∈ P and (5.43) shows
that some z0,j /∈ P . Consequently, to prove (2), it suffices to show that (FZ)wZz0,j
is exact for all j. We employ the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud acyclicity criterion once
again. We see that I1((d3,Z)wZz0,j ) is the entire ring (SZ)wZz0,j . Assertion (1) yields
that G1 and G2 are in I2((d2,Z)wZz0,j ); and therefore (5.42) shows that the grade of
I2((d2,Z)wZz0,j ) is at least 2. The proof of (2) is complete.
The inequality
grade(G1, G2, G3)(SZ)wZ ≤ pd(SZ)wZ
(∆Z)wZ
holds automatically. In (3) we assert that both numbers are equal to 2. See, for
example, [4, pg. 25] for more information about perfect modules. The observation
(5.42) gives 2 ≤ grade(G1, G2, G3)(SZ)wZ . On the other hand, we saw in (2) that
(FZ)wZ is a resolution of (∆Z)wZ ; hence, pd(SZ)wZ (∆Z)wZ ≤ 3. Furthermore, we
know an explicit splitting map for
(SZ)wZ
d3,Z
−−→ (SZ)
3
wZ
.
Define
σZ : (SZ)
3
wZ → (SZ)wZ to be
1
wZ
[Z1,Z Z2,Z Z3,Z ] .
We see that σZ ◦ d3,Z is the identity on (SZ)wZ . It follows that (SZ)
3
wZ
is equal to
imd3,Z ⊕ kerσZ and that
(5.44) UPRZ : 0→ kerσZ
d2,Z| ker σZ
−−−−−−−→ (SZ)
3
wZ
d1,Z
−−→ (SZ)wZ −→ (∆Z)wZ → 0
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is a length 2 projective resolution of (∆Z)wZ and the proof of (3) is complete.
Assertion (1) shows that (G1, G2) ⊆ I2(d
(j)
2,Z)(SZ)wZz0,j ; so, (5.42) gives
2 ≤ grade I2(d
(j)
2,Z)(SZ)wZz0,j
and (4) follows from the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud acyclicity criterion (or the Hilbert-
Burch Theorem). 
Corollary 5.45. Let k be a field, d = 2c be an even integer, Φ: Hd → Ad be the
morphism which sends a 3× 2 matrix with entries from k[x, y]c to a triple g of Ad,
and let Φ| be the restriction
(5.10) Φ| : Φ−1(Bald)→ Bald
of Φ to Φ−1(Bald). Then there exists a local section of the morphism Φ| of (5.10).
Proof. We saw in Theorem 5.30 that ∪3j=1 Bal
(j)
d is an open cover of Bald. Consider
w and d
(j)
2 as found in Definition 5.23. Let D
(j) be the matrix whose first column
is (−1)
jc+1
w2z0,j
times the first column of d
(j)
2 and whose second column is the second
column of d
(j)
2 . Define σj : Bal
(j)
d → Hd by
g 7→
[
D(j)
]
|λg
for g ∈ Bal
(j)
d . Assertion (1) of Theorem 5.41 shows that Φ| ◦ σj is the identity
morphism on Bal
(j)
d . 
Corollary 5.46. Let k be a field, B be the standard graded polynomial ring k[x, y]
and c be a positive integer. Then the projective resolution UPRZ of (5.44) is a
universal projective resolution for the graded Betti numbers
(5.47) 0→ B(−3c)2 −→ B(−2c)3 −→ B → B/I → 0.
Proof. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of B with the property that the graded Betti
numbers of B/I are given by (5.47). In particular, I is generated by three forms
g1, g2, g3 of degree 2c. Let d be the integer 2c and g be the triple (g1, g2, g3) of
Ad. In the language of Definition 5.3, we have Ig = I. The hypothesis (5.47) also
shows that g ∈ Bald. It follows from Theorem 5.24 that λg /∈ V (w); and therefore,
Rλg is an Rw-algebra. Consider the homomorphism α : (RZ)wZ → Rλg which is the
composition of the natural maps
(RZ)wZ → (RZ)wZ ⊗Z k = Rw and Rw →
Rw
(mλg )Rw
= Rλg .
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We establish the result by showing that UPRZ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg is a resolution of B/I by
free B-modules with graded Betti numbers given by (5.47). Corollary 5.36 shows
that F ⊗R Rλg is a resolution of B/Ig = B/I. On the other hand, Rλg is an
Rw-algebra; so,
F⊗R Rλg = F⊗R
(
Rw ⊗Rw Rλg
)
= Fw ⊗Rw Rλg = ((FZ)wZ ⊗Z k)⊗Rw Rλg .
The definition of α : (RZ)wZ → Rλg shows that
((FZ)wZ ⊗Z k)⊗Rw Rλg = (FZ)wZ ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg .
Thus, (FZ)wZ⊗(RZ)wZRλg is a resolution ofB/I by free B-modules. The construction
of UPRZ in the proof of Theorem 5.41 shows that (FZ)wZ ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg is the direct
sum of the subcomplexes UPRZ ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg and S, where S is the exact complex
0→ [(SZ)wZ ⊗(RZ)w
Z
Rλg ](−3c)→ [(SZ)wZ ⊗(RZ)w
Z
Rλg ](−3c)→ 0,
concentrated in positions two and three. Keep in mind that
(SZ)wZ ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg = Rλg [x, y]
∼= k[x, y] = B.
The Quillen-Suslin theorem guarantees that every finitely generated projective B-
module is free. We conclude that UPRZ ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg is a resolution of B/I by
free B-modules and the graded Betti numbers of UPRZ ⊗(RZ)wZ Rλg are given in
(5.47). 
The conclusion in Theorem 5.41 that (G1, G2, G3)(SZ)wZ is a perfect ideal is
particularly useful because of the “Persistence of Perfection Principle”, which is
also known as the “transfer of perfection” (see [19, Prop. 6.14] or [5, Thm. 3.5]).
The Persistence of Perfection Principle. Let R → S be a homomorphism of
Noetherian rings, I be a perfect ideal of R of grade g, and P be a resolution of R/I
by projective R-modules. If IS is a proper ideal of S with grade at least g, then IS
is a perfect ideal of S of grade g and P⊗R S is a resolution of S/IS by projective
S-modules.
In the context of Definition 5.21, we have identified two projective resolutions
for (∆Z)wZ : the length three free resolution (FZ)wZ of part (2) of Theorem 5.41 and
the length two projective resolution UPRZ of (5.44). In part (4) of Theorem 5.41
we have identified a free resolution of length two for (∆Z)wZz0,j . The Persistence of
Perfection Principle yields the following result.
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Corollary 5.48. Adopt the notation of Definition 5.21 and let S be an arbitrary
Noetherian ring.
(1) If (SZ)wZ → S is a ring homomorphism and (G1, G2, G3)S is a proper ideal
of grade at least 2, then (G1, G2, G3)S is a perfect ideal of grade equal to 2
and
(FZ)wZ ⊗(SZ)wZ S and UPRZ ⊗(SZ)wZ S
both are projective resolutions of S/(G1, G2, G3)S.
(2) If (SZ)wZz0,j → S is a ring homomorphism and (G1, G2, G3)S is a proper
ideal of grade at least 2, then (G1, G2, G3)S is a perfect ideal of grade equal
to 2 and F(j)
Z
⊗(SZ)wZz0,j S is free resolution of S/(G1, G2, G3)S of length 2.
Section 6. Decomposition of the space of true triples.
Let k be an algebraically closed field and d = 2c be an even integer. Recall the
open subsets Bd ⊆ Td ⊆ Ad of triples of forms of degree d from Definition 5.4. In
Observation 5.7 we saw that g 7→ Ψg gives a surjection from Td to the space of true
(i.e., birational and base-point free) parameterizations of plane curves of degree d.
In this section we decompose Td into locally closed subsets which depend on the
configuration of multiplicity c singularities on, or infinitely near, the corresponding
curve. Recall the Configuration Poset (CP,≤) from Definition 4.2.
Definition 6.1. For each # in CP define
S# =
{
g ∈ Td
∣∣∣∣ the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitelynear Cg are described by #
}
and define T# =
⋃
#′≤#
S#′ .
It is clear that Td is the disjoint union
Td =
⋃
#∈CP
S# = T∅.
It is shown in Corollary 2.5 that S# ⊆ Bd for all # in CP, except # = ∅; thus
(6.2) S∅ = (S∅ ∩ Bd) ∪ UBd,
where UBd = Td \ Bd, as was defined in Remark 5.5. It follows that the space Td
is equal to the disjoint union of the eight subsets⋃
#∈CP \{∅}
S# ∪ (S∅ ∩ Bd) ∪ UBd.
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The set UBd is a closed subset of Td; indeed it is shown in Theorem 5.24 that UBd
is a hypersurface section of Td. Once UBd is removed from Td, then one is left with
the space Bd which is the disjoint union of the seven subsets
⋃
#∈CP \{∅}
S#∪(S∅∩Bd).
We call each of these seven subsets of Bd a stratum of Bd. We consider the picture:
(6.3) Sc:c
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
Sc:c:c // Sc:c,c
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
Sc,c // Sc // S∅ ∩ Bd.
Sc,c,c
<<②②②②②②②②
In this section, we prove that each stratum S# ∩ Bd in the above picture is a
locally closed subset of Bd and wherever we have drawn S#′ → S# ∩ Bd, then
S#′ is contained in the closure S# ∩ Bd of S# ∩ Bd in Bd; indeed, we prove that
S# ∩ Bd = T#∩Bd. Furthermore, we prove that each T#∩Bd is a closed irreducible
subset of Bd and we calculate its dimension. We emphasize that if # ∈ CP, then
(6.4)
{
# < ∅ =⇒ S# = S# ∩ Bd and T# = T# ∩ Bd, whereas
# = ∅ =⇒ S∅ = (S∅ ∩ Bd) ∪ UBd and T∅ = (T∅ ∩ Bd) ∪ UBd = Td,
with T∅ ∩ Bd = Bd.
The set Bd is an open subset of the affine space Ad of Data 5.1 and the topology
on Bd is the subspace topology: a subset of Y of Bd is closed in Bd if and only
Y = Bd ∩X for some closed subset X of Ad.
We now connect the subsets S# and T# of Td ⊆ Ad with the subsets M♮ and
N# of BHd ⊆ Hd. Recall the morphisms
G×Hd
Υ
−→ Hd and Hd
Φ
−→ Ad
from Remark (6) of 4.4 and Definition 5.28. The definitions of the sets Td, Bd, and
BHd ensures
Φ−1(Ad \ Td) = Hd \ BHd,
Φ−1(Td \ Bd) is empty, and
Φ−1(Bd) = BHd.
Furthermore, the restriction of Φ to BHd is a surjection onto Bd:
Φ: BHd ։ Bd.
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In Definition 6.1, we decomposed Bd as ∪#∈CPS# ∩ Bd and in Theorem 4.9 we
decomposed BHd as ∪♮∈ECPDO♮. Furthermore,
Φ−1(S# ∩ Bd) =

DO# if # < c
DOc,µ4 ∪DOc,µ5 if # = c
DO∅,µ4 ∪DO∅,µ5 ∪DO∅,µ6 if # = ∅.
We have accounted for all eleven elements of ECP because, as was noted in Remark
(3) of 4.11, DOµ2 is empty.
Each orbit DO♮ is defined (in Definition 4.7) to be DO♮ = G ·M♮. Recall from
(4) of Definition 4.7 that
Mc =Mc,µ4 ∪Mc,µ5 .
Using this definition, we have
(6.5) Φ−1(S# ∩ Bd) = G ·M# for all # ∈ CP \{∅}.
Fix # ∈ CP, with # < ∅. Recall from (6.4) that S# ∩ Bd = S#. We have
(6.6) M# ⊆ G ·M# = Φ
−1(S# ∩ Bd) = Φ−1(S#)
Φ // // S#
Keep # ∈ CP, with # < ∅. Apply Φ−1 to
T# =
⋃
#′∈CP
#′≤#
S#
to see that
Φ−1(T#) =
⋃
#′∈CP
#′≤#
Φ−1(S#) =
⋃
#′∈CP
#′≤#
G ·M#′ =
⋃
♮∈ECP
♮≤#
DO♮ .
Definition 4.17 gives ⋃
♮∈ECP
♮≤#
DO♮ = CO#
and assertion (2) of Theorem 4.18 gives CO# = G ·N#. Thus
(6.7) N# ⊆ G ·N# = Φ
−1(T#)
Φ // // T#
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Combine (6.6) and (6.7) to obtain the following picture for all # ∈ CP with # < ∅.
(6.8) Hd
Φ // Ad
BHd Φ−1(Bd)
Φ //
?
OO
Bd
?
OO
N#
  // GN#
?
OO
Φ−1(T#)
Φ //
?
OO
T#
?
OO
M#
  //?

OO
GM#
?
OO
Φ−1(S#)
Φ //
?
OO
S#.
?
OO
Remark 6.9. It follows from Proposition 4.21 that each stratum S# is non-empty
for c ≥ 3; and if c = 2, then S# is non-empty if and only if # ≤ {c, c, c}.
Theorem 6.10. For every # ∈ CP, the set T# ∩ Bd is a closed and irreducible
subset of Bd.
Proof. The statement is true, but not particularly interesting, for # = ∅ because
T∅ = Td; and therefore T∅ ∩ Bd = Bd which is a closed subset of Bd. Furthermore,
Bd is an open subset of the affine space Ad; so Bd is irreducible.
Henceforth, we take # 6= ∅. In this case, T# ⊆ Bd; hence, T# ∩ Bd = T#.
We first prove that T# is a closed subset of Bd. Recall the open cover ∪3i=1B
(i)
d
of Bd which is given in the Remark after Theorem 5.30. It suffices to prove that
T# ∩ B
(i)
d is a closed subset of B
(i)
d for each i. Adopt the notation of Conventions
5.15; in particular, R = k[z] is the coordinate ring of A3d+3. Let A(i) be the
matrix of Remark 5.33 with entries from R[u], and let Si and Di be the R-algebras
Si = R[u]/I3(A
(i)) and Di = Si/ Jac(Si/R). Corollary 3.23 shows that if g ∈ B
(i)
d ,
then the configuration of multiplicity c singularities on or infinitely near Cg may be
read from the rings (Si)λg and (Di)λg . We proved in Corollary 3.23 that
Tc ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si;≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d
Tc,c ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ B
(i)
d
Tc:c ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si;≥ 1) ∩X(Di,≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Di,≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d
Tc,c,c ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si; = 1,≥ 3) ∩ B
(i)
d
Tc:c,c ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si; = 1,≥ 3) ∩X(Di;≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d
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Tc:c:c ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si; = 1,≥ 3) ∩X(Di; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Di; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ B
(i)
d
Apply Theorem 5.13, by way of Convention (4) of 5.15. The set X(Si;≥ 1)∩Ad is
closed in Ad; hence, Tc∩B
(i)
d is a closed subset of B
(i)
d . The set X(Si; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ B
(i)
d
is closed in
X(Si,= 1) ∩ B
(i)
d = X(Si;≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d ;
but X(Si;≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d is already closed in B
(i)
d , so, Tc,c ∩ B
(i)
d is closed in B
(i)
d . The
set X(Di;≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d is closed in B
(i)
d ; so, Tc:c ∩ B
(i)
d is closed in B
(i)
d . The set
X(Si; = 1,≥ 3)∩B
(i)
d is closed in X(Si; = 1) ∩ B
(i)
d . The argument from Tc,c yields
that Tc,c,c ∩ B
(i)
d is closed in B
(i)
d . The set Tc:c,c ∩ B
(i)
d is the intersection of the
closed subsets Tc,c,c ∩ B
(i)
d and Tc:c ∩ B
(i)
d ; so, Tc:c,c ∩ B
(i)
d is also a closed subset of
B(i)d . The set X(Di; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ B
(i)
d is closed in the closed set X(Di;≥ 1) ∩ B
(i)
d ;
so, Tc:c:c ∩ B
(i)
d is a closed set in B
(i)
d .
Fix # ∈ CP with # 6= ∅. We have established that each set T# is a closed subset
of Bd. Now we show that T# is irreducible. Consider the surjective morphisms
(6.11) G×N#
Υ // // Φ−1(T#)
Φ // // T# .
We have shown in Theorem 4.18 that N# is an irreducible variety. It is clear that
G is an irreducible variety; hence, G × N# is irreducible. It follows that T# and
Φ−1(T#) both are also irreducible. 
Corollary 6.12. If # ∈ CP and, either c ≥ 3; or else, c = 2 and # ≤ {c, c, c},
then
(1) S# = T# \ (
⋃
#′<#
T#′),
(2) S∅ ∩ Bd is open in Td and S∅ = (S∅ ∩ Bd) ∪ UBd is the union of an open
subset of Td and a closed subset of Td,
(3) S# ∩ Bd is open in T# ∩ Bd and is locally closed in Td,
(4) T# ∩ Bd is the closure of S# ∩ Bd in Bd
(5) Td is the closure of S∅ in Td,
(6) Sc:c:c = Tc:c:c is closed in Bd, and
(7) S# ∩ Bd is irreducible.
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from the definition of T#. We next prove (2). The
subset Tc of Bd is closed by Theorem 6.10; so, S∅ ∩Bd, which is equal to Bd \ Tc, is
open in Bd. But, Bd is open in Td; so S∅ ∩ Bd is also open in Td. The second part
of (2) is established in (6.2) and Theorem 5.24. The first assertion of (3) follows
from (1) and the fact that T# ∩Bd is closed in Bd. The second assertion of (3) also
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uses the fact that Bd is open in Td. We prove (4). The subset S# ∩ Bd of T# ∩ Bd
is open by (3) and non-empty by Remark 6.9. Theorem 6.10 shows that T# ∩ Bd
is irreducible. For (5), use the fact that Td is irreducible and that S∅ contains a
non-empty open subset S∅ ∩Bd of Td; see (2). Assertion (6) is clear and (7) follows
from (4) and the fact that T# ∩ Bd is irreducible. 
Theorem 6.13. Assume c ≥ 3. The picture (6.3) gives a stratification of Bd. In
other words, Bd is the disjoint union of {S# ∩Bd | # ∈ CP} and if #′ ≤ # in CP,
then S#′ ∩ Bd is contained in the closure S# ∩ Bd of S# ∩ Bd in Bd.
Proof. The fact that Bd is the disjoint union of {S# ∩ Bd | # ∈ CP} follows from
the geometric description of S#: any given curve has exactly one configuration of
multiplicity c singularities. The poset CP contains all possible configurations as
was discussed at the beginning of Section 4. The second assertion follows from
Corollary 6.12 (4) and the definition of T#. 
Theorem 6.14. Assume c ≥ 3. For each fixed # ∈ CP, the sets T# and S# have
the same dimension and this dimension is given in the following chart:
# c : c : c c : c, c c, c, c c : c c, c c ∅
dimS# 3c+ 7 3c+ 8 3c+ 9 4c+ 6 4c+ 7 5c+ 5 6c+ 3.
Proof. The closure of S∅ in Td is T∅ = Td. It follows that
dimS∅ = dimT∅ = Td.
On the other hand, Td is a non-empty open subset of Ad; so, its dimension is 6c+3.
Henceforth, we consider # ∈ CP with # 6= ∅. We have seen that T# is irreducible
and that S# is a non-empty open subset of T#. Hence, dimT# = dimS#. We now
compute this dimension. Recall from (6.11) that G×N#, T#, and Φ
−1(T#) all are
irreducible.
Notice that for every g ∈ T# with g = Φ(ϕ), we have
Φ−1(g) = ({I3×3} × SL2(k))ϕ ∼= SL2(k),
which has dimension 3. Thus, since T# is irreducible, the surjective morphism on
the right hand side of (6.11) yields that
(6.15) dimT# = dimΦ
−1(T#)− 3.
Indeed, once we pass to the closure of T# and Φ
−1(T#), in their respective affine
spaces, then the map Φ corresponds to an embedding of affine k-domains and the
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given formula follows from the additivity of transcendence degrees; see, for example,
[11, Cor 14.6]. We apply the same technique to the surjective morphism on the left
hand side of (6.11) to see that
(6.16) dimΦ−1(T#) = dim(G×N#)− dimΥ
−1(ϕ)
for general ϕ. Combine (6.15) and (6.16) to see
dimT# = dimΦ
−1(T#)− 3 = dim(G×N#)− dimΥ
−1(ϕ)− 3;
and therefore,
(6.17) dimT# = dimN# − dimΥ
−1(ϕ) + 10.
We compute the dimensions of the fibers Υ−1(ϕ), for ϕ general in Φ−1(T#).
Observe that Φ−1(S#) is a dense open subset of Φ
−1(T#). Indeed, the set
Φ−1(T#) is irreducible, the subset S# of T# is open, and the morphism Φ is con-
tinuous. Thus, we may assume that the general element ϕ of Φ−1(T#) is actually
in ϕ ∈ Φ−1(S#) and we can write ϕ = hϕM for some h ∈ G and ϕM ∈ M#, see
(6.8). Now
Υ−1(ϕ) = {(g, ψ) ∈ G×N# | gψ = ϕ}
= {(g, ψ) ∈ G×N# | gψ = hϕM}
= {(g, ψ) ∈ G×N# | ψ = g
−1hϕM}
= {(g, g−1hϕM ) ∈ G×N#}
∼= {g ∈ G | g−1hϕM ∈ N#}
= {hk ∈ G | k−1ϕM ∈ N#}
∼= {k ∈ G | k−1ϕM ∈ N#}.
Define
F#(ϕM ) = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈ N#}.
We compute the dimension of F#(ϕM ) for various choices of #.
First let # = c. Recall that
Nc =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 ∩ Φ−1(Bd).
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We show that
(6.18) Fc(ϕM ) =

x1 x2 x3x4 x5 x6
0 0 x7
 ,( y1 y2
0 y3
) ∈ G
 ,
which has dimension 10. Once (6.18) is established, then we use dimNc = 5c + 5
and (6.17) to see that dimTc = 5c+ 5− 10 + 10 = 5c+ 5.
It is clear that the inclusion (⊇) holds in (6.18). To show the other inclusion,
let k ∈ Fc(ϕM ). Now ϕM , as well as k
−1ϕM are in Nc. As ϕ is general in Φ
−1(Tc)
and this set contains matrices with five linearly independent entries, it follows that
µ(I1(ϕ)) ≥ 5; therefore, µ(I1(ϕM )) ≥ 5 and µ(I1(k
−1ϕM )) ≥ 5. Thus,
ϕM =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
 and k−1ϕM =
Q′1 Q′2Q′3 Q′4
0 Q′5
 ,
where {Q1, . . . , Q5} and {Q
′
1, . . . , Q
′
5} are linearly independent sets.
Let C1 and C2 be the curves parameterized by Φ(ϕM ) and Φ(k
−1ϕM ), respec-
tively. Then C1 and C2 have exactly one singularity of multiplicity c, and this
singularity is the point [0 : 0 : 1]. (See Theorem 4.8). Write k = (χ−1, ξ) ∈
GL3(k) × GL2(k). Notice that χ induces a linear automorphism of P2 that maps
C1 to C2 (Remark 0.9) and hence leaves the point [0 : 0 : 1] fixed. It follows that
the third row of χ is [0, 0, a] for some a ∈ k∗. Since
(χϕMξ)(3,1) = (k
−1ϕM )(3,1) = 0,
we obtain [0, 0, a]ϕMξ1 = 0 when ξ1 is the first column of ξ. Clearly,
[0, 0, a]ϕM
[
1
0
]
= 0.
Hence Remark 3.17 gives ξ1 =
[
b
0
]
, for some b ∈ k∗. It follows that k = (χ−1, ξ)
has the form of the elements in the right hand side of (6.18).
For # = c, c, recall that
Nc,c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q5
∣∣∣∣∣∣dim(Q3, Q4, Q5) ≤ 2
 ∩ Φ−1(Bd),
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which has dimension 4c+ 4. In this case, we have
Fc,c(ϕM ) = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈ Nc,c}.
We now show that
Fc,c(ϕM ) = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈Mc,c}.
Indeed, ϕM ∈ Mc,c ⊆ Φ
−1(Sc,c). Thus, k
−1ϕM ∈ Φ
−1(Sc,c). Hence, if k
−1ϕM ∈
Nc,c, then
k−1ϕM ∈ Nc,c ∩ Φ
−1(Sc,c) =Mc,c.
Recall that
Mc,c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q3
0 Q4
∣∣∣∣∣∣dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> = 4
 ∩ Φ−1(Bd).
We now claim that
(6.19) Fc,c(ϕM ) =
{([
x1 x2 x3
0 x4 0
0 0 x5
]
,
[
y1 y2
0 y1−y2
])}
∪
{([
x1 x2 x3
0 0 x4
0 x5 0
]
,
[
y1 y2
−y1 −y1
])}
,
which has dimension 7. Thus, this claim, together with (6.17) gives dimTc,c =
4c+ 7. Clearly, the left hand side of (6.19) contains the right hand side. To show
the other containment, let k = (χ−1, ξ) be an element of Fc,c(ϕM ). As before, let
C1 and C2 be the curves parameterized by Φ(ϕM ) and Φ(k
−1ϕM ). Then C1 and C2
have exactly two singularities of multiplicity c: one at the point [0 : 1 : 0] and the
other at [0 : 0 : 1]. Since χ induces a linear automorphism of P2 mapping C1 to C2
and hence a permutation of the points [0 : 1 : 0] and [0 : 0 : 1], we have that χ is of
the form [
x1 x2 x3
0 x4 0
0 0 x5
]
or
[
x1 x2 x3
0 0 x4
0 x5 0
]
.
As noted before, the BiProj Lemma (Remark 3.17) now determines ξ in both cases.
This establishes the claim.
For # = c : c, recall that
Nc:c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q3
 ∩ Φ−1(Bd),
which has dimension 4c+ 4. As before, we have
Fc:c(ϕM ) = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈ Nc:c} = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈Mc:c}.
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Now recall that
Mc:c =

Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 Q3
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4> = 4
 ∩ Φ−1(Bd).
We now claim that
(6.20) Fc:c(ϕM ) =
{([
x1 x2 x3
0 x4 x5
0 0 x6
]−1
,
[
y1 y2
0 y3
])∣∣∣∣∣x4y1 = x6y3
}
,
which has dimension 8. Thus, this claim, together with (6.17), gives dimTc:c =
4c+ 6.
One easily sees that the left hand side of (6.20) contains the right hand side. To
show the other containment, let k = (χ−1, ξ) be in Fc:c(ϕM ). As before, one proves
that the last row of χ is of the form [0, 0, a] and the first column of ξ is of the form
ξ1 =
[
b
0
]
. Therefore, we can write
χ =
 a1 a2 a3a4 a5 a6
0 0 a7
 and ξ = [ b1 b2
0 b3
]
.
Writing ϕM =
[
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q4
0 Q3
]
one obtains
[χϕMξ](2,1) = a4b1Q1 + a5b1Q3 and [χϕMξ](3,2) = a7b3Q3.
Since χϕMξ = k
−1ϕM ∈ Mc:c, we conclude that a4b1 = 0 and a5b1 = a7b3. As
ξ ∈ GL2(k), one has b1 6= 0; therefore, a4 = 0 and the claim now follows.
For # = c, c, c, recall that
Nc,c,c =
{[
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q4
0 Q5
]∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5> ≤ 3} ∩ Φ−1(Bd),
which has dimension 3c+ 3. As before,
Fc,c,c(ϕM ) = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈ Nc,c,c} = {k ∈ G | k
−1ϕM ∈Mc,c,c}.
Now,
Mc,c,c =
{[
Q1 Q1
Q2 0
0 Q3
]∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3> = 3} ∩ Φ−1(Bd);
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thus, we claim that Fc,c,c(ϕM ) is equal to{([
x1 0 0
0 x2 0
0 0 x3
]
,
[
y 0
0 y
])
∈ G
}
∪
{([
0 0 x1
0 x2 0
x3 0 0
]
,
[
−y 0
y y
])
∈ G
}
∪
{([
0 x1 0
x2 0 0
0 0 x3
]
,
[ y y
0 −y
])
∈ G
}
∪
{([
0 0 x1
x2 0 0
0 x3 0
]−1
,
[
0 −y
y y
])
∈ G
}
(6.21)
∪
{([
0 x1 0
0 0 x2
x3 0 0
]−1
,
[ y y
−y 0
])
∈ G
}
∪
{([
x1 0 0
0 0 x2
0 x3 0
]
,
[
0 y
y 0
])
∈ G
}
,
which has dimension 4. Thus, dimTc,c,c = 3c + 9. It is easy to see that subset of
G listed in (6.21) is contained in Fc,c,c(ϕM ). To see the reverse inclusion, observe
that the curves C1 and C2, parameterized by Φ(ϕM ) and Φ(k
−1ϕM ) have exactly
three singularities of multiplicity c and they are at points [1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1 : 0], and
[0 : 0 : 1]. Thus, if k = (χ−1, ξ) is in Fc,c,c(ϕM ), then the linear automorphism
of P2 induced by χ gives a permutation of these 3 points. Hence, χ is of the form[
x1 0 0
0 x2 0
0 0 x3
]
σ, where σ is one of the six permutation matrices. Once again the BiProj
Lemma determines the shape of ξ, and the claim follows.
If # = c : c : c, recall that
Nc:c:c =
{[
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q1
0 Q3
]∣∣∣∣ dimk <Q1, Q2, Q3> = 3} ∩ Φ−1(Bd) =Mc:c:c,
which has dimension 3c+ 3. We claim that
(6.22) Fc:c:c(ϕM ) =
{([
x1 x2 x3
0 x4 x5
0 0 x6
]−1
,
[
y1 y2
0 y3
])
∈ G
∣∣∣∣∣ x6y3=x4y1x5y3=x2y1−x4y2x4y3=x1y1
}
.
Since y3 6= 0, the dimension of the fiber is 6; thus, dimTc:c:c = 3c + 7. A matrix
calculation gives immediately the containment of the right hand side in the left
hand side of (6.22). To prove the other containment, one sees as before, that for
k = (χ−1, ξ) in Fc:c:c(ϕM ), one has χ =
 a1 a2 a3a4 a5 a6
0 0 a7
 and ξ = [ b1 b2
0 b3
]
. Writing
ϕM =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
, we obtain
χϕMξ =
 a1b1Q1 + a2b1Q3 ∗a4b1Q1 + a5b1Q3 (a4b2 + a5b3)Q1 + a4b3Q2 + (a5b2 + a6b3)Q3
0 a7b3Q3
 .
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Since this matrix is in Mc:c:c, we conclude that a4b1 and a4b3 are both zero, which
gives a4 = 0 since neither b1 nor b3 can be zero. Using this, we also obtain
a2b1 = a5b2 + a6b3, a1b1 = a5b3 and a5b1 = a7b3,
which are the required conditions.
Finally, to compute the dimension of Tc:c,c, notice that one has proper contain-
ments of closed irreducible subsets of Bd:
Tc:c:c ( Tc:c,c ( Tc,c,c,
where dimTc:c:c = 3c + 7 while dimTc,c,c = 3c + 9. It follows that dimTc:c,c =
3c+ 8. 
Section 7. The Jacobian matrix and the ramification locus.
Remark 1.31 provides a method of parameterizing the branches of a param-
eterized curve. Theorem 7.2 shows that the Jacobian matrix associated to the
parameterization identifies the non-smooth branches of the curve as well as the
multiplicity of each branch. The starting point for this line of reasoning is the
result that if D is an algebra which is essentially of finite type over the ring C, then
the ramification locus of D over C is equal to the support of the module of Ka¨hler
differentials ΩD/C . (See, for example, [22, Cor. 6.10].) In our ultimate application
of this result, we consider the module of differentials Ω for the ring extension
(7.1) Rˆ
Ji
→ SˆMi
from the proof of Lemma 1.7. We have two presentations of the SˆMi -module Ω.
One presentation comes from the Jacobian matrix of the parameterization of the
curve C. The other presentation comes from the geometry which gives rise to the
ring extension (7.1). The Fitting ideal Fitt0(Ω) may be computed using either
presentation.
In addition to [22] one may consult [11, Chapt. 16] or [27, Sect. 26] for elementary
facts and notation pertaining to Ka¨hler differentials.
Theorem 7.2. Adopt the Data of 1.1 with k an algebraically closed field of char-
acteristic zero. Consider the inclusion map k[Id] ⊆ B of homogeneous coordinate
rings which is induced by the morphism Ψ: P1 → C. The gcd of the zeroth Fitting
ideal of ΩB/k[Id] is a polynomial in B. Let
gcdFitt0(ΩB/k[Id]) =
s∏
i=1
ℓfii ,
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where (ℓ1), . . . , (ℓs) are distinct height one linear ideals of B. If (ℓ) is an arbitrary
height one linear ideal of B and C(ℓ) is the branch of C which corresponds to ℓ, in
the sense of Remark 1.31, then the multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ) is{
fi + 1 if (ℓ) = (ℓi) for some i
1 otherwise.
Furthermore, the Fitting ideal Fitt0(ΩB/k[Id]) is equal to the ideal I2(N) of B, where
N is the 2× n transposed Jacobian matrix
N =
[ ∂g1
∂x . . .
∂gn
∂x
∂g1
∂y . . .
∂gn
∂y
]
.
Before proving Theorem 7.2, we describe various special cases. Corollary 7.3
follows immediately from Theorem 7.2 without any further proof. Also, Theorem
7.4 requires only a small amount of additional proof.
Corollary 7.3. Retain the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 7.2.
(1) All of the branches through all of the points of C are smooth if and only if
ht I2(N) = 2.
(2) The multiplicity of each branch of C is at most two if and only if the gcd of
I2(N) decomposes into a product of pairwise non-associated linear factors.
Theorem 7.4. Adopt Data 1.1 with k an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. Let p1, . . . , pz be the singularities of C. For each singular point pj, let mj be
the multiplicity of C at pj and sj be the number of branches of C at pj. For each
index j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ z, let gcd I1(pjϕ) =
sj∏
u=1
ℓ
eu,j
u,j , where the ℓu,j are pairwise
non-associated linear factors and the exponents eu,j are positive. Let
N =
[ ∂g1
∂x . . .
∂gn
∂x
∂g1
∂y . . .
∂gn
∂y
]
be the 2× n Jacobian matrix of the parametrization. Then
(1) gcd I2(N) =
z∏
j=1
sj∏
u=1
ℓ
eu,j−1
u,j , and
(2) the degree of gcd I2(N) is equal to
z∑
j=1
(mj − sj).
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Proof. We are given the singular points p1, . . . , pz on C and the factorizations
gcd I1(pjϕ) =
∏
ℓ
eu,j
u,j . Lemma 1.7 tells us that the multiplicity of the branch
C(ℓu,j) of C is eu,j . Assertion (1) is now an immediate consequence Theorem 7.2.
We prove (2). Theorem 1.8 shows that for each j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ z, the polynomial
gcd I1(pjϕ) has degree mj and sj pairwise non-associated linear factors; so, one has
deg
sj∏
u=1
ℓ
eu,j−1
u,j = deg
sj∏
u=1
ℓ
eu,j
u,j − sj = mj − sj ;
hence, (1) gives
deg gcd I2(N) = deg
z∏
j=1
sj∏
u=1
ℓ
eu,j−1
u,j =
z∑
j=1
(mj − sj). 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. The relative cotangent complex
Ωk[Id]/k ⊗k B → ΩB/k → ΩB/k[Id] → 0
gives rise to the presentation
(7.5) Bn
N
−→ B2 −→ ΩB/k[Id] → 0
of ΩB/k[Id] as a B-module. It follows immediately that the Fitting ideal of the
B-module ΩB/k[Id] is
Fitt0(ΩB/k[Id]) = I2(N)B.
Fix a point q ∈ P1 and a non-zero linear form ℓ ∈ B with ℓ(q) = 0. Let p be the
point (g1(q), . . . , gn(q)) on C in Pn−1 and e be the multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ).
Define f to be the exponent with
(7.6) gcd I2(N) = ℓ
f · θ,
where θ is a polynomial in B which is relatively prime to ℓ. We prove e = f + 1.
Let p be the ideal
I2
(
g1(q) . . . gn(q)
g1 . . . gn
)
of k[Id].
The formation of Ω is preserved under base change. That is, if C′ and D are
C-algebras, then
C′ ⊗C ΩD/C = Ω(C′⊗CD)/C′ .
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In particular, any presentation of ΩD/C as an D-module:
Da
σ
−→ Db
τ
−→ ΩD/C → 0
gives rise to a presentation of Ω(C′⊗CD)/C′ as an C
′ ⊗C D-module:
(C′ ⊗C D)
a σ−→ (C′ ⊗C D)
b τ−→ C′ ⊗C ΩD/C = Ω(C′⊗CD)/C′ → 0.
For example, if C′ = U−1C for some multiplicatively closed subset U of C, then
we write U−1D in place of U−1C ⊗C D; so we have the presentation
(U−1D)a
σ
−→ (U−1D)b
τ
−→ ΩU−1D/U−1C → 0.
In our situation, we localize at U = k[Id] \ p. We write k[Id]p in place of U
−1k[Id]
and Bp in place of U
−1(B). Apply the base change k[Id]p⊗k[Id] to (7.5) to obtain
the following presentation by free Bp-modules
(7.7) Bnp
N
−→ B2p −→ ΩBp/k[Id]p → 0.
In the statement of Lemma 1.7 we have called k[Id]p = R ⊆ S = Bp. The ring R is
local with maximal ideal mR = pRp. In this new language, (7.7) becomes the exact
sequence of S-modules:
(7.8) Sn
N
−→ S2 −→ ΩS/R → 0.
Complete both R ⊆ S in the mR-adic topology to obtain the rings Rˆ ⊆ Sˆ. One
of the maximal ideals of Sˆ is (ℓ)Sˆ, which we denote by M. Let J be the kernel of
Rˆ → SˆM. It is shown at (1.23) that the multiplicity e(Rˆ/J) is equal to e, which is
the multiplicity of the branch C(ℓ).
Apply the base change Rˆ⊗R to (7.8) to obtain the exact sequence of Rˆ⊗RS = Sˆ
modules:
Sˆn
N
−→ Sˆ2 −→ ΩSˆ/Rˆ → 0.
Localize at the multiplicatively closed set Sˆ \M of Sˆ to obtain an exact sequence
of SˆM-modules:
SˆnM
N
−→ Sˆ2M −→ ΩSˆM/Rˆ → 0.
Apply the base change Rˆ/J ⊗Rˆ . Keep in mind that Rˆ/J ⊗Rˆ SˆM = SˆM. Obtain
an exact sequence of SˆM-modules
SˆnM
N
−→ Sˆ2M −→ ΩSˆM/ RˆJ
→ 0.
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The zeroth Fitting ideal of Ω
SˆM/
Rˆ
J
is
(7.9) Fitt0(ΩSˆM/ RˆJ
) = I2(N)SˆM = (ℓ
f )SˆM = M
f SˆM.
Now we calculate Ω
SˆM/
Rˆ
J
in a completely different manner. Recall the Veronese
ring k[Bd] and the ring T = k[Bd]p from Lemma 1.7. The completion of T in the
mR-adic topology is denoted Tˆ . We have
Rˆ/J ⊆ Tˆ
M∩Tˆ ⊆ SˆM,
with Tˆ
M∩Tˆ equal to the integral closure of Rˆ/J . The rings TˆM∩Tˆ and Rˆ/J share
the same residue class field, which, in the language of the proof of Lemma 1.7, was
called k(g′n). Furthermore, k(g
′
n) ⊆ Rˆ/J . The rings TˆM∩Tˆ and SˆM are complete
DVRs with the same uniformizing parameter t = ℓm , where m is any linear form
in B for which ℓ,m is a basis for the vector space B1. The ring TˆM∩Tˆ is equal
to k(md)[[t]] and the ring SˆM is equal to k(m)[[t]]. It was observed above that
e(Rˆ/J) = e. Proposition 7.11 shows that Ω
SˆM/
Rˆ
J
is isomorphic to SˆM/(t
e−1). We
conclude that the Fitting ideal of Ω
SˆM/
Rˆ
J
is also equal to
(7.10) Fitt0(ΩSˆM/ RˆJ
) = (te−1)SˆM = M
e−1SˆM.
Compare (7.9) and (7.10) to see that f = e− 1. 
Proposition 7.11. Let K ⊆ A ⊆ B ⊆ C be local rings. Assume that
(1) B = L[[t]] and C = M [[t]] are formal power series rings in one variable
where L ⊆M are fields of characteristic zero with dimLM finite,
(2) K is a field and the natural maps
K → A→ A/mA and K → B → B/(t) = L
are isomorphisms,
(3) B finitely generated as an A-module, and
(4) B ⊆ Quot(A).
Then the C-modules ΩC/A and
C
(te−1)C are isomorphic, where e = e(A) is the
multiplicity of the local ring A.
Proof. The relative cotangent sequence gives an exact sequence of C-modules:
ΩA/K ⊗A C
α
−→ ΩC/K
β
−→ ΩC/A → 0,
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where α(da⊗c) = (da)c and β(dc) = dc. The ring C is generated as an A-algebra by
t together with a finite generating set for M over K; so, ΩC/A is finitely generated
as a C-module. The ring C is local; so the Krull Intersection Theorem guarantees
that β sends ∩(tn)ΩC/K to zero. Thus, the above exact sequence induces the exact
sequence of C-modules
ΩA/K ⊗A C
α¯
−→ ΩC/K
β¯
−→ ΩC/A → 0,
where
ΩC/K =
ΩC/K
∩(tn)ΩC/K
and α¯ and β¯ are induced by α and β. If ω ∈ ΩC/K , then we write ω¯ for the image of
ω in ΩC/K . The field extension K ⊆M is separable and algebraic so the universal
derivation d = dC/K : C → ΩC/K sends M to zero. Therefore, if f ∈ C, then the
elements df and f ′dt of ΩC/K represent the same class in ΩC/K . It follows that
ΩC/K is generated as a C-module by dt. To complete the proof we show that
(1) ΩC/K is a free C-module and
(2) the image of α¯ is equal to (te−1)Cdt.
We prove (2) first. The one-dimensional domains A ⊆ B are local and B is the
integral closure of A; so, Lemma 1.10 guarantees the existence of an element z in mA
such that z = te+ higher order terms and mAB = zB. It follows that mAC = zC.
The image of α¯ is the C-submodule of ΩC/K = Cdt which is generated by α¯(dz)
and this is the equal to (te−1)Cdt since the field K has characteristic zero.
Now we prove (1). Suppose that θ ∈ C and that the element θdt of ΩC/K is in
∞⋂
i=0
(ti)ΩC/K . We prove that θ is zero in C. Let n be a positive integer. Consider
the conormal exact sequence
(7.12) (tn)/(t2n)→ ΩC/K ⊗C C/(t
n)→ Ω C
(tn)
/K → 0
of C/(tn)-modules associated to the K-algebra homomorphism C → C/(tn). The
sequence (7.12) induces an isomorphism
(7.13)
ΩC/K
(tn−1)Cdt+ (tn)CΩC/K
∼=
−→ Ω C
(tn)
/K ,
which is given by class of df 7→ d(class of f), for all f ∈ C. The element θdt
of ΩC/K represents the class of zero in the module on the left side of (7.13); so
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θ¯dt is zero in Ω C
(tn)
/K , where θ¯ is the image of θ in C/(t
n). On the other hand,
C/(tn) =M [t]/(tn) and it is well-known that 1 7→ dt gives an isomorphism
M [t]
(tn−1)
∼=
−→ ΩM[t]
(tn)
/K
.
Thus, the image θ¯ of θ in C/(tn−1) is zero. This process may be repeated for all n.
We conclude that θ is zero in C. 
Section 8. The conductor and the
branches of a rational plane curve.
Let g be an element of Td and Cg be the corresponding parameterized plane
curve. We produce a homogeneous polynomial cg in B = k[x, y]. The linear factors
of cg correspond to the branches of Cg at its singularities. (Recall from Remark
1.31 that the given parameterization of Cg induces a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of height one linear ideals of B and the branches of Cg .) Moreover,
the exponents that appear on the linear factors of cg give information about the
singularity degree δp at the corresponding singularity. See Theorem 8.11 for the
general statement and Theorem 8.12 for the form of cg for each of the 13 possible
configurations of singularities on a quartic. We are able to capture some information
about δp by way of cg in a polynomial manner from the coefficients of the entries of
a Hilbert-Burch matrix for g. If d is even and g ∈ Bd, then a Hilbert-Burch matrix
for g may be built in a polynomial manner from the coefficients of g , see Theorem
5.30. Therefore, we can use features of the factorization of cg to separate, by way of
open and closed subsets of Bd, various configurations of singularities; see Theorem
8.18 and Proposition 8.20.
There are 13 possible configurations of singularities on a rational plane quartic,
see (0.3). The techniques of Sections 1, 2, and 3 (which involve the multiplicity
mp at each singular point p) and Section 7 (which involve the number of branches
sp at each singular point p) are able to separate, using open and closed sets in
T4, the 13 possible configurations of singularities into 12 subsets. The techniques
of the previous sections are not able to separate those curves whose singularities
are described by (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) from those curves whose singularities are
described by (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1). (This notation is explained at (0.5).) We were
motivated to prove Theorem 8.18 and Proposition 8.20 in order to separate these
two configurations of singularities.
The polynomial cg is defined in Theorem 8.9. Let cg be the conductor of the
dth Veronese subring V of B = k[x, y] into the coordinate ring Ag = k[g1, g2, g3]
of Cg . In Corollary 8.4 we show that V /cg is Cohen-Macaulay and we calculate its
multiplicity. The polynomial cg is the gcd of the extension cg ·B of the ideal cg in
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V to the larger ring B. The extension of cg to B does not define a Cohen-Macaulay
quotient; however, the ease of computation in B (as compared to V ) compensates
for the inconvenience of having to saturate cg in order to produce cg . Corollary 8.8
expresses cg in terms of the Hilbert-Burch matrix for g. Theorem 8.11 explains the
geometric significance of cg .
Laurent Buse´ has shown us that polynomials similar to cg have been studied
elsewhere in the literature. Abhyankar [1, Pg. 153] called his version of this poly-
nomial a Taylor resultant. Buse´ further developed the concept of Taylor resultants
in paragraph 4.4 of [7]. The Taylor resultant is essentially the determinant of a
square matrix over a Principal Ideal Domain. Recently Buse´ and D’Andrea [9] ex-
amined all of the invariant factors of the square matrix, not only the determinant,
in order to gain much more detailed information about the blow-up history of the
corresponding singularity. Even more recently, Buse´ and Luu Ba [8, Sect. 5] have
applied these ideas to the study of singularities on rational space curves. In this
context the matrix in question is no longer square; so, they use Fitting ideals in
place of invariant factors.
Data 8.1. In this section k continues to be a field, B continues to be the polynomial
ring B = k[x, y], and d ≥ 3 is a fixed integer. Consider an ordered triple g =
(g1, g2, g3) in the set Td of Definition 5.4. Let Ag be the subring k[g1, g2, g3] of B
and T be the polynomial ring k[T1, T2, T3]. The ring Ag is a T -module by way of the
k-algebra homomorphism T ։ Ag which sends Ti to gi. Indeed, Ag ∼= T/(fg) as
described in (5.19). Let V be the dth Veronese subring of B; so V is the standard
graded k-algebra V =
⊕
i V i, with V i = Bid. We have Ag ⊆ V ⊆ B. The
assumption that g is in Td ensures that (g1, g2, g3)B is an ideal in B of height 2 and
that Ag ⊆ V is a birational extension. Define the conductor cg by cg = Ag :QV ,
where Q = Quot(Ag). Notice that cg is an ideal of V and also is an ideal of Ag .
Let Lg be the preimage of cg in T . It follows that T/Lg ∼= Ag/cg .
Lemma 8.2. Adopt Data 8.1. The homogeneous minimal free resolution of T/Lg ∼=
Ag/cg by free T -modules has the form
0→ T d−2(−d+ 1)→ T d−1(−d+ 2)→ T → T/Lg → 0.
Furthermore, T/Lg is Cohen-Macaulay and ωT/Lg
∼= ωAg/cg
∼= V /Ag .
Proof. The a-invariant of B is −2; hence, a(V ) = ⌊−2
d
⌋ = −1. Therefore,
reg(V ) = −1 + dimV = 1
because V is Cohen-Macaulay.
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Since V is a finitely generated T -module, we have
regT (V ) = reg(V ) = 1.
Hence, V is generated in degree at most 1 as a T -module. Therefore, V /Ag is
generated in degree at most 1 as a T -module. Since [V /Ag ]0 = 0, it follows that
V /Ag is generated as a T -module in degree 1. But [V /Ag ]1 = V 1/(Ag)1 = k
d+1−3 =
kd−2. Therefore, V /Ag is minimally generated by d − 2 elements of degree 1 as a
graded T -module.
The rings Ag and V are Cohen-Macaulay of dimension 2; hence, Ag and V are
Cohen-Macaulay T -modules of dimension 2. It follows that each of these T -modules
is perfect of projective dimension equal to 1. Consider the T -free resolutions of these
modules:
(8.3)
0 −−−−→ T (−d)
fg
−−−−→ T −−−−→ Agy y
0 −−−−→ G1 −−−−→ G0 −−−−→ V ,
for some graded free T -modules G0 and G1. The mapping cone of (8.3) gives a T -
free resolution of V /Ag of length 2. On the other hand, grade annT (V /Ag) is at least
two. Indeed, fg is a prime element of T which is in annT (V /Ag). Furthermore, the
extension Ag ⊆ V is birational and V is finitely generated as an Ag -module; so there
is a non-zero homogeneous element of Ag which is in annT (V /Ag). Lift this element
back to T to complete a regular sequence of length 2 on T in annT (V /Ag). It follows
that V /Ag is a perfect T -module with pdT (V /Ag) = grade annT (V /Ag ) = 2. In
particular, V /Ag is a Cohen-Macualay T -module of dimension 1 and the T -free
resolution of V /Ag has the form
0→ T (−d)→ F1 → T
d−2(−1)→ V /Ag ,
for some graded free T -module F1. Dualize the above exact sequence and shift by
d in order to obtain the exact sequence:
0→ T d−2(−d+ 1)→ F ∗1 (−d)→ T → T/H → 0,
where H is a perfect ideal of height 2. Since rankF ∗1 = d−1, we have µ(H) = d−1;
and hence, the initial degree of H is at least d − 2 by the Hilbert-Burch Theorem
and therefore,
F ∗1 (−d) = T
d−1(−d+ 2).
Finally, V /Ag ∼= ωT/H ; and therefore, V /Ag is a faithful T/H-module. Thus, H =
annT (V /Ag ). But the later is Lg by the definition of Lg ; therefore, H = Lg . 
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Corollary 8.4. Adopt Data 8.1. The following statements hold.
(a) The ring Ag/cg is 1-dimensional and Cohen-Macaulay of multiplicity
(
d−1
2
)
.
(b) The ring V /cg is 1-dimensional and Cohen-Macaulay of multiplicity (d−1)(d−2).
Proof. Assertion (a) follows from the resolution in Lemma 8.2, using for instance
[20]. We prove (b). By Lemma 8.2 we have the short exact sequence
0→ Ag/cg → V /cg → V /Ag ∼= ωAg/cg → 0.
Since ωAg/cg is a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension one and multiplicity
(
d−1
2
)
by part (a), it follows that V /cg is a Cohen-Macaulay 1-dimensional ring of multi-
plicity 2
(
d−1
2
)
= (d− 1)(d− 2). 
We define the matrix M ′g which appears in the next result. Let ϕg be a homo-
geneous Hilbert-Burch matrix for the row vector [g1, g2, g3] of degree (d1, d2) and
let
N =
[
ρ(d2) 0
0 ρ(d1)
]
,
for ρ(i) as given in (3.1). Each entry in the row vector [T1, T2, T3]ϕgN is a homoge-
neous form of degree 1 in the T ’s and degree d in x, y. Define M ′g to be the matrix
with homogeneous linear entries from T which satisfies the equation
(8.5) [T1, T2, T3]ϕgN = ρ
(d)M ′g .
Proposition 8.6. Adopt Data 8.1. A homogeneous T -presentation of V + is given
by
T d+2(−2)
M ′g
−−→ T d+1(−1) −→ V + → 0
Proof. The sequence 0 → V + → V → k → 0 shows that regT V + = 1; so, V + as
a T -module is minimally generated by the monomials yd, . . . , xd and the relations
between those generators have degree 1. Let
ℓ =
 ℓ0...
ℓd

be a matrix of linear forms from T , and let Λ be a matrix of scalars with
ℓ = Λ
T1T2
T3
 .
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The polynomial Ti of T acts like gi on Ag ; so
ρ(d)ℓ = 0 in V + ⇐⇒ ρ
(d)Λ
 g1g2
g3
 = 0 in B.
The matrix ϕg is a Hilbert-Burch matrix for the row vector [g1, g2, g3]; so ρ
(d)ℓ = 0
in V + if and only if there exist homogeneous forms F1 and F2 in B with degF1 = d2,
degF2 = d1, and
ΛT(ρ(d))T = ϕg
[
F1
F2
]
.
The vector
[
F1
F2
]
is equal to NF for some columns vector of scalars F . We have
ρ(d)ℓ = 0 in V + ⇐⇒ ∃F with Λ
T(ρ(d))T = ϕgNF
⇐⇒ ∃F with [T1, T2, T3]Λ
T(ρ(d))T = [T1, T2, T3]ϕgNF
⇐⇒ ∃F with ρ(d)Λ
T1T2
T3
 = ρ(d)M ′gF
⇐⇒ ∃F with ℓ =M ′gF . 
Notation set up. Complete g1, g2, g3 to a k-basis g1, g2, g3, . . . , gd+1 of Bd = V 1
and let E′g be an element of GLd+1(k) with
(8.7) [g1, g2, g3, . . . , gd+1] = ρ
(d)E′g .
Let Eg = Adj(E
′
g) and Mg be the matrix obtained from EgM
′
g by deleting the first
three rows.
Corollary 8.8. Adopt Data 8.1. The following statements hold.
(a) The matrix Mg is a presentation matrix for the T -module V /Ag .
(b) The ideals Lg and cg of T and Ag are equal to Id−2(Mg) and Id−2(Mg)Ag ,
respectively.
Remark. To obtain cg from Lg , we substitute gi in place of Ti.
Proof. (a) Notice that EgM
′
g is a matrix of relations on the row vector [g1, . . . , gd+1];
hence, Mg is a presentation matrix for
Tg1 + · · ·+ Tgd+1
Tg1 + Tg2 + Tg3
= V /Ag .
(b) The proof of Lemma 8.2 shows that Lg = Id−2(Mg) since Mg is a presentation
matrix for V /Ag . 
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Theorem 8.9. Adopt Data 8.1. The ideal cgB is equal to cg(x, y)
d−2, for some
form cg in B of degree (d− 1)(d− 2).
Proof. Since the V -module B contains V as a direct summand, we have cgB ∩V =
cg ; and hence, V /cg →֒ B/cgB. Therefore,
(8.10) V /cg = (B/cgB)
(d);
that is, V /cg is the d
th Veronese subring of B/cgB. It follows that B/cgB is also
a one-dimensional ring; furthermore, the Hilbert functions of B/cgB and V /cg
eventually take the same value. It follows that B/cgB and V /cg have the same
multiplicity and, according to Corollary 8.4 (b), this multiplicity is (d− 1)(d− 2).
The ideal cgB has height one; so we can write cgB = cgJ for some form cg of B
and some ideal J of B of height at least 2. We have
(d− 1)(d− 2) = e(B/cgB) = e(B/(cg)) = deg cg .
The ideal cgB is generated by Id−2(Mg)B, see Corollary 8.8; and therefore, the
initial degree of cgB is d(d− 2). Compare initial degrees to see that J is generated
by forms of degree (d− 2).
We have cg = Lg/(fg). Recall that Lg is minimally generated as a T -module
by d − 1 forms of degree d − 2 (see Lemma 8.2) and fg has degree d. Hence,
as an Ag -module, cg is minimally generated by d − 1 forms of the same degree;
and therefore, as a B-module cg is minimally generated by d − 1 forms because
B0 = (Ag)0. Thus, J is minimally generated by d − 1 forms of degree d − 2; and
therefore, J = (x, y)d−2. 
Theorem 8.11. Adopt Data 8.1 with k an algebraically closed field. Factor the
polynomial cg of Theorem 8.9 as
∏n
j=1 ℓ
tj
j , where the ℓj are pairwise linearly inde-
pendent linear forms in B and the tj are positive integers.
(a) The sets V (ℓ1)∪· · ·∪V (ℓn) and Ψ
−1
g (Sing(Cg )) are equal, where the curve Cg and
the parameterization Ψg : P1 → P2 are described in Definition 5.3, and Sing(Cg )
is the singular locus of Cg .
(b) The sets V (ℓ1B ∩ Ag) ∪ · · · ∪ V (ℓnB ∩Ag) and Sing(Cg) are equal.
(c) If P ∈ Sing(Cg ), then
δP =
1
2
∑
{j|P=V (ℓjB∩Ag )}
tj .
(d) The equation tj = 2δℓj+iℓj holds, where δℓj is the δ-invariant of the branch ℓj and
iℓj is the intersection multiplicity of ℓj with the other branches. (In the language
of Lemma 1.7, δℓj = δ(Rˆ/Jj) = λ((Rˆ/Jj)/(Rˆ/Jj)) and iℓj =
∑
i6=j
λ(Rˆ/(Ji, Jj)),
where λ = λRˆ is length.)
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Proof. For (b), notice that Sing(Cg ) = V (cg) ⊆ Proj(Ag) = Cg ; otherwise, (a) and
(b) are clear. We prove (c). Let p be the prime ideal of Ag which corresponds to
the point P on Cg . We have have
δP = λ(OCg ,p/OCg ,p) = λ((Ag)p/(Ag)p) =
1
2
λ(V p/(cg)p).
The right most equality holds because the ring (Ag)p is Gorenstein and Vp is the
integral closure of (Ag)p. Observe that λ(V p/(cg)p) = λ(Bp/cgBp) since, according
to (8.10), the rings V /cg ⊆ B/cgB are equal on the punctured spectrum. We have
δ(OCg ,p) =
1
2λ(Bp/cgBp) =
1
2λ(Bp/cgBp)
= 1
2
∑
{j|p=ℓjB∩Ag}
tj =
1
2
∑
{j|P=V (ℓjB∩Ag )}
tj .
The proof of (d) may be found in [23, Thm. 17.12]. 
Theorem 8.12. Adopt Data 8.1 with d = 4 and k an algebraically closed field.
Let % be one of the 13 possible configurations of singularities on a rational plane
quartic as listed in (0.3). If g ∈ Td and the singularities on Cg are described by %,
then cg has the form described in the following chart. In each case, the linear forms
{ℓj} in k[x, y] are pairwise linearly independent.
% cg
(2 : 1, 1)3 ℓ1ℓ2ℓ3ℓ4ℓ5ℓ6
(2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1, 1) ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ3ℓ4
(2 : 1, 1)2, (2 : 1) ℓ21ℓ2ℓ3ℓ4ℓ5
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1) ℓ31ℓ
3
2
(2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) ℓ41ℓ2ℓ3
(2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1) ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ
2
3
(2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1)2 ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ3ℓ4
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1) ℓ61
(2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1) ℓ41ℓ
2
2
(2 : 1)3 ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ
2
3
(3 : 1, 1, 1) ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ
2
3
(3 : 1, 1) ℓ41ℓ
2
2
(3 : 1) ℓ61
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Proof. Throughout this discussion, C = Cg , c = cg , and the singularities on Cg are
described by %. The polynomial c is a homogeneous form of degree (d−2)(d−1) = 6.
If % = (2 : 2 : 2 : 1), then there is only one singular point on C and there is only
one branch at this singular point; thus, c = ℓ61.
If % = (2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1), then there only one singular point P on C. This
singularity has two branches. Each branch is smooth (i.e., δℓj = 0) because the
multiplicity of the singularity is 2. Thus, tj = iℓj and iℓ1 = iℓ2 . Notice that
iℓ1 = λ(ÔC,P /(q1 + q2)) = iℓ2 ,
where qj is the minimal prime ideal of ÔC,P which corresponds to ℓj . Thus, c = ℓ
3
1ℓ
3
2.
If % = (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1), then there are two singular points, P1, P2, on C, each
with one branch: q1 ↔ ℓ1 and q2 ↔ ℓ2. Theorem 8.11 (c) shows that t1 = 4 and
t2 = 2; and therefore, c = ℓ
4
1ℓ
2
2.
If % = (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1), then there are two singular points, P1, P2, on C. The
singular point P1 has one branch q1 ↔ ℓ1 and δP1 = 2. The corresponding factor
of c is ℓ41 by part (c) of Theorem 8.11. The singular point P2 has two branches:
q2 ↔ ℓ2 and q3 ↔ ℓ3. The factors ℓ2 and ℓ3 of c appear with exponent 1 because c is
a form of degree 6 and there is no room for any higher exponent. Thus, c = ℓ41ℓ2ℓ3.
If % = (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1), then there are two singular points, P1, P2, on C.
The singular point P1 has two branches: q1 ↔ ℓ1 and q2 ↔ ℓ2, with δP1 = 2. The
exponents t1 and t2 of ℓ1 and ℓ2 in c satisfy t1 + t2 = 4 by part (c) of Theorem
8.11. The two branches are smooth; so t1 = i1 = i2 = t2; hence, t1 = t2 = 2. The
singular point P2 has one branch: q3 ↔ ℓ3. The fact that deg c = 6 forces t3 to be
2. In this case, we have c = ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ
2
3.
One may proceed through the other eight cases using the same techniques. 
Definition 8.13. Let d be an even integer. Recall the open subset Bd of Ad from
Definition 5.4. For each pair of indices r = (r1, r2) with 1 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ d, define
B(j,r)d to be the set of all g ∈ Bd with
λ0,j det
[
λr1,c1 λr1,c2
λr2,c1 λr2,c2
]
6= 0,
where {j, c1, c2} = {1, 2, 3} and λg is given in Remark 5.2.
Remark 8.14. The sets ∪j,rB
(j,r)
d form an open cover of Bd.
Notation 8.15. Recall z , R, and S as given in Convention (1) of 5.15 and view
V [z ] as a subring of S . Recall also Convention (2) of 5.15. Let λ be in A3d+3. The
ring Rλ is defined to be R/({zi,j − λi,j}). If S is any R-algebra, then Sλ is defined
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to be S⊗RRλ. Furthermore, if G is an element of S, then G|λ is the image of G in
Sλ. We use the same “evaluation” notation for ideals of S or matrices with entries
in S. In other words, if I is an ideal of S, then I|λ is the image of I in Sλ and if E
is a matrix with entries in S, then E|λ is the image of E with entries in Sλ.
Lemma 8.16. Adopt Data 8.1 with d even. Fix one of the pairs (j, r) as described
in Remark 8.14. Then there exists an ideal C ⊆ V [z ] so that if g is in B(j,r)d , then
C|λg is equal to the conductor cg .
Remark. We recall that C|λg is the image of C in V [z]λg = V .
Proof. Let Gk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, be the polynomials in V [z ] which are defined in
(5.16), and let G4, . . . , Gd+1 be the polynomials
{yd, xyd−1, . . . , xd} \ {yd, xr1yd−r1 , xr2yd−r2}
in V . If g ∈ B(j,r)d , then the definition of B
(j,r)
d shows that
G1|λg , G2|λg , G3|λg , G4, . . . , Gd+1
is a basis for Bd = [(V [z])λg ]d. Let E
′ be the following (d+1)× (d+1) matrix over
V [z ]
E′ =

z1,1 z1,2 z1,3
z2,1 z2,2 z3,3
...
...
... ∗
...
...
...
zd,1 zd,2 zd,3

with
(8.17) [G1, . . . , Gd+1] = ρ
(d)E′
and each entry of ∗ is either 0 or 1. (The matrix ρ(d) is defined in (3.1).) If
g ∈ B(j,r)d , then the image, E
′|λg , of E
′ in V [z ]λg is in GLd+1(k) and the map
V [z ]→ V [z]λg = V sends (8.17) to (8.7).
Recall the matrix d
(j)
2 of Theorem 5.30. If g ∈ B
(j,r)
d , then d
(j)
2 |λg is a Hilbert-
Burch matrix for the row vector [g1, g2, g3]. Form the matrix M
′ which satisfies
[T1 T2 T3 ]d
(j)
2
[
ρ(d/2) 0
0 ρ(d/2)
]
= ρ(d)M ′,
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exactly as was done in (8.5). Each entry of M ′ is a homogeneous form in k[{Tk}, z ]
of degree 1 in the T ’s and degree 3c + 1 in the z’s. The matrix M is obtained
from Adj(E′)M ′ by deleting the first three rows and substituting Gk for Tk, for
1 ≤ k ≤ 3. Let C be the ideal Id−2(M) in V [z]. If g ∈ B
(j,r)
d , then according to
Corollary 8.8, we have
C|λg = Id−2(Mg) ·Ag = cgAg = cgV . 
Theorem 8.18. Adopt Data 8.1 with k an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero and d even. Define
X =
{
g ∈ Bd
∣∣∣∣ cg =∏ ℓtjj with the ℓj pairwise linearly independentand tj ≥ 2 for all j
}
.
Then the subset X of Bd is closed.
Proof. According to Remark 8.14, the sets ∪j,rB
(j,r)
d form an open cover of Bd.
Therefore, it suffices to prove that X ∩ B(j,r)d is a closed subset of B
(j,r)
d for each
pair (j, r) as described in Definition 8.13. Fix such a pair (j, r). By Lemma 8.16
there exists an ideal C ⊆ V [z ] so that C|λg is equal to cg for each g ∈ B
(j,r)
d . Let
D = V [z]/C. Recall from Notation 8.15 that Dλg is defined to be D ⊗R Rλg . It
follows that Dλg = V /(C|λg ) = V /cg .
Theorem 8.9 ensures that cgB = ℓ
t1
1 · · · ℓ
tn
n (x, y)
d−2 for some n and some pairwise
linearly independent forms {ℓj}. We see that
tj ≥ 2 for all j ⇐⇒ Reg(B/cgB) = ∅,
where Reg(R) is the regular locus of the ring R. Recall from (8.10) that V /cg is
equal to (B/cgB)
(d); hence, Proj(V /cg) ∼= Proj(B/cgB), and
Reg(B/cgB) = ∅ ⇐⇒ Reg(V /cg) = ∅.
Apply the Jacobian criterion to see that Reg(V /cg) = ∅ if and only if Jacobian
ideal Jac(V /cg) is nilpotent.
Let J = Fitt1(ΩD/k[z]) ⊆ D. Notice that Jac(V /cg) is the image J |λg of J in
Dλg = V /cg . Recall from Corollary 8.4 (b) that Dλg is Cohen-Macaulay and has
multiplicity (d− 1)(d− 2) for all g ∈ B(j,r)d .
We claim that J |λg is nilpotent if and only if J |
(d−1)(d−2)
λg
= 0. Indeed, if J |λg is
nilpotent, then J |λg ⊆ q for all q ∈ min(Dλg ). However, the length of (Dλg )q is at
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most e(Dλg ) = (d− 1)(d− 2); hence, q
(d−1)(d−2)
q = 0 which forces (J |λg )
(d−1)(d−2)
q
to be zero. Since this holds for every minimal prime and Dλg is Cohen-Macaulay,
we have J |
(d−1)(d−2)
λg
= 0. Write a = J (d−1)(d−2). It remains to show that the set
(8.19) {g ∈ B(j,r)d | a|λg = 0}
is closed in B(j,r)d .
Since the Dλg are Cohen-Macaulay rings, we have that a|λg = 0 if and only
if dim((D/a)λg ) = dimDλg and e((D/a)λg ) = e(Dλg ). Since dimDλg = 1 and
e(Dλg ) = (d− 1)(d− 2) for all g ∈ B
(j,r)
d , we conclude that set described in (8.19)
is equal to
{g ∈ B(j,r)d | dim((D/a)λg ) ≥ 1} ∩ {g ∈ B
(j,r)
d | e((D/a)λg ) ≥ (d− 1)(d− 2)}.
But the latter set is closed in B(j,r)d by the upper semi-continuity of dimension and
multiplicity; in other words, we apply Theorem 5.13 to R → D/a. 
Proposition 8.20. Adopt Data 8.1 with k an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic zero and d even. For each positive integer i, define
Xi =
{
g ∈ Bd
∣∣∣∣ cg =∏ ℓthh with the ℓh pairwise linearly independentand tk ≥ i for some k
}
.
Then each subset Xi of Bd is closed.
Proof. Fix (j, r) as in the proof of Theorem 8.18. We prove that Xi∩B
(j,r)
d is closed
in B(j,r)d . Keep the ideal C of V [z ] from the proof of Theorem 8.18. We continue
to have C|λg equal to the ideal cg of V [z] for all g in B
(j,r)
d . Let C1, . . . , Cs, for
some s, be the generators for C in V [z ] as described in Lemma 8.16. Recall that
V ⊆ B. Let bi be the ideal of B[z] which is generated by C1, . . . , Cs together with
all partial derivatives ∂
kCw
∂k1x∂k2y
with 1 ≤ w ≤ s, 1 ≤ k ≤ i − 1, and k1 + k2 = k.
Define the ring Bi = B[z]/bi.
Let g ∈ B(j,r)d . We have (B1)λg = B/cgB. We saw in Theorem 8.9 that cgB =∏
ℓthh (x, y)
d−2B where
∑
th = (d − 1)(d − 2) and the ℓh are pairwise linearly
independent linear forms in B. It is clear that dim(B1)λg = 1. The definition of
the ring Bi shows that (Bi)λg = B/(cgB+dB), where d is the ideal of B generated
by all partial derivatives ∂
k∆
∂k1x∂k2y
as ∆ varies over all listed generators of cgB and
the parameters satisfy 1 ≤ k1 + k2 = k ≤ i− 1. We see that if there exists h with
th ≥ i− 1, then 0 ≤ dim(Bi)λg ≤ 1 and
there exists k with tk ≥ i ⇐⇒ dim(Bi)λg = 1.
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Theorem 5.13 shows that for each index i, {λ ∈ A3d+3 | dim(Bi)λ ≥ 1} is a closed
subset of A3d+3. It follows that Xi ∩ B
(j,r)
d , which is equal to
{g ∈ B(j,r)d | dim(Bi)λg ≥ 1},
is a closed subset of B(j,r)d . 
Section 9. Rational plane quartics: a stratification
and the correspondence between the Hilbert-Burch
matrices and the configuration of singularities.
The configuration of all singularities that can appear on, or infinitely near, a
rational plane quartic are completely determined by two classical formulas:
g =
(
d− 1
2
)
−
∑
q
(
mq
2
)
and
∑
q′
mq′ ≤ mp,
The formula on the left was known by Max Noether; see (4.1). It gives the genus
g of the irreducible plane curve C of degree d, where q varies over all singularities
on, and infinitely near, C, and mq is the multiplicity at q. The formula on the right
holds for any point p on any curve C; the points q′ vary over all of the points in
the first neighborhood of p. The above formulas permit 9 possible singularities on
a rational plane curve of degree 4:
Classical modern multiplicity (m, δ, s)
name name sequence
Node A1 (2 : 1, 1) (2, 1, 2)
Cusp A2 (2 : 1) (2, 1, 1)
Tacnode A3 (2 : 2 : 1, 1) (2, 2, 2)
Ramphoid Cusp A4 (2 : 2 : 1) (2, 2, 1)
Oscnode A5 (2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1) (2, 3, 2)
A6-Cusp A6 (2 : 2 : 2 : 1) (2, 3, 1)
Ordinary Triple Point D4 (3 : 1, 1, 1) (3, 3, 3)
Tacnode Cusp D5 (3 : 1, 1) (3, 3, 2)
Multiplicity 3 Cusp E6 (3 : 1) (3, 3, 1)
The singularity “A6” does not have a consistent classical name and for that reason
we have introduced the name “A6-cusp”. Beware that Namba’s terminology is
not completely consistent with the terminology used above: he uses “double cusp”
(respectively, “ramphoid cusp”) for what we call a ramphoid cusp (respectively,
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“A6-cusp”). The thirteen possible ways to configure the above singularities on a
rational plane quartic are given in (0.3). For each configuration % from (0.3) define
S% = {g ∈ T4|the configuration of singularities on Cg are described by %}.
Thus, T4 is the disjoint union of S% as % roams over the 13 configurations listed
in (0.3). We use open and closed subsets in T4 and B4 to separate the subsets
S%. We describe the open and closed sets in T4 by making use of partial orders on
the set of 13 possible configurations of singularities, exactly as was done in Section
6. In Definition 9.2 we introduce two partial orders: QCP and BQP. The closed
sets that we identify in the proof of Proposition 9.3 come from the techniques of
Section 6. The closed sets of Lemma 9.4 arise from the techniques of Section 7.
The techniques of Sections 6 and 7 are not able to separate
(9.1) S(2:2:1),(2:1,1) from S(2:2:1,1),(2:1);
and for that reason we set
TQCP(2:2:1),(2:1,1) = T
QCP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1).
The sets of (9.1) are separated in Proposition 9.5, which uses the techniques of
Section 8. This separation is reflected in the poset BQP.
The main result of the present section is Corollary 9.11 where we exhibit a
stratification of B4 in which every curve associated to a given stratum has the same
configuration of singularities. The stratification of Corollary 9.11 is based on the
poset BQP. A second major result in this section is Theorem 9.12 where we identify
a large collection of closed irreducible subsets of T4; these subsets are parameterized
by the elements of of the poset QCP. In both Theorems the dimension of each closed
irreducible set is given.
The third major result in this section is Theorem 9.6 where we extend Theorem
4.8 in order to describe a pretty parameterization of each rational plane quartic C
as a function of the singularity configuration of C. In addition to being a complete
classification of parameterizations, Theorem 9.6 is used extensively in our proof of
irreducibility in Proposition 9.7.
Definition 9.2. We define two posets: the “Quartic Configuration Poset” QCP
and the “Balanced Quartic Poset” BQP. The elements of QCP are the 13 configu-
rations of (0.3) once (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) has been set equal to (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1).
The order in QCP is given in Table 2, where we have drawn %′ → % to mean
%′ ≤ %. For each % ∈ QCP, define
TQCP% =
⋃
{%′∈QCP|%′≤%}
S%′ .
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(2 : 1, 1)3
(2 : 2 : 1, 1),
(2 : 1, 1)
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
(2 : 1, 1)2,
(2 : 1)
OO
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
(2 : 2 : 1),
(2 : 1, 1)
=
(2 : 2 : 1, 1),
(2 : 1)
OO 77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(2 : 1, 1),
(2 : 1)2
OO
(3 : 1, 1, 1)
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1)
OO
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
(2 : 2 : 1),
(2 : 1)
OO 77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
(2 : 1)3
OO
(3 : 1, 1)
OO 99rrrrrrrrrrrr
(3 : 1)
OO
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
Table 2: The poset QCP.
The elements of BQP are the 10 balanced singularity configurations for a ra-
tional plane quartic. (These are the configurations which involve singularities of
multiplicity 2.) The order in BQP is given in Table 3 where we have drawn %′ → %
in BQP to mean %′ ≤ % in BQP. For each % in BQP, define
TBQP% =
⋃
{%′∈BQP|%′≤%}
S%′ .
Remark. Let % and %′ be singularity configurations (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) and
(2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1), respectively. Please notice that S% and S%′ are disjoint subsets
of T4; but the subsets T
QCP
% and T
QCP
%′ of T4 are equal.
Proposition 9.3. For each % ∈ QCP, TQCP% is a closed subset of T4.
Proof. The subset TQCP(3:1,1,1) of T4 is the same as the subset UB4 and this is closed
in T4 by Theorem 5.24. The subset S(2:2:2:1,1) ∪ S(2:2:2:1) in the present notation
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(2 : 1, 1)3
(2 : 2 : 1, 1)
(2 : 1, 1)
99tttttttttt
(2 : 1, 1)2
(2 : 1)
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1)
99ttttttttttt
(2 : 2 : 1)
(2 : 1, 1)
OO
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(2 : 2 : 1, 1)
(2 : 1)
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
OO
(2 : 1, 1)
(2 : 1)2
cc●●●●●●●●●
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1)
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
OO
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(2 : 2 : 1)
(2 : 1)
cc❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(2 : 1)3
OO
Table 3: The poset BQP.
is the same as the subset T2:2:2 of B4 in the notation of Section 6. Theorem 6.10
shows that T2:2:2 is closed in B4; hence,
TQCP(2:2:2:1,1) = UB4 ∪ T2:2:2
is closed in T4. Repeat this argument for the closed subsets T2:2,2 and T2,2,2 of
B4 to conclude that T
QCP
% is closed in T4 for % = (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1, 1) and for
% = (2 : 1, 1)3. We have shown that TQCP% is closed in T4 for each % across the
top row of Table 2.
Lemma 9.4 shows that TQCP% is a closed subset of T4 for % equal to
(2 : 1, 1)2, (2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1)2, or (2 : 1)3.
That is; TQCP% is closed in T4 for each % down the right hand column of Table 2.
If % is an element of QCP and % does not live in the top row or the right hand
column of Table 2, then TQCP% is the intersection of two closed subsets of T4. 
Lemma 9.4. Take R, S , and Gj from Conventions 5.15. Let N be the matrix
N =
[ ∂G1
∂x
∂G2
∂x
∂G3
∂x
∂G1
∂y
∂G2
∂y
∂G3
∂y
]
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and S be the ring S/I2(N). Let R → S be the natural map induced by the inclusion
R ⊆ S . Recall the language of Convention (4) from 5.15. The following statements
hold.
(1) The set X(S; = 1,≥ 1) ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(2:1,1)2,(2:1) is a closed subset of T4.
(2) The set X(S; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(2:1,1),(2:1)2 is a closed subset of T4.
(3) The set X(S; = 1,≥ 3) ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(2:1)3 is a closed subset of T4.
Proof. Observe first that if g ∈ Ad, then Sλg is equal to the ring B/(Jac(B/k[Ig ])).
If g ∈ T4, then ht Ig = 2 and this guarantees that Jac(B/k[Ig ]) is not the zero
ideal. It follows that the dimension of Sλg is either 0 or 1. Thus, X(S;≥ 1)∩T4 is
equal to X(S; = 1) ∩ T4. According to Theorem 5.13, X(S;≥ 1) ∩ T4 is closed in
T4. It follows that X(S; = 1) ∩ T4 is closed in T4. Theorem 5.13 also shows that
X(S; = 1,≥ i)∩T4 is closed in X(S; = 1)∩T4; hence, X(S; = 1,≥ i)∩T4 is closed
in T4. Theorem 7.4 shows
X(S;≥ 1,≥ i) ∩ Td = {g ∈ Td |
∑
p∈Sing Cg
mp − sp ≥ i}.
It is now easy easy to compute
∑
mp − sp for each C in S% for each % from (0.3).
The order in QCP was chosen in order to make
X(S; = 1,≥ 1) ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(2:1,1)2,(2:1),
X(S; = 1,≥ 2) ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(2:1,1),(2:1)2, and
X(S; = 1,≥ 3) ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(2:1)3 ,
and this completes the proof. 
Proposition 9.5. For each % ∈ BQP, TBQP% is a closed subset of B4.
Proof. Let % be an element of BQP. Assume first that % is not equal to
(2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1) or (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1).
In this case TQCP% ∩B4 = T
BQP
% . We proved in Proposition 9.3 that T
QCP
% is closed
in T4. It follows that T
QCP
% ∩ B4 is closed in the subspace B4 of T4.
We now prove that the sets TBQP(2:2:1),(2:1,1) and T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) are closed in B4. In
Table 4, we recorded the poset QCP∩B4 together with the form of the factorization
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(2 : 1, 1)3
cg = ℓ1ℓ2ℓ3ℓ4ℓ5ℓ6
(2 : 2 : 1, 1),
(2 : 1, 1)
cg = ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ3ℓ4
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
(2 : 1, 1)2,
(2 : 1)
cg = ℓ21ℓ2ℓ3ℓ4ℓ5
OO
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1)
cg = ℓ31ℓ
3
2
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(2 : 2 : 1),
(2 : 1, 1)
cg = ℓ41ℓ2ℓ3
=
(2 : 2 : 1, 1),
(2 : 1)
cg = ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ
3
3
OO 77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(2 : 1, 1),
(2 : 1)2
cg = ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ3ℓ4
OO
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1)
cg = ℓ61
OO
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(2 : 2 : 1),
(2 : 1)
cg = ℓ41ℓ
2
2
OO
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
(2 : 1)3
cg = ℓ21ℓ
2
2ℓ
2
3
OO
Table 4: The poset QCP ∩ B4 with cg .
of the polynomial cg for each g ∈ S% for each % in QCP ∩ B4. The factorizations
of cg were calculated in Theorem 8.12. Recall the sets
X8.18 = {g ∈ Bd | cg =
∏
ℓ
tj
j with all tj ≥ 2}
and
X4,8.20 = {g ∈ Bd | cg =
∏
ℓ
tj
j with at least one tj ≥ 4}
from Theorems 8.18 and 8.20. A quick look at Table 4 shows that
X8.18 ∩ (T
QCP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ∩ B4) = S(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ∪ S(2:2:1),(2:1) ∪ S(2:2:2:1) = T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1)
and
X4,8.20∩(T
QCP
(2:2:1),(2:1,1)∩B4) = S(2:2:1),(2:1,1)∪S(2:2:1),(2:1)∪S(2:2:2:1) = T
BQP
(2:2:1),(2:1,1).
Theorems 8.18 and 8.20 show that X8.18 and X4,8.20 are closed subsets of B4 and
Proposition 9.3 shows that
TQCP(2:2:1),(2:1,1) ∩ B4 = T
QCP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ∩ B4
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is a closed subset of B4. We conclude that T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) and T
BQP
(2:2:1),(2:1,1) are closed
subsets of B4. 
Theorem 9.6 gives the canonical form for a parameterization of some represen-
tative of the right equivalence class of each rational plane quartic C. If C has any
singularities of multiplicity 2, then all of its singularities have multiplicity 2 and
the techniques of Section 4 apply to all of the singularities. For this reason, the
description of the Hilbert-Burch matrix in the present result is much more detailed
than the description of Theorem 4.8. In addition to being a very pretty classifica-
tion, Theorem 9.6 is the starting point in the proof of Proposition 9.7 about the
irreducibility of many subsets of T4. (We first used the phrase “signed maximal
order minors” in Remark 4.4 (2).)
Theorem 9.6. Let C be a rational plane quartic over an algebraically closed field.
Then there exists a linear automorphism Λ of P2 so that ΛC is parameterized by
the signed maximal order minors of ϕ%, where ϕ% is given below. In each case, the
entries of ϕ% must be chosen so that ht I2(ϕ%) = 2 and µ(I1(ϕ%)) ≥ 3. We write
ℓi for linear form, Qi for quadratic form, and Ci for cubic form.
(1) If the singularity configuration of C is given by % is equal to one of
(2 : 1, 1)3, (2 : 1, 1)2, (2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1)2, or (2 : 1)3,
then
ϕ% =
Q1 Q1Q2 0
0 Q3
 .
(a) If % = (2 : 1, 1)3, then each Qi is the product of 2 non-associate linear forms
in B. The singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 0], and [1 : 0 : 0]. Each
singularity is an ordinary node.
(b) If % = (2 : 1, 1)2, (2 : 1), then each of the polynomials Q1 and Q2 is the
product of 2 non-associate linear forms in B and Q3 is a perfect square. The
singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 0], and [1 : 0 : 0]. The singularities
[1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 1 : 0] are ordinary nodes; and [0 : 0 : 1] is a cusp.
(c) If % = (2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1)2, then Q1 is the product of 2 non-associate linear forms
in B and each of the polynomials Q2, Q3 is a perfect square. The singularities
of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 0], and [1 : 0 : 0]. The singularity [1 : 0 : 0] is an
ordinary node; and [0 : 1 : 0] and [0 : 0 : 1] are cusps.
(d) If % = (2 : 1)3, then all three polynomials Q1, Q2, and Q3 are perfect squares.
The singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 0], and [1 : 0 : 0]. Each singularity
is a cusp.
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(2) If the singularity configuration of C is given by % is equal to
(2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1, 1), (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1),
(2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1), or (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1),
then
ϕ% =
Q1 0Q2 Q3
0 Q2
 .
(a) If % = (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1, 1), then Q1 and Q2 are the product of 2 non-
associate linear forms in B. The singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1], and
[1 : 0 : 0]. The singularity [1 : 0 : 0] is an ordinary node and [0 : 0 : 1] is a
tacnode.
(b) If % = (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1), then Q1 is a perfect square and Q2 is the product
of 2 non-associate linear forms in B. The singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1],
and [1 : 0 : 0]. The singularity [1 : 0 : 0] is an cusp and [0 : 0 : 1] is a tacnode.
(c) If % = (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1), then Q2 is a perfect square and Q1 is the product
of 2 non-associate linear forms in B. The singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1],
and [1 : 0 : 0]. The singularity [1 : 0 : 0] is an ordinary node and [0 : 0 : 1] is
a ramphoid cusp.
(d) If % = (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1), then Q1 and Q2 are both perfect squares. The
singularities of ΛC are [0 : 0 : 1], and [1 : 0 : 0]. The singularity [1 : 0 : 0] is a
cusp and [0 : 0 : 1] is a ramphoid cusp.
(3) If the singularity configuration of C is given by % is equal to
(2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1) or (2 : 2 : 2 : 1)
then
ϕ% =
Q1 Q2Q3 Q1
0 Q3
 .
(a) If % = (2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1), then Q3 is the product of 2 non-associate linear
forms in B. The only singularity on ΛC is [0 : 0 : 1] and this singularity is an
oscnode.
(b) If % = (2 : 2 : 2 : 1), then Q3 is a perfect square. The only singularity on ΛC
is [0 : 0 : 1] and this singularity is an A6-cusp.
(4) If the singularity configuration of C is given by % is equal to
(3 : 1, 1, 1), (3 : 1, 1), or (3 : 1),
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then
ϕ% =
 ℓ1 C1ℓ2 C2
0 C3
 .
(a) If % = (3 : 1, 1, 1), then C3 is the product of 3 non-associate linear forms in
B. The only singularity on ΛC is [0 : 0 : 1] and this singularity is an ordinary
triple point.
(b) If % = (3 : 1, 1), then C3 has the form ℓ
2
3ℓ4, where ℓ3 and ℓ4 non-associate
linear forms from B. The only singularity on ΛC is [0 : 0 : 1] and this
singularity is a tacnode cusp.
(c) If % = (3 : 1), then C3 is a perfect cube. The only singularity on ΛC is
[0 : 0 : 1] and this singularity is a multiplicity three cusp.
Proof. The basic form of ϕ% is described by Theorem 4.8 when C has a multi-
plicity 2 singularity and by Corollary 1.9 when C has a multiplicity 3 singularity.
The information about the number of non-associate linear factors is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 1.8. 
Proposition 9.7.
(a) The subsets TQCP(3:1) , T
QCP
(3:1,1), T
QCP
(3:1,1,1), T
QCP
(2:1,1)3, and T
QCP
(2:1,1)2,(2:1) of T4 are irre-
ducible.
(b) The subset TBQP% of B4 is irreducible for all ten % in the poset BQP.
Proof. The subset TQCP(2:1,1)3 of T4 is by definition equal to all of T4. Theorem 5.20
shows that T4 is an open subset of the irreducible space A4. It follows that T4 is
also irreducible. The subsets TBQP(2:2:2:1,1) and T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1,1) of B4 are called S2:2:2
and S2:2,2 in Section 6. Theorem 6.10 shows that these sets are irreducible. We use
the following trick repeatedly throughout the rest of the argument.
(9.8) If Y is an irreducible variety and θ : Y → Ad is a morphism, then im θ ∩Td is
an irreducible set.
Proof of (9.8). The set Td is open in Ad; so, θ−1(Td) is an open subset of the
irreducible set Y . It follows that Y ∩ θ−1(Td) is an irreducible set. The image of
the irreducible set Y ∩ θ−1(Td) under the morphism is necessarily irreducible; and
this image is equal to θ(Y ) ∩ Td. The proof of (9.8) is complete.
We consider a situation which is very similar to Definition 4.3 and Remarks 4.4.
Let G be the multiplicative group of matrices
G =
{[
u1 Q
0 u2
]∣∣∣∣u1, u2 ∈ k∗, Q ∈ B2}
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and G′ be the group GL3(k)× G. The group G
′ acts on the space of matrices
H′ =

 ℓ1 C1ℓ2 C2
ℓ3 C3
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ℓi ∈ B1 and Ci ∈ B3

by (χ, ξ) · ϕ = χϕξ−1 for χ ∈ GL3(k), ξ ∈ G, and ϕ ∈ H′. Let Φ be the morphism
which is defined in (4.5).
Consider the morphism θ : G′ ×B31 ×B
2
3 → A4, which is given by
θ(g, ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, C1, C2) = Φ
g ·
 ℓ1 C1ℓ2 C2
0 ℓ33
 .
Theorem 9.6 shows that im θ ∩ T4 = T
QCP
(3:1) . The domain of θ is an irreducible
variety; so (9.8) shows that TQCP(3:1) is an irreducible subset of T4. Let
∆ = {C ∈ B3 | the discriminant of C is zero}.
Define θ : G′ ×B21 ×B
2
3 ×∆→ A4 by
θ(g, ℓ1, ℓ2, C1, C2, C) = Φ
g ·
 ℓ1 C1ℓ2 C2
0 C
 .
The domain of θ is an irreducible variety and Theorem 9.6 shows that im θ ∩ T4
is TQCP(3:1,1). It follows from (9.8) that T
QCP
(3:1,1) is an irreducible subset of T4. We
abbreviate the argument. Consider the morphisms
θ1 : G
′ ×B21 ×B
3
3 → A4, θ2 : G×B1 ×B
3
2 → A4, θ3 : G×B1 ×B
2
2 → A4,
θ4 : G×B
2
1 ×B2 → A4, θ5 : G×B
3
1 → A4, θ6 : G×B
2
1 ×B
2
2 → A4,
θ7 : G×B1 ×B
4
2 → A4, θ8 : G× A
3 ×B1 ×B
2
2 → A4
which are given by
θ1(g, ℓ1, ℓ2, C1, C2, C3) = Φ
g ·
 ℓ1 C1ℓ2 C2
0 C3
 ,
θ2(g, ℓ, Q1, Q2, Q3) = Φ
g ·
Q1 Q2ℓ2 Q3
0 ℓ2
 ,
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θ3(g, ℓ, Q1, Q2) = Φ
g ·
Q1 Q2ℓ2 Q1
0 ℓ2
 ,
θ4(g, ℓ1, ℓ2, Q) = Φ
g ·
 ℓ21 0ℓ22 Q
0 ℓ22
 ,
θ5(g, ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3) = Φ
g ·
 ℓ21 ℓ21ℓ22 0
0 ℓ23
 ,
θ6(g, ℓ1, ℓ2, Q3, Q4) = Φ
g ·
Q3 Q4ℓ22 0
0 ℓ21
 ,
θ7(g, ℓ1, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) = Φ
g ·
Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
0 ℓ21
 and
θ8(g, a, b, c, ℓ, Q1, Q2) = Φ
g
 Q1 Q2aℓ2 Q1
bℓ2 cℓ2
 .
The domain of each of these morphisms is irreducible. Theorem 9.6 shows that
(9.9) im θi ∩ T4 =

TQCP(3:1,1,1) if i = 1
TBQP(2:2:1),(2:1,1) if i = 2
TBQP(2:2:2:1) if i = 3
TBQP(2:2:1),(2:1) if i = 4
TBQP(2:1)3 if i = 5
TBQP(2:1,1),(2:1)2 if i = 6
TBQP(2:1,1)2,(2:1) if i = 7
TBQP(2:2:1,1),(2:1) if i = 8.
We offer some details which are involved in the proof of (9.9). First we show that
im θ6 ∩ T4 ⊆ T
QCP
(2:1,1),(2:1)2 ∩ B4.
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Let
ϕ =
Q3 Q4ℓ22 0
0 ℓ21
 ,
with Φ(ϕ) ∈ T4. There are two cases. Either Q3 ∈ <ℓ21, ℓ
2
2> or Q3 6∈ <ℓ
2
1, ℓ
2
2>. In
the first case, there is an element g of G with
gϕ =
 ℓ22 0ℓ21 Q4
0 ℓ21
 ;
hence, Φ(ϕ) ∈ S(2:2:1),(2:1). In the second case, ℓ
2
1, ℓ
2
2, Q3 is a basis for B2 and
Q4 = α1ℓ
2
1 + α2ℓ
2
2 + α3Q3, for some constants α1, α2, α3. Once again there are two
cases: either α3 = 0 or α3 6= 0. If α3 = 0, then there exists g ∈ G with
gϕ =
 ℓ21 0ℓ22 Q3
0 ℓ22
 ;
hence, Φ(ϕ) ∈ S(2:2:1),(2:1). If α3 6= 0, then there exists g ∈ G and Q
′
3 ∈ B2 such
that
gϕ =
Q′3 Q′3ℓ22 0
0 ℓ21
 ;
hence, Φ(ϕ) ∈ S(2:1,1),(2:1)2 ∪ S(2:1)3 .
It is obvious that TQCP(2,1,1)2,(2:1)∩B4 ⊆ im θ7∩T4. We show the converse. Suppose
that g ∈ im θ7∩T4. It is clear that g ∈ B4. Also, the curve Cg which is parameterized
by g has at least one singularity with exactly one branch. A quick look at Table 2
shows that g ∈ TQCP(2,1,1)2,(2:1).
We show im θ8 ∩ T4 = T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1). We first prove the inclusion “⊇”. Set
a = c = 0, b = 1, and g = 1 to get
Φ
Q1 Q20 Q1
ℓ2 0
 .
Thus, S(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ∪ S(2:2:1),(2:1) is contained in im θ8 ∩ T4. Set a = c = 1, b = 0,
and g = 1 to get
Φ
Q1 Q2ℓ2 Q1
0 ℓ2
 .
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Thus, S(2:2:2:1) is contained in im θ8 ∩ T4. The set T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) is equal
S(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ∪ S(2:2:1),(2:1) ∪ S(2:2:2:1).
We have shown that im θ8 ∩ T4 ⊇ T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1). Now we prove the direction “ ⊆”.
Let
ϕ =
 Q1 Q2aℓ2 Q1
bℓ2 cℓ2
 .
Assume that Φ(ϕ) ∈ T4. There are two cases: either b 6= 0 or b = 0. If b 6= 0, then
ϕ may be quickly transformed into Q1 Q2 − cbQ1aℓ2 Q1 − acb ℓ2
bℓ2 0
 ;
thus, ϕ may be transformed intoQ1 − acb ℓ2 Q2 − cbQ10 Q1 − acb ℓ2
ℓ2 0
 .
We see that Φ(ϕ) is in S(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ∪ S(2:2:1),(2:1). If b = 0, then the hypothesis
ht Φ(ϕ) = 2 forces ac to be non-zero. One may transform ϕ intoQ1 aQ2ℓ2 Q1
0 ℓ2
 .
We see that Φ(ϕ) is in S(2:2:2:1).
Now that (9.9) is established, we apply (9.8) to see that most of the subsets
TQCP% from (a) and all of the subsets T
BQP
% from (b) are irreducible. It remains to
show that TQCP(2:1,1)2,(2:1) is irreducible. Consider the morphism
θ : B1 ×B
2
2 ×B4 ×GL3(k)→ A4,
which is given by
θ(ℓ, Q1, Q2, F, χ) = (ℓ
2Q1, ℓ
2Q2, F )χ.
In light of (9.8) it suffices to show that im θ∩T4 = T
QCP
(2:1,1)2,(2:1). The inclusion “⊇”
may be read from Theorem 9.6. To prove “⊆”, we recall from Lemma 9.4 that
TQCP(2:1,1)2,(2:1) = {g ∈ T4 | deg gcd I2(N |λg ) ≥ 1},
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where
N |λg =
[ ∂g1
∂x
∂g2
∂x
∂g3
∂x
∂g1
∂y
∂g2
∂y
∂g3
∂y
]
.
One can quickly check that if g = (x2Q1, x
2Q2, F ), then x divides gcd I2(N |λg ). 
In Corollary 9.11 we exhibit a stratification of B4 where every curve associated to
a given stratum has the same configuration of singularities; this is the main result
in the present section. The hard work in the proof of this result is carried out in
the proof of Theorem 9.10.
Theorem 9.10. If % is in BQP, then TBQP% is a closed irreducible subset of B4
and the dimension of TBQP% is given in the following table:
dimTBQP
%
%
15 (2 : 1, 1)3
14 (2 : 2 : 1, 1)(2 : 1, 1); (2 : 1, 1)2, (2 : 1)
13 (2 : 2 : 2 : 1, 1); (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1, 1); (2 : 2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1); (2 : 1, 1), (2 : 1)2
12 (2 : 2 : 2 : 1); (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1); (2 : 1)3.
Proof. Proposition 9.5 shows that TBQP% is closed in B4; Proposition 9.7 shows that
TBQP% is irreducible; and Proposition 9.16 calculates its dimension. 
Corollary 9.11. The poset BQP gives a stratification of B4. In other words,
(1) B4 is the disjoint union of {S% | % ∈ BQP},
(2) if %′ ≤ % in BQP, then S%′ is contained in the closure S% of S% in B4,
and
(3) TBQP% is the closure of S% in B4 for all % in BQP.
Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 9.10 using the technique of
the proof of Corollary 6.12 (d) and Theorem 6.13. 
Theorem 9.12 is our best result about closed irreducible subsets of T4.
Theorem 9.12.
(1) The subsets S(3:1), S(2:2:2:1), S(2:2:1),(2:1), and S(2:1)3 of T4 are irreducible, closed
in T4, and have dimension 12.
(2) The subset TQCP(3:1,1) of T4 is irreducible, closed in T4, and has dimension 13.
(3) The subsets TQCP(3:1,1,1) and T
QCP
(2:1,1)2,(2:1) of T4 are irreducible, closed in T4, and
have dimension 14.
(4) The set TQCP(2:1,1)3 is equal to T4. This set is irreducible, closed in T4, and has
dimension 15.
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Proof. The sets S(2:2:2:1) and S(2:2:1),(2:1) are shown to be closed in T4 in Proposition
9.18. The other listed subsets are shown to be closed in T4 in Proposition 9.3.
(Recall that S(2:1)3 = T
QCP
(2:1)3 and S(3:1) = T
QCP
(3:1) .) All of the sets are shown to
be irreducible in Proposition 9.7. The dimensions are calculated in Proposition
9.16. 
Observation 9.13. Each subset S%, with % from (0.3), has dimension at least 12.
Proof. Recall the group Σ = GL1(k) × SL2(k) × SL3(k) from (0.4). We define
an action of Σ on Td. If
[ a c
b d
]
is an element of SL2(k), then ax + by, cx + dy is
a basis for vector space B1 of linear forms in the polynomial ring B = k[x, y].
If σ = (u, (ℓ1, ℓ2), χ) is an element of Σ, where the pair of linear forms (ℓ1, ℓ2)
represents an element of SL2(k), and g = (g1, g2, g3) is an element of Td, then
define
σ · g = u[g(ℓ1, ℓ2)]χ,
where g(ℓ1, ℓ2) is the ordered triple
(9.14) (g1(ℓ1, ℓ2), g2(ℓ1, ℓ2), g3(ℓ1, ℓ2)),
[g(ℓ1, ℓ2)]χ is the product of the ordered triple (9.14) with the matrix χ, and uh is
(uh1, uh2, uh3) for any scalar u and any ordered triple h = (h1, h2, h3) in Ad. It is
clear that the curves Cg and Cσ·g have the same configuration of singularities; and
therefore, Σ · S% = S% for all % from (0.3).
Fix %. We have seen that the set S% is non-empty. Fix g ∈ S% and define
θg : Σ→ S%
by θg(σ) = σ · g . Let im θg and S% be the closure of im θg and S%, respectively,
in Td. The group Σ is an irreducible closed algebraic variety of dimension 12.
It follows that im θg ; and therefore, im θg are irreducible subsets of Td. Thus,
θg : Σ→ im θg is a dominate morphism of closed irreducible affine algebraic varieties
over an algebraically closed field. A quick calculation shows that if h is in im θg ,
then the fiber θ−1g (h) of θg over h is a finite set of points; so dim θ
−1
g (h) = 0. The
Fiber Dimension Theorem applies, exactly as it did in (6.15) and (6.16), to yield
that
dim(im θg) = dim(Σ)− dim(a generic fiber) = 12− 0 = 12.
We have im θg is a closed irreducible subset of S% of dimension 12. We conclude
that dim(S%) = dim(S%) ≥ dim(im θg) = 12. 
Remark 9.15. The proof of Observation 9.13 shows that if S is any non-empty
subset of Td which is closed under the action of Σ, and S is the closure of S in Td,
then every irreducible component of S has dimension at least 12.
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Proposition 9.16. The statements about dimension in Theorems 9.10 and 9.12
are correct.
Proof. Consider
S(3:1) = T
QCP
(3:1) ( T
QCP
(3:1,1) ( T
QCP
(3:1,1,1) ( T
QCP
(2:1,1)3 .
Each set is irreducible by Proposition 9.7 and closed in T4 by Proposition 9.3. One
has
12 ≤ dimTQCP(3:1) < dimT
QCP
(3:1,1) < dimT
QCP
(3:1,1,1) < dimT
QCP
(2:1,1)3 = 15.
One concludes that
dimTQCP(3:1) = 12, dimT
QCP
(3:1,1) = 13, and dimT
QCP
(3:1,1,1) = 14.
Consider
S(2:2:2:1) = T
BQP
(2:2:2:1) ( T
BQP
(2:2:2:1,1) ( T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1,1) ( T
BQP
(2:1,1)3 = B4.
Each set is irreducible by Proposition 9.7 and the fact that B4 is an open subset of
the irreducible space A4; hence, B4 is also an irreducible space. Each set is closed
in B4 by Proposition 9.5. One has
12 ≤ dim
(
TBQP(2:2:2:1)
)
< dim
(
TBQP(2:2:2:1,1)
)
< dim
(
TBQP(2:2:1,1),(2:1,1)
)
< dimB4 = 15;
and therefore,
(9.17) dim
(
TBQP(2:2:2:1)
)
= 12, dim
(
TBQP(2:2:2:1,1)
)
= 13, dim
(
TBQP(2:2:1,1),(2:1,1)
)
= 14.
Consider
TBQP(2:1)3 ( T
BQP
(2:1,1),(2:1)2 ( T
BQP
(2:1,1)2,(2:1) ⊆ T
BQP
(2:1,1)3 = B4.
All four sets are closed in B4 and irreducible. It follows that
12 ≤ dimTBQP(2:1)3 < dim
(
TBQP(2:1,1),(2:1)2
)
< dim
(
TBQP(2:1,1)2,(2:1)
)
< dimB4 = 15,
and
dimTBQP(2:1)3 = 12, dim
(
TBQP(2:1,1),(2:1)2
)
= 13, dim
(
TBQP(2:1,1)2,(2:1)
)
= 14.
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One may also consider the following chain of closed irreducible subsets of T4:
TQCP(3:1,1) ( T
QCP
(2,1,1)2,(2:1) ( T
QCP
(2:1,1)3
to conclude dimTQCP(2,1,1)2,(2:1) = 14.
Consider
S(2:2:1),(2:1) = T
BQP
(2:2:1),(2:1) ( T
BQP
(2:2:1),(2:1,1), T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) ( T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1,1).
All four sets are closed in B4 and irreducible by Proposition 9.7. The dimension of
the set on the right was calculated in (9.17). We have
12 ≤ dimTBQP(2:2:1),(2:1) < dimT
BQP
(2:2:1),(2:1,1), dimT
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) < dimT
BQP
(2:2:1,1),
(2:1,1)
= 14;
and we conclude that
dimTBQP(2:2:1),(2:1) = 12 and dimT
BQP
(2:2:1),(2:1,1) = T
BQP
(2:2:1,1),(2:1) = 13. 
Proposition 9.18. The sets S(2:2:2:1) and S(2:2:1),(2:1) are closed in T4.
Proof. Let % equal (2 : 2 : 2 : 1) or (2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1). We saw in Proposition 9.16
that dimS% = 12. Let S% be the closure of S% in T4. We saw in Proposition 9.3
that TQCP% is a closed subset of T4. It follows that S% ⊆ T
QCP
% . On the other
hand, we know from Table 2 that TQCP% ∩ B4 = S%. To prove this result we must
show that S% ∩UB4 = ∅. (Recall from Definition 5.4 that UB4 is the closed subset
T4 \ B4 of T4.) Suppose that S% ∩ UB4 is non-empty. It is clear that S% ∩ UB4 is
closed under the action of the group Σ. Let X be a closed irreducible component
of S% ∩ UB4. It follows from Remark 9.15 that dimX ≥ 12. It is not possible to
have two closed irreducible sets X ( S% with dimX ≥ 12 and dimS% = 12. 
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